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ABSTRACT

SYED FIDA GILLANI. Software-Defined Cyber Agility for Active Cyber Defense.
(Under the direction of DR. EHAB AL-SHAER)

The scale and sophistication of stealthy and persistent cyber-attacks like distributed

denial-of-service (DDoS) and man-in-the-middle (MitM) have been rapidly increasing

in recent years. There are fundamental Internet properties, attributed to the ossifica-

tion of the Internet, which make the defense against such threats a very challenging

task. First, static network paths lead to low-cost reconnaissance of the critical network

resources which always represent a small number due to the power-law distribution

of the traffic flows. Second, the lack of real-time information sharing and integration

obstruct a coordinated defense. Third, the lack of network agility due to the rigid

process of correct network reconfiguration makes timely mitigation of cyber-threats

infeasible or highly costly. Recently, software-defined networking (SDN) is introduced

to lessen the Internet ossification; however, it has its problems, e.g., flooding at the

switches due to a minor control traffic interruptions.

In this dissertation, we develop an agile defense capability called Active Cyber

Defense (ACD), to defend against cyber-attacks mentioned above. ACD is a cyber-

resiliency capability that dynamically orchestrates security architectures while adapt-

ing security policies and configurations, proactively or reactively, based on an active

investigation of threat observables. The objectives of ACD are to make SDN resilient

against SDN-specific vulnerabilities and employing SDN to defend against stealthy

DDoS attacks. We have developed a security architecture called Software-Defined

Cyber Agility (SDA), inspired and enabled by SDN, to offer ACD. This agile security

architecture allows programmable and on-demand functionality, reconfigurability and

manageability of security and resiliency countermeasures. It employs virtual networks

(VNs) as they offer the ability to allocate resources in the network dynamically (VN
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Migration).

The ACD defends against three problems in this dissertation. First, it protects

against the stealthy DDoS attacks either by proactively invalidating the attacker’s

knowledge of the critical network footprint or by employing early attack detection

techniques to isolate attack traffic. In proactive defense, ACD offers a dynamic and

threat-aware VN migration technique that mutates the physical footprint of the VN.

It offers three novel agility primitives. (1) Move, which enables VN to migrate from

one physical footprint to another. (2) Split, which allows isolating specific flows into

a different VN. (3) Merge, which enables two or more VNs to share the same physical

footprint.

Second, ACD implements an in-designed resilient SDN control plane to significantly

increase the inherent resilience of SDN against the DoS attacks and other network

faults. It uses the same SDN network resources to offer this boost in resilience.

Essentially, it minimizes the sharing of critical resources among data and control

traffic and elastically increases the limited control traffic processing capacity of the

SDN switches on-demand by dynamically using the under-utilized resources in the

network.

Third, ACD defends SDN against DoS attack caused by introducing interruptions

in the SDN control traffic. In this novel SDN attack, an adversary can compromise a

few SDN switches and uses these to degrade network throughput severely, and cause

data flooding by dropping only a small fraction of control traffic unsuspiciously. ACD

offers a solution that intelligently and dynamically distributes the routes of control

traffic through the network such that the analysis of packet loss over these control

paths instantly reveals the MitM switches.

We formalize ACD as a constraints satisfaction problem using Satisfiability Modulo

Theory. We develop this as a correct-by-construction framework to handle dynamic

network conditions while satisfying fundamental network constraints like switch re-
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sources, traffic matrix, QoS requirements, etc. We implement ACD on real virtualized

infrastructures like PlanetLab and Mininet.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

The scale and sophistication of stealthy and persistent cyber-attacks have been

rapidly increasing in recent years. In particular, distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)

and man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks have been severely threatening the mission

success of the critical services. According to the year 2013 statistics [12], 71% more

companies were targeted by DDoS and the largest DDoS attack observed in 2014

amounts to 400Gbps of attack traffic [22]. Just recently on the 2014 Christmas

day [17], three major entertainment companies in the United States, Sony PlaySta-

tion, Xbox ONE and Electronic Arts were brought down by the DDoS attack. Fur-

thermore, the DDoS is emerging into a stealthy attack moving away from the blunt

volumetric attack [22] where few bots (compromised machines) generate too much at-

tack traffic. Instead, in stealthy DDoS attacks, an attacker can use thousands of bots

to send low rate traffic causing large-scale low-rate DDoS attacks, which are harder

to detect. The Crossfire attack [64] is considered the state-of-the-art example of such

stealthy DDoS attacks. The interesting thing about Crossfire attack is that it does

not send attack traffic directly to the victim destination. Instead, it sends low-rate

large-scale traffic to such geographical neighbors of the victim that share links with

the victim and thwarts these critical links.

These sophisticated and evolving cyber-attacks require novel defense approaches.

In the following, we describe some background information before we describe our

approaches.
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1.2 Background

In the following, we explain two important virtualization technologies, virtual net-

works (VNs) and software-defined network (SDN).

1.2.1 Virtual Networks and Virtualized Infrastructure

1.2.1.1 Virtual Networks (VNs)

Virtual Networks are proposed [41, 53, 54, 100, 116] in many contexts to abate the

Internet ossification by enabling the creation of a customizable and flexible virtual

layer on top of the Internet. In this regard, a virtual network (VN) is built on top of a

substrate network using some virtualization technology, for example, software-defined

network (SDN). It uses virtual resources (virtual nodes and virtual links) to operate.

A portion of the physical resources of the substrate is assigned to the virtual network.

Each virtual node is mapped to a substrate node, and virtual nodes are connected via

virtual links, each of which corresponds to one or more physical links in the substrate.

Figure 1: Virtual Network Placement Ex-
ample

For example, in Figure 1, virtual links

are mapped to the substrate using min-

imum hop routing. The virtual link XY

of the top virtual network corresponds to

the path ABCD in the substrate. Simi-

larly, the virtual link PQ of the bottom

virtual network maps to EBCF in the

substrate. These two virtual links share

the physical link BC.

A virtualized infrastructure (VI) in the context of data networks is a substrate

made up of interconnected network components on which virtual networks can be

constructed. Most, if not all, usage of the substrate is through these virtual networks

with little or no applications running natively on the substrate. This VI architecture
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Figure 2: SDN Architecture

enables some flexibility features like decoupling of VN management from the under-

lying substrate network and providing flexibility in the allocation (sometimes called

placement) of substrate resources to VNs.

1.2.1.2 Software-Defined Networks (SDN)

SDN is a networking model where networking is controlled, managed and imple-

mented by a software [21]. SDN providers offer a wide selection of competing architec-

tures but at its most simple, the SDN method centralizes the control of the network

by separating the control logic to off-device computer resources [21]. All SDN models

have some version of a Controller as well as southbound APIs (API = Application

Programming Interface) and northbound APIs, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The control plane in SDN is comprised of three components. (1) Controller(s),

which controls the SDN resources from a central location using OpenFlow (OF) pro-

tocol. (2) OpenFlow agent (OFA), instead of a control logic module, each OF enabled

switch is equipped with an OFA which generates/consumes OF messages to/from the

controller. (3) Forwarding plane (FP), a set of devices that deliver control messages

to/from the controller(s). FP either consists of one device (for example, LAN switch)
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if the controller is directly connected to its switches [8], or multiple devices if con-

troller(s) has to control geographically distributed switches from a remote location

sitting at least few hops away from the switches, like in SDN-WAN [55,61,87], overlay

networks [116] etc. Moreover, FP is either out-of-band, dedicated devices forward-

ing only control traffic or in-band, shared devices forwarding both data and control

traffic.

Controllers: The brains of the network, SDN Controllers offer a centralized view

of the overall network. It enables network administrators to dictate to the underlying

systems (like switches and routers) as how the forwarding plane should handle network

traffic.

Southbound APIs: SDN uses southbound APIs to relay information to the switches

and routers. OpenFlow, considered the first standard in SDN, was the original south-

bound API and remained as one of the most common protocols.

Northbound APIs: SDN uses northbound APIs to communicate with the appli-

cations and business logic. It helps network administrators to shape traffic and deploy

services programmatically.

1.2.1.3 VN-based PlanetLab

PlanetLab [16] is a group of computers available as a testbed that supports the

development of new network services. Since the beginning of 2003, more than 1, 000

researchers at top academic institutions and industrial research labs have used Plan-

etLab to develop new technologies for distributed storage, network mapping, peer-

to-peer systems, distributed hash tables, and query processing. PlanetLab currently

consists of 1353 nodes at 717 sites. The advantage to researchers in using PlanetLab

is that they can experiment with new services under real-world conditions, and at

large scale.

PlanetLab is a prominent virtualized infrastructure for deploying multiple VNs
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that share the substrate network resources distributed across hundreds of physical

domains on the Internet. A user requests a slice on PlanetLab and selects a set of

PlanetLab nodes to add to the slice. Once the user selects a set of nodes for the

experiment, the user can connect these nodes together to form a VN within the slice.

There are two standard methods to create and manage a VN within a slice on

PlanetLab. The first implements VNs in user space and requires the creation of

a virtual router in each container using the Click router. It connects the virtual

routers together with UDP tunnels. User space implementations increase the latency

of forwarding packets due to the time copying packets between the kernel and user

space and also the time waiting for Click to run on the CPU. With this method, both

control and data planes are implemented in the user space without separation.

1.2.1.4 SDN-based Mininet

Mininet is a network emulator, or perhaps more precisely a network emulation

orchestration system [11]. It runs a collection of end-hosts, switches, routers, and

links on a single Linux kernel. It uses lightweight virtualization to make a single

system look like a complete network, running the same kernel, system, and user code.

A Mininet host behaves just like a real machine; you can ssh into it and run arbitrary

programs (including anything that is installed on the underlying Linux system.) The

programs that run in mininet can send packets through what seems like a real Ethernet

interface, with a given link speed and delay. Packets get processed by what looks like

an actual Ethernet switch, router, or middlebox, with a given amount of queueing.

When two programs, like an iperf client and server, communicate through Mininet,

the measured performance should match that of two (slower) native machines.

In short, Mininet’s virtual hosts, switches, links, and controllers emulate the real

entities; they are just created using software rather than hardware. However, their

behavior is similar to discrete hardware elements. It is usually possible to create

a Mininet network that resembles a hardware network, or a hardware network that
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resembles a Mininet network, and to run the same binary code and applications on

either platform. It is very fast to start-up a simple network as it takes just a few

seconds, which enables a quick run-edit-debug development loop.

1.2.2 OpenFlow: SDN Protocol and Controllers

1.2.2.1 OpenFlow Protocol

Different types of control traffic flow between the controller and the switches but we

are only interested in certain types of control traffic (Packet_IN and Packet_OUT). We

explore exploits associated with these types later in the dissertation. The OpenFlow

protocol [15] supports three message types, controller-to-switch, asynchronous and

symmetric, each with multiple sub-types. Controller-to-switch messages are initiated

by the controller and are used to manage or inspect the state of the switch directly.

Asynchronous messages are initiated by the switch. These are used to update the

controller about the network events and changes to the switch state. Symmetric mes-

sages are initiated by either the switch or the controller and sent without solicitation.

The OpenFlow messages that we use in this dissertation are as followed.

• Packet_IN: Transfers the control of a packet to the controller. For all packets

forwarded to the CONTROLLER reserved port using a flow entry or the table-miss

flow entry, a Packet_IN event is always sent to controllers. Other processing,

such as TTL checking, may also generate Packet_IN events to send packets to the

controller. Packet_IN events can be configured to buffer packets. For Packet_IN

generated by an output action in flow entries or group bucket, it can be specified

individually in the output action itself, for other Packet_IN it can be configured in

the switch configuration. The Packet_IN event can be configured to buffer packets

if the switch has sufficient memory to buffer them. Switches that do not support

internal buffering are configured to send the full packet to controllers as part of

the event. Buffered packets are usually processed via a Packet-out message from
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a controller, or automatically expired after some time. If the packet is buffered,

the number of bytes of the original packet to include in the Packet_IN can be

configured. By default, it is 128 bytes. For Packet_IN generated by an output

action in flow entries or group bucket, it can be specified individually in the output

action itself, for other Packet_IN it can be configured in the switch configuration.

• Packet_OUT: These are used by the controller to send packets out of a speci-

fied port on the switch, and to forward packets received via Packet_IN messages.

Packet_OUT messages must contain a full packet or a buffer ID referencing a packet

stored in the switch. The message must also include a list of actions in order, and

an empty action list drops the packet.

• Modify-State: These messages are sent by the controller to manage state on the

switches. Their primary purpose is to add, delete and modify flow/group entries

in the OpenFlow tables and to set switch port properties.

• Hello: These messages are exchanged between the switch and controller upon

connection startup.

• Echo: Echo Request message can be sent from either the switch or the controller

and must be paired with an Echo Reply response. They are mainly used to verify

the liveness of a controller-switch connection, and may as well be used to measure

its latency or bandwidth.

1.2.2.2 OpenDayLight Controller

OpenDaylight is a collaborative open source project to advance Software-Defined

Networking (SDN) [13]. OpenDaylight is a community-led, open, industry-supported

framework, consisting of code and blueprints, for accelerating adoption, fostering

innovation, reducing risk and creating a more transparent approach to Software-

Defined Networking. OpenDaylight provides a common platform on top of which

vendor products and services can be built, giving vendors the room to innovate and

compete and provide users with the best solutions at a rapid pace.
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OpenDaylight (ODL) is a modular Open SDN platform for networks of any size and

scale. ODL enables network services across a spectrum of hardware in multivendor en-

vironments. ODL’s microservices architecture allows users to control applications and

plugins, as well as to provide connections between external consumers and providers,

see reference Figure 3. Its development is driven by a large, global community that

updates the platform roughly every six months and continuously adapts it to support

the industrys broadest set of SDN use cases.

Most networks are designed to accommodate the needs and workloads of the mo-

ment. With SDN we can optimize existing networks to fit our needs today, and

more quickly adapt them as our requirements change. Because there is not just one

implementation for SDN, OpenDaylight is building a common platform that can be

configured in any number of ways to solve the network challenges. ODL integrates

open source, open standards, and open APIs to deliver an SDN platform that makes

the network more programmable, intelligent and adaptable.

The OpenDaylight project is an open source platform for Software Defined Net-

working (SDN) that uses open protocols to provide centralized, programmatic control

and network device monitoring. Like many other SDN controllers, OpenDaylight sup-

ports OpenFlow, as well as offering ready-to-install network solutions as part of its

platform. Much as the operating system provides an interface for the devices that

comprise your computer, OpenDaylight provides an interface that allows users to

connect network devices quickly and intelligently for optimal network performance.

Major distinctions of OpenDaylights SDN compared to traditional SDN options are

the following:

• A microservices architecture, in which a ’microservice’ is a particular protocol or

service that a user wants to enable within their installation of the OpenDaylight

controller, for example, An L2-Switch or a service such as Authentication, Autho-

rization, and Accounting (AAA).
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Figure 3: OpenDayLight Controller Architecture

• Support for a wide and growing range of network protocols beyond OpenFlow,

including SNMP, NETCONF, OVSDB, BGP, PCEP, LISP, and more.

• Support for developing new functionality comprised of additional networking pro-

tocols and services.

1.2.2.3 POX Controller

POX [18] is an open source development platform for Python-based software-

defined networking (SDN) control applications, such as OpenFlow SDN controllers.

POX, which enables rapid development and prototyping, is becoming more commonly

used than NOX, a sister project.

POX provides a framework for communicating with SDN switches using either the

OpenFlow or OVSDB protocol [23]. Developers can use POX to create an SDN con-

troller using the Python programming language. It is a favorite tool for teaching

about and researching software-defined networks and network applications program-

ming. POX can be immediately used as a primary SDN controller by using the stock

components. However, we can create a more sophisticated SDN controller by creating

new POX components. Or, we can write network applications that leverage POXs

API.
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POX components are additional Python programs that can be invoked when POX

is started from the command line. These components implement the network func-

tionality in the software-defined network. The general purpose of all SDN controllers,

including POX, is to allow users to write their applications that use the controller as

an intermediary or abstraction layer between network applications and the network

equipment.

1.2.3 SMT Overview

In the past decade, Boolean formal methods (for example, SAT) have been used

successfully in network security analysis, especially for verifying security policy, It is

defined as a sequence of propositional logical constraints. However, due to the in-

creasing complexity of network security and business requirements of CPS, Boolean

propositional logic constraints are not suitable to develop security analytics for com-

plex systems like large scale networks. SMT [83] has been designed to overcome this

shortcoming by offering various background theories that efficiently deal with inte-

gers, real numbers, arrays, uninterpreted functions, linear arithmetic, etc. Also, SMT

solvers provide a much richer formal modeling platform compared to SAT solvers.

SMT solvers [25, 26] are proved to be powerful tools for solving constraint satis-

faction problems that arise in many diverse areas including software and hardware

verification, type inference, extended static checking, test-case generation, schedul-

ing, planning, graph problems, etc. An SMT instance is a formula in first-order logic,

where some functions and predicate symbols have new interpretations according to

the background theories. SMT is the problem of determining whether a formula is

satisfiable or not. For example, the following simple SMT instance has two con-

straints.

(2x+ y < 2) ∨ (x− 2y > 0)

x ≤ 1
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This case is satisfied with the assignments: x = 0 and y = 0. There can be other

assignments for x and y which can satisfy the constraints, and SMT can provide

all of 24 these assignments. SMT solvers are efficiently applied to solving large and

complex problems. It has been shown that modern SMT solvers can check formulas

with hundreds of thousands of variables, and millions of clauses [83]. In this research,

we primarily use theories of integers, real numbers, and linear arithmetic for modeling,

and we find that our models are highly efficient in solving complex security problems

in cyber security.

1.2.3.1 Microsoft Z3 SMT Solver

Z3 is a state-of-the-art theorem prover from Microsoft Research [26]. It can be

used to check the satisfiability of logical formulas over one or more theories. Z3 offers

a compelling match for software analysis and verification tools since several standard

software constructs map directly into supported theories.

The primary objective of the tutorial is to introduce the reader on how to use

Z3 effectively for logical modeling and solving. The tutorial provides some general

background on logical modeling, but we have to defer a full introduction to first-

order logic and decision procedures to textbooks. Z3 is a low-level tool. It is best

used as a component in the context of other tools that require solving logical formulas.

Consequently, Z3 exposes a number of API facilities to make it convenient for tools

to map into Z3, but there are no stand-alone editors or user-centric services for

interacting with Z3. The language syntax used in the front ends favor simplicity

in contrast to linguistic convenience. In the following, we briefly describe the theories

we utilized in this dissertation.

Propositional Logic Theory: The pre-defined sort Bool is the sort (type) of all

Boolean propositional expressions. Z3 supports the usual Boolean operators and,

or, xor, not, => (implication), ite (if-then-else). Bi-implications are represented us-

ing equality =. The following example shows how to prove that if p implies q and
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q implies r, then p implies r. We accomplish that by showing that the negation is

unsatisfiable. The command define-fun is used to define a macro (aka alias).

Arithmetic Theory: Z3 has built-in support for integer and real constants. These two

types should not be confused with machine integers (32-bit or 64-bit) and floating

point numbers. These two types (sorts) represent the mathematical integers and

reals. The command declare-const is used to declare an integer and real constants.

After constants are declared, the user can assert SMT formulas containing these

constants. The formulas contain arithmetic operators such as +,−, <, and so on.

The command check-sat will instruct Z3 to try to find an interpretation for the

declared constants that makes all formulas true. The interpretation is assigning a

number to each constant. If such interpretation exists, we say it is a model for the

asserted formulas. The command get-model displays the model built by Z3. In SMT

syntax, the final model of the example mentioned above is given below.

(declare-const x Int)

(declare-const y Int)

(assert (Or (< (+ (* 2 x) y) 2) (> (- x (* 2 y)) 0)))

(assert (<= x 1))

(check-sat)

(get-model)

1.3 Why Internet Infrastructure Needs Protection?

The Internet architecture, developed over 40 years ago, has proven its worth by

the vast array of applications and technologies it now supports [30]. The essential

nature of these applications for todays world make them mission critical and any

disruption to them could be catastrophic. Therefore, network robustness is essential

to service availability and quality of service, especially in the wake of evolving and

persistent cyber threats like DDoS, etc. These cyber threats have brought with it
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many challenges for which the current Internet architecture is ill-suited. Because,

while technology and innovation continue to evolve, our network infrastructure system

has been maintained almost in the same shape for decades and this phenomenon is

known as Internet ossification.

1.3.1 Limitations of Internet Infrastructure

There are fundamental Internet properties, attributed to the ossification of the In-

ternet, which make the defense against such cyber-attacks a very challenging task.

• Static Architecture: Network traffic generated for any source-destination pair on

the Internet follows some network path. Studies show that the deterministic na-

ture of existing routing protocols results into an ossified Internet with static and

predictable network paths. Therefore, for any source-destination pair, the network

traffic follows the same network path for an extended period [64]. The public na-

ture of the Internet makes this prolonged association of the network resources with

the network traffic exploitable by the attackers. It makes network reconnaissance

for identifying the critical network resources feasible with low-cost.

• Critical Resources: A network resource is considered critical if it plays a vital role

in the network. For instance, if a network link carries a majority of the network

traffic then it is regarded as a critical link. In traditional networks, traffic flows are

assigned to network paths following power-law distribution [47]. This power-law is

attributed to the distributed nature of the Internet where every router constructs

its routing table, based on local wisdom without a global view. It results in an

Internet property where a majority of the network traffic flows through a small

portion of the network making it critical. So, there is always a limited number

of critical network links that carry most of the network traffic, attributed to the

power-law distribution [47] of the traffic flows.
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• Lack of Coordinated Defense: In evolving cyber threats, primarily distributed DoS

attacks, the attacker can use geographically distributed malicious resources to

launch a coordinated attack against a victim. However, each malicious resource

may be acting benignly. For instance, the attacker can use thousands of bots to

send a low-rate attack traffic to a victim. Each attack flow will look like benign,

whereas the end-result will be a DDoS attack against the victim. These distributed

cyber threats need a coordinated defense where the different parts of the network

share symptoms for a coordinated response. However, the lack of real-time infor-

mation sharing and integration obstruct a coordinated defense.

• Lack of Network Agility: Agility can be defined as the ability of a system to change

its position/characteristics (in this case: system parameters or configurations for

example, IP address and routes) rapidly and dynamically by choosing distinct

trajectories (paths) in timely and economical fashion, to defend against cyber

threats. Agility offers proactive cyber deception by dynamically changing system

behavior to disrupt the attacker’s planning and discourage them by increasing

their cost of attacks. It also increases the inherent resilience of the system by

minimizing the time for mitigation after attacks and creates resistance against

post-attack impact (i.e. attack propagation). The lack of network agility due to

the rigid process of correct network reconfiguration makes timely mitigation of

cyber-attacks infeasible or highly costly.

1.3.2 Vulnerability of Internet Infrastructure to DDoS

An attacker can exploit the vulnerabilities mentioned above in the Internet infras-

tructure to launch devastating and stealthy DDoS attack. DDoS is a type of attack

where multiple compromised systems, which are often infected with a Trojan, are used

to target a single system causing a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. There are multi-

ple types of stealthy DDoS attacks that can exhibit any combination of the following

DDoS attack attributes. (1) Attacks that target victims either directly by sending
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traffic to the target destinations (direct attack), or indirectly by sending traffic to

neighboring servers (decoys) to flood critical links shared with the victim (indirect

attack). (2) Slowly increasing traffic rate bots that reach high-volume DDoS attacks.

(3) Non-aggressive highly-stealthy DDoS attacks originated from a large number of

low and slow sending bots mostly undetectable in the network level analysis.

1.4 Benefits and Limitations of Virtualized Infrastructure

Virtualized infrastructure offers the flexibility and manageability to develop agile

solutions to defend against large scale DDoS attacks.

1.4.1 Capabilities of Virtualized Infrastructure

Virtual Networks have been proposed [41,53,54,100,116] in many contexts to lessen

the Internet ossification by enabling the creation of a customizable and flexible virtual

layer on top of the Internet. In this regard, a virtual network (VN) is built on top

of a substrate network using some virtualization technology, for example, software

defined network (SDN). It uses virtual resources (virtual nodes and virtual links)

to operate. A portion of the physical resources of the substrate is assigned to the

virtual network. Each virtual node is mapped to a substrate node, and virtual nodes

are connected via virtual links, each of which corresponds to one or more physical

links in the substrate. VN architecture enables a number of flexibility features: (1)

decoupling of VN management from the underlying substrate network, (2) providing

flexibility in the allocation (sometimes called placement) of substrate resources to

VNs, (3) allowing enhanced data services in the VN that augments the substrates

capability, and 4) enabling agility (or movement) of a VNs placement (called VN

migration).

Inherently, SDN-based VN architecture helps to answer all the problems as men-

tioned earlier in the Internet infrastructure exploitable by the DDoS attack. (1)

Its centralized architecture provides a global perspective to diffuse the threat surface
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either by increasing the number of critical resources or frequently changing their iden-

tities. (2) Its flexible design provides an ability to introduce agility into the network.

(3) Its centralize architecture provides the capacity to investigate threat-observables

scattered throughout the network for a coordinated defense.

1.4.2 Limitations of Virtualized Infrastructure

However, SDN-based VI itself is vulnerable to some novel cyber threats that can

be exploited by the attackers to diminish the benefits associated with VNs.

• Lack of Decision Making in Agile Resource Allocation: Although VN offers dy-

namic resource allocation, however, all existing VN placement techniques are static,

offering one-time placement only. Moreover, these methods do not consider threat-

awareness or dynamic environment to allocate the physical resources to VNs. Sim-

ilarly, lack of agility primitives results in a static VN placement and resource con-

figuration management in SDN. Even though SDN provides the potential of VN

programmability but more work needs to be done to make controller intelligent

enough to handle VN agility.

• Resource Contention among Data and Control Traffic: In SDN, there exists a

unique dependency among data and control traffic. Data traffic generates control

traffic, and response to control traffic from the controller directly impacts the data

traffic. Moreover, in evolving SDN deployments (SDN-WAN [87], campus network,

etc.,) with moderate to a large number of devices, the same SDN network is used

to forward both data and control traffic (in-band control plane). SDN does not

mandate the isolation of data traffic from control traffic. Therefore, in the in-band

control plane, the control traffic may share critical resources with data traffic. An

attacker can exploit this feature to launch DDoS attacks against the SDN control

plane.

• Traceability of Control Traffic due to Centralization of Control : SDN centralizes

the network control, and each network device sends/receives control traffic to/from
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a central controller. Although a central control provides the controller a unique

global perspective of the network, however, centralized controller in SDN makes it

easy to target the control traffic generated in the SDN. It is because this central-

ization makes control traffic traceable. It enables an attacker to interrupt only a

fraction of control traffic to cause data flooding at the switches or a severe degrada-

tion in data throughput of the network. It was not possible in traditional networks

due to their distributed architecture.

1.4.3 Vulnerabilities of Virtualize Infrastructure to DDoS

An attacker can exploit the SDN vulnerabilities to launch devastating and stealthy

DDoS attacks against SDN. In the following, we briefly explain the cyber threats

dealt with in this dissertation.

• In SDN switch, the arrival of a new flow at the switch results into a Packet_IN

control message to the controller, asking for instructions. However, due to the

limited capacity of the switch to generate a small number of Packet_IN control

messages, an attacker can exploit it by sending more new flows to the switch than

the switch can handle [94,105]. This way the attacker can deny switch availability

to other benign new flows. Similarly, in the in-band control plane with many

devices, control traffic may have to share critical network resources with the data

traffic because deploying a large scale out-of-band control plane may not be feasible

due to its very high cost [57]. In these deployments, an attacker can quickly identify

the critical links in the network that are shared between the data and the control

traffic through a reconnaissance attack [52, 64]. Then she can use bots to pass

enough data traffic through these critical links to flood these links, thus denying

these critical resources to control traffic.

• We introduce a novel DoS attack against the In-band SDN control plane. In this

attack, a malicious man-in-the-middle (MitM) switch along the control path can

randomly drop a small fraction of control traffic to cause significant data through-
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put reduction and data flooding at the SDN switches. It is because the control

message response time of the controller significantly influences the available buffer

capacity at the switches and network throughput. In SDN, typically the first data

packet of new data flows, or all packets belonging to the elephant flows (existing

large data flows in the network) with expired flow-rules remain in the switch buffer

until it receives forwarding instructions from the controller. Timely receipt of these

instructions is crucial for the end-hosts, initiating a new data flow, waiting to send

subsequent data packets. Similarly, incorrectly categorized elephant flows, with

expired flow rules, will continue sending large streams of data packets depending

upon the sizes of their respective congestion windows.

1.5 Overview and Limitations of Existing DDoS Defense Techniques

The existing solutions [31, 32, 42, 43, 56, 59, 66, 73, 78, 82, 84, 91, 95, 97, 107, 109, 111]

lack the aptitude required to defend against the aforementioned cyber threats.

1.5.1 Defense Approaches against Internet DDoS

We can broadly categorize these approaches into following two categories.

1.5.1.1 Classical DDoS Defense

These approaches can be further classified into, (1) reactive approaches, these ap-

proaches wait for the attacker to exhibit some malicious behavior to respond to at-

tacks. These solutions depend heavily on the efficient and effective detection of the

attacks. Such approaches suffer from various limitations. (a) Limiting threat behavior,

sometimes they consider a threat model with restricted threat behavior or fixed threat

behavior and updating the threat behavior requires significant efforts. For example,

some require authentication based defense against DDoS and are ineffective to defend

public services, mostly are inefficient defending close to the destination assuming a

fixed perimeter, whereas, evolving DDoS attacks may require extending the boundary

further into the network to block flooding before it aggregates at the network gates.
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(b) Naive signature-based, sometimes they consider static signatures of attack and are

not capable to defend against evolving attacks. For example, some DDoS solutions

only consider volumetric DDoS attacks and are ineffective against large-scale low-rate

DDoS attacks where an attacker can use thousands of bots with each bot sending at-

tack traffic only at a benign rate, mimicking good behavior. (2) Avoidance based

approaches, these approaches proactively introduce countermeasures in the system to

defy DDoS attacks. These countermeasures either require too many changes in the

existing infrastructure or incur exponential overhead as the problem scale increases.

For instance, some infrastructure-based approaches proposed adding authentication

bits in packet headers to assist routers in dropping attack traffic [31,107,109]. Others

suggested routers to signal each other through a signaling protocol to filter DDoS

traffic [59, 78, 95]. The major limitation of these approaches is to expect significant

changes in the existing hardware and network protocols.

1.5.1.2 VI-based Defense Approaches

These approaches try to leverage the flexible architecture of VI to offer different

solutions. These can be further categorized into, (1) VN-based techniques, these

methods develop various types of VN to filter out DDoS traffic. For instance, the VN-

based approaches [29,66,70,71,97,98] suggest deploying a secret virtual layer on top of

the substrate to route traffic only through designated routers. For example Akamai’s

SiteShield service [1], SOS [66,97] and Mayday [29], use a shared secret (for example,

IP of the target) to route traffic through specialized routers. The major shortcoming

of such approach is that the adversary can bypass the virtual network to flood the

target directly if the secret (virtual layer) is revealed. (2) Proxy based techniques, these

techniques [62, 103, 106] leverage cloud environments to host a small set of active

proxies. Incoming connection requests are validated by a well-provisioned lookup

server which then redirects each authorized user to one of the active secret proxies to

serve the users subsequent requests. When under attack, a central server instantiates
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new proxies and clients associated with attacked proxies are moved to these newly

instantiated proxies. Such a reactive mechanism presents weaknesses that can be

exploited to diminish the protection offered by these architectures. (1) They may

require distinction among clients using services, for example, authentication, which

makes them unsuitable for public services(for example, [103]). (2) They randomly

partition the clients among new active proxies and identify malicious clients by the

continuation of the attack on these new proxies which result into delayed attack

mitigation (for example, [62, 103, 106]). (3) They rely on the secrecy of proxies to

remain valid (for example, [103]). (4) An attacker can easily collect information about

the active proxies and can launch a massive DDoS attack against all known proxies

(for example, [62, 103,106]).

1.5.2 Defense Approaches against SDN DDoS

We can further divide these into three categories.

1.5.2.1 Reactive Approaches

These approaches employ a detection mechanism, and the effectiveness of the DDoS

defense heavily depends on the efficiency of detection. However, sometimes these

methods exhibit very high false positive rates because they employ simple threat

models. An attacker can manipulate the threat indicators to cause high false positive

rate that leads to poor detection rate. For instance, to defend against MitM induced

DoS, a technique [88] assumes that the attacker drops from all flows and with a fixed

probability which is not true in our threat model. Similarly, in many techniques like

Faith [81], Watchers [58], and AudIt [34], each router records a traffic summary based

on counters or Bloom Filters. Routers periodically exchange local summaries with

others for MitM detection based on flow reservation. Without any authentication of

the data packets, these schemes suffer from packet modification attacks. Moreover,

many techniques are designed for non-adversarial settings and are thus vulnerable to
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attacks. For example, active probing (traceroute or ping) based detection [37, 63]

can be easily evaded by a malicious entity by correctly responding to probes while

corrupting other control packets.

1.5.2.2 Avoidance based Approaches

Some techniques propose changes in the SDN infrastructure to proactively defend

against DDoS attack. However, sometimes they consider threat model with limited

capabilities. For instance, an existing solution AvantGuard [94] protects SDN switch

control agent from DoS attack by changing the OpenFlow protocol. It suggests that

for each new flow, a switch replies back with a fake ACK message to ensure if it is a

valid TCP connection or a spoofed one. However, it assumes that the attacker needs IP

spoofing to generate new flows which result into incomplete TCP connections. Whereas

the attacker can use thousands of bots, (easily available [51]), as valid recipients of

random TCP connections to avoid spoofing. Thus, it can easily evade AvantGuard

preventive measures.

Sometimes, they require extensive infrastructural changes that may not be feasible.

For instance, in an approach proposed by Zhang et al. [113], a router is required

to share secret keys with each source node to defend against collusion or to detect

malicious modification. It results in each router storing keys in order of the number

of source nodes making it unscalable for a large network.

1.5.2.3 Off-line Approaches

These approaches employ some complex modeling that makes them unsuitable

for online mitigation. For instance, in MitM defense, some techniques that rely on

sophisticated statistical modeling such as the one proposed by Ma lgorzata et al. [99]

and Li et al. [75] are simply not designed for online detection and analysis. For

instance, in the study [75], monitors deployed near access points, collect transmission

frames and relay them to a central machine that does faults inference by building a
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decision tree. It is considered computationally expensive and thus used for off-line

analysis just like belief network in [99].

1.6 Work Objectives

In this dissertation, we have developed cyber agility techniques for ACD to defend

against stealthy and large-scale DDoS using virtual networks, and to defend SDN

against DoS and MitM attacks. Teh following are the key objectives that we address

in this dissertation.

• Proactive Defense against DDoS and MitM: The static nature of the Internet infras-

tructure enables attacker an affordable reconnaissance to learn about the critical

network resources. The readily available thousands of bots enable an attacker to

launch stealthy attacks where each bot is mimicking benign behavior. Thus, the

attacker can easily evade any filtering or detection of malicious conduct. Moreover,

the static nature of the critical network resources enables an attacker to build a

devastating attack slowly. Therefore, reactive security using intrusion response

and mitigation is insufficient to defend against evolving persistent cyber threats.

Furthermore, unlike traditional networks, where the impact of the attack is mostly

local due to the distributed nature, an attack on the central SDN control plane can

be devastating regarding damages and consequences. Therefore, our goal in this

dissertation is to proactively identify and hide the critical resources frequently to

reduce the attack surface and to avoid infrastructure-based stealthy DDoS attacks.

• Adaptive Defense against DDoS and MitM: Although proactive defense can sig-

nificantly raise the bar for the attackers by increasing the attack cost, however

depending solely on the proactive measures does not guarantee protection partic-

ularly if the attackers are highly stealthy. Moreover, the proactive defense can be

expensive because the defensive measures are frequently executed regardless of the

presence of the attack. Therefore, our goal in this dissertation is to develop adap-

tive security that can tune the defense parameters and can create new strategies
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based on the active investigation of threat or network observables.

• Resiliency of Cyberinfrastructure: Resiliency is the ability of a system to provide

and maintain an acceptable level of services in the face of faults and attacks. In-

ternet ossification has dampened the network resiliency over the years especially

in the wake of evolving persistent cyber threats. Over the last few years, many

solutions have been proposed to remedy this issue, yet they all require significant

changes to existing infrastructures and protocols that can be very expensive or in-

feasible. Therefore, our goal in this dissertation is to develop in-designed resilience

to SDN without requiring any changes in the infrastructure or OpenFlow protocol.

It is to ensure that the cyberinfrastructure should be resilient against attacks and

should maintain an acceptable operational state of the system under attacks, even

if the attack intensity increases.

• Automation of Cyber Defense: Automating the security analysis is essential for

large and complex networks as manual security analysis can be slow, expensive and

ineffective. Moreover, the persistent cyber threats demand agility to enable chang-

ing the system parameters or configurations dynamically in timely and economical

manner. Therefore, our goal in this dissertation is to automate sense-making and

decision-making for cyber security without or with minimum human assistance.

1.7 Research Challenges

There are many research challenges that we address in this dissertation to com-

plete our research objectives. We can broadly categorize these problems into two

categories.

• Constraint Satisfaction Challenges: Cyber agility demands continuous change in

system parameters and configurations to evade persistent cyber threats. However,

it inherently contradicts with QoS and incurs more cost and management overhead.

Therefore, finding a balance to achieve targeted protection level at the desired QoS

with affordable cost and overhead is a challenging task. We identify the following
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cyber agility constraints to guarantee cost-effective active cyber defense.

• Timely Defense: The cyber agility measures must be fast enough to prevent an

attacker from launching a successful attack and quick enough to mitigate attack

symptoms before the attack can be effective.

• Maintaining Service Continuity : Cyber agility requires the ability to continu-

ously adapt network configurations to defend against evolving threats or changes

in network dynamics. This must not invalidate QoS guarantees.

• Increasing Uncertainty for Adversaries : The attacker should not be able to

anticipate the cyber agility planning and tactics.

• Maintaining Resource Allocation Requirements : The cyber agility must consider

the ever-changing network dynamics that might cause changes in the dynamic

reconfiguration.

• General Resource Allocation Modeling: All the cyber agility based solutions pro-

posed, should be general for multiple threats, and should be usable for different

network environments and dynamic conditions. We identify the following chal-

lenges in this regard that we consider in this dissertation.

• Threat and Environment Modeling : It is quite challenging to translate threat be-

havior and network features into logical constraints, considering different threat

observables, network components, and their interactions.

• Tunable Parameters for Evolving Threats : Threat behavior and network dynam-

ics may evolve over time. Therefore, it is important to build a formal framework

that can allow for the addition of new requirements or constraints with minimum

or no changes in the existing model.

• Scalability : A network may consist of thousands of devices. Therefore, it is chal-

lenging to model these large number of devices such that the security verification,

as well as the resiliency architecture synthesis, can be performed efficiently.
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1.8 Contributions

The main contribution is to enable novel cyber agility capabilities that can pro-

tect cyberinfrastructure proactively and adaptively against stealthy DDoS attacks.

For this purpose, we address the research challenges mentioned above by develop-

ing Software-Defined Agility (SDA) to offer Active Cyber Defense (ACD) framework.

The objectives of ACD are to make cyberinfrastructure resilient against the Internet,

VN and SDN specific vulnerabilities and to defend against stealthy DDoS attacks.

The SDA offers network security and resiliency through the following three research

thrusts.

MoveNet: Comprehensive Defense against Stealthy DDoS

In this dissertation, we develop a novel cyber defense framework, called MoveNet,

which enables new network agility primitives (split, move and merge) of virtual net-

works (VN) to offer real-time active detection and mitigation of large-scale, aggressive

or stealthy, direct or indirect DDoS attacks. MoveNet proactively avoids identification

and targeting of critical links through dynamic random mutation of the VN physical

footprint via enabling VN migration. Moreover, MoveNet integrates network-level

traffic analytics from different VNs to allow real-time VN migration and reforma-

tion to dynamically segregate suspicious flows in independent VNs for monitoring

and control (potential throttling). We use satisfiability modulo theory to develop

correct-by-construction VN migration planning under continuous movement and of-

fer an efficient VN migration mechanism that identifies the appropriate configuration

sequence to enable migration while maintaining the network integrity (for example,

avoiding session disconnection). We also demonstrate the effectiveness of our imple-

mented framework on both mininet and Planetlab-based experimentations.

ReCON: In-designed Resilient SDN Control Plane

In this dissertation, we develop a resilient control network architecture (ReCON )

that uses the same SDN infrastructure and protocol to defend SDN control plane
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proactively and reactively against the DDoS attacks. ReCON primarily, (1) minimizes

the sharing of critical resources among data and control traffic, and (2) dynamically

increases the limited control traffic generation capacity of the switches on-demand by

using the under-utilized resources from within the same SDN network. We formalize

ReCON as a constraints satisfaction problem using Satisfiability Modulo Theory to

develop this as a correct-by-construction placement technique to handle dynamic

network conditions.

ReOPS: SDN Control Defense against MitM

In this dissertation, we develop a new MitM attack on SDN that can severely de-

grade network throughput and cause data flooding by dropping only a small fraction

of control traffic unsuspiciously. We also present a proactive and reactive defense

technique that does not require any active probing or passive monitoring. Our ap-

proach intelligently and dynamically distributes the routes of control traffic through

the network such that the analysis of packet loss over these control paths instantly

reveals the MitM switches. More specifically, our approach employs a correct-by-

construction control paths mechanism that can actively defend against this attack by

correlating and investigating the MitM attack symptoms immediately. Our dynamic

SDN defense approach is shown to be efficient and safe using SDN of various sizes

and configurations.

1.9 Overview of the Technical Approach

In this dissertation, we propose a new cyber agility capability that allows for VI

to orchestrate adaptive countermeasures in real time to defend against DDoS and

MitM comprehensively. By definition, agility is a system property that provides

resiliency. Therefore, inspired by the SDN architecture, we develop a flexible security

architecture called Software Defined Cyber Agility (SDA).

1.9.1 SDA for Active Cyber Defense
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Figure 4: This diagram shows SDA architecture.

Definition: The SDA allows programmable and on-demand functionality, reconfigura-

bility and manageability of security and resiliency countermeasures. Conceptually,

networking constitutes of four parts. (1) Policy, set of conditions and actions that

dictate how to manage the network, for example, some user can access database server

only through a secure line. (2) Configuration, a set of instructions required to imple-

ment actions, for instance, a secure line will be SSH or VPN, (3) Mechanism, set of
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configurations to be executed to implement policy, for example, implementing SSH as

a secure line. (4) Architecture, placement of different mechanisms (counter-measure

functions). It is illustrated in Figure 4(d). In traditional networks, first three (pol-

icy, configuration, and mechanism) are coupled together inside the routing device.

Therefore, the placement of the networking device dictates the final architecture of

the network as illustrated in Figure 4(a). That is why the Internet acts as a large

ossified network. Philosophically, SDN separates the policy and configurations into

the central brain part of the network (the controller), as depicted in Figure 4(b), thus

enabling software defined policy making. Even though each SDN networking device

(SDN switch) can be programmed to perform any set of configurations (mechanism)

but the existing SDN-based defense approaches do not utilize it.

However, in our proposed SDA design, we are offering to separate all entities from

each other, as illustrated in Figure 4(c). In this flexible architecture, intelligence

is collected from the network (intelligence-binding) to make sense out of the sepa-

rate events through sense-making. It results in a system-wide defense policy which

is translated into actions and then finally mapped to the appropriate configurations

through policy-binding. This set of configurations represents different functions that

need to be performed to implement the policy. Then different sets of configurations

are installed (configuration-binding) in various networking devices so that they can

achieve the desired mechanism (functions). Furthermore, distributing these functions

in the network as per the defense policy will result in a different architecture ev-

ery time. To implement such on-demand reconfigurability and manageability, SDA

employs Virtual Networks (VNs) to offer dynamic network resource allocation (VN

Placement) to assign required resources to any functionality satisfying the evolving

policy. Using VN’s flexible resource allocation architecture, SDA implements VN

migration that provides the ability to reallocate resources in real-time without any

service interruption dynamically.
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Table 1: Active Cyber Defense Summary

Applications Threat Observable Actions Implications

Proactive Flow Re-compute Target links
MoveNet Distribution Critical Link Changed

Adaptive Flow Rate Split Aggressive Aggressive Flow
Movenet Flows Throttling

Proactive Flow Isolate Data No control link
ReCON Distribution & Control Links Sharing

Adaptive Control Buffer Redirect New Control Buffer
ReCON Utilization Flows Capacity Increase

Proactive Critical Switches Intelligent Control Instant MitM
ReOPS Traffic Routing Discovery

Adaptive Control Packet Evidential Quarantine
ReOPS Loss Reasoning MitM Switches

SDA Example: Here is an example to explain the concept of SDA. Suppose, an

SDN-based network is configured to defend against volumetric DDoS attack. Initially,

each SDN switch is assigned a function to forward the traffic and report the suspicious

(high volume) flows. If some hosts are trying to launch volumetric DDoS attack, then

their increasing size streams will be communicated to the SDA controller. Based on

the analysis of these flows, the SDA controller will find out that these high volume

flows are converging to one single link in the upload direction that may not sustain

high volume traffic if the flow size keeps on increasing. The SDA controller can

change the role of some device along the path to forward the benign traffic and

split the suspected traffic to a different path for further inspection. Once, the SDA

controller is sure that these are malicious flows then it can instruct the network to

start dropping flows coming from the malicious hosts.
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Figure 5: Active Cyber Defense (ACD) Architecture

1.9.1.1 Active Cyber Defense

The cyber agility offered by the proposed SDA architecture is implemented as

Active Cyber Defense (ACD) capability.

Definition: ACD is a cyber-resiliency capability that dynamically orchestrates security

architectures, while adapting security policies and configurations proactively or reac-

tively based on active investigation of threat observables. It proactively invalidates

the attacker’s network knowledge, acquired through network reconnaissance, using

dynamic network orchestration as well as offers early attack detection through real-

time information sharing and integration for a coordinated defense. The objectives of

ACD are, (1) to provide a novel and efficient protection against stealthy DDoS attack

leveraging SDN technology, and (2) to provide agility primitives in SDN to defend it

against SDN-specific attacks. In this dissertation, we solve three fundamental prob-

lems, illustrated in Figure 6 and the following section provides a brief summary of

this approach.
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1.9.1.2 ACD System Architecture

In this dissertation, the SDA implements ACD to defend against some major cyber-

attacks. The employed ACD architecture implemented by the SDA is illustrated in

Figure 5. It has three major components.

Sense Making: It develops a defense strategy to counter the threat. It takes four

types of input. (1) Threat model, it provides the specifications of the hostile net-

work environment regarding cyber-attacks (to defend against) or the network fault

(to recover from). (2) Agility requirements, it provides the VN (service) requirements,

for example, how much traffic is anticipated for that VN or what are the quality of

service requirements of the VN. (3) Operation requirements, it provides substrate

conditions that prevent the misuse of the substrate to avoid any functionality issues,

for example, node stress. (4) Cost requirements, it provides the cost or budget avail-

able to afford different types of defense, for example, proactive protection requires

continuous migration that is expensive, and this will decide if it is affordable or not.

Furthermore, it gathers necessary information from the network to devise the final

policy, as illustrated in Table 1.

Agility Decision Making: The output of Sense Making component is a policy strat-

egy that is fed to the Agility Decision Making component. This part decides the

mode of operation, i.e., proactive or reactive based on the affordable cost and threat

properties. It generates logical placement and Agility Mechanism sub-component uses

this to decide a set of configurations accordingly. The triggers we use to trigger the

development of a logical placement are illustrated in Table 2. This Agility Mecha-

nism component then uses this information to determine how the required placement

or migrations should take place on the specific infrastructure as well as ensuring

the necessary functionality of a device. This mechanism is then deployed over the

physical infrastructure through configuration actions. A physical infrastructure that
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Table 2: Active Cyber Defense Triggers

Proactive ACD Defense

Applications Trigger Attack Model Mutation
Parameter

MoveNet Time Congest Critical link
Critical Link

ReCON Data Flow Congest Link
Rate Shared Links Isolation

ReOPS Time Drop Control Control Path
Traffic

Adaptive ACD Defense

Applications Trigger Attack Model Mutation
Parameter

MoveNet Flow Rate Aggressive Flow Split
Flows

ReCON Control Buffer Excessive Redirect
Capacity New Flows New Flows

ReOPS Control Packet Drop Control Reroute Control
Loss Traffic Traffic

provides the ability to create a VN is called virtualized infrastructure (VI). In our

work, we consider two distinct physical infrastructures (substrates): PlanetLab [16]

and Mininet [11]. The first is an example of a VI that is derived from the current

Internet architecture, and the latter is a representative of a novel VI architecture

based on OpenFlow [15] as an instance of software-defined network architecture. Im-

portantly for our purposes, both environments are available for us to prototype and

evaluate this agile SDN controller design.
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Network Feedback: An accurate representation of the state of the network is essen-

tial for ACD to be effective. This responsibility is performed by Network Feedback

component. This component is responsible for collecting required statistics from the

network sensors for the sense-making in the Sense Making component, as illustrated

in Table 1. It also provides the status of the migration in case if the migration was

not successful. It might happen due to some resource failure or any other dynamic

change in the network. This forces the Sense Making component to generate a new

policy strategy based on the current network status.

1.9.2 MoveNet

MoveNet offers novel network agility primitives leveraging VN migration to develop

custom defense strategies against different types of DDoS attacks. Enabling VN

agility poses significant challenges. First, different threat models require different

types of agility, e.g., flow-level, link level, etc. Second, agility should be designed to

provide both proactive and real-time adaptive DDoS defense. Third, although most
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existing theories permit reasoning about the correctness of network operation only

once as the system stabilizes to a static state, developing a correct-by-construction

formal framework that supports evolving and frequent VN migrations based defense

strategies is very challenging.

1.9.2.1 Usage of VNs

A service represents a collection of data with the same functional and security

policies. For example, confidential data may impose more stringent security policies

or each department (Finance, Marketing, etc.,) may have different QoS policies for

its data. Usually, each service is represented with its VN during service deployment.

Grouping the data into services augment the network’s ability to determine signif-

icant events about different services to perform fine-grained responses accordingly.

Furthermore, if different VNs are susceptible to various types of threat models, it will

help to customize agility based solutions for each VN, e.g., some VNs may demand

proactive defense against DDoS. Therefore, it is highly recommended to represent

each service with its own VN even though different VNs can share physical resources.

1.9.2.2 MoveNet: Proactive and Adaptive

MoveNet offers both proactive and reactive types of defense against DDoS.

Proactive : The proactive mode of MoveNet is effective against indirect type DDoS

attacks. The attack uses network reconnaissance to discover critical footprint of the

network and other decoys for a victim. Furthermore, the attacker may use lots of

bots to launch a slow-low-rate attack which is not distinguishable at the network

level. Therefore, proactive MoveNet will keep changing the critical VN footprint to

invalidate the reconnaissance knowledge of the attacker without requiring to distin-

guish attack traffic from benign.

Adaptive : Although the proactive approach can significantly deter indirect DDoS

attacks, however, a reactive approach is also needed because;
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• The proactive approach does not defend against direct DDoS attacks that do not

rely on the fixed association of critical links with the decoy servers of a victim.

Instead, it may require identification of suspected or malicious flows in the network

so that these can be separated from the benign flows for further inspection or even

throttling.

• The proactive defense is relatively expensive as it requires frequent migration re-

gardless of the presence of the attack.

In reactive mode, MoveNet uses adaptive defense triggers (illustrated in Table 2)

based on collaborative traffic analysis to initiate the most appropriate agility strategy.

1.9.2.3 Modules of MoveNet

The MoveNet architecture is comprised of four main modules.

Agility Strategy Synthesizer It considers four types of input. (1) VI Model, this repre-

sents VN specifications like bandwidth required, quality of service, etc. (2) Topology,

this represents connectivity of the physical network. (3 System requirements, this

represents restrictions imposed by the physical network like residual link bandwidth,

node stress, etc. (4) Threat model, this represents the type of DDoS threat against

the VN. This module uses these input to decide a proactive or adaptive combination

of the agility primitives that can defend against the threat in-hand. We call this a

defense strategy. This module also receives feedback from the network to adapt its

strategy according to the changing hostile environment. For instance, we want to de-

fend a VN against the Crossfire attack which targets the critical physical links belong

to a VN. One defense strategy would be to proactively change the critical physical

links assigned to the VN frequently before they the attacker can exploit them.

Agility Mechanism This module implements the agility primitives based on the spec-

ifications of the DDoS threat and agility requirements. The output of this module

is a logical placement. For instance, the defense against Crossfire attack requires
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a continuous change in critical footprint. For this defense strategy, we are defining

critical as a link that is forwarding most of the traffic for a destination. There may

be other definitions of the critical based on the DDoS threat, e.g., a link carrying

confidential data may be critical. Therefore, this module implements different agility

primitives as well as different definitions of the same agility primitive. In MoveNet,

we use formal methods to develop a formal model of these primitives. The formal

definitions of these agility primitives are extendable without disrupting any existing

functionality. Moreover, there exist well-defined interfaces among these primitives

so that they can plug and play together. These primitives represent atomic agility

functions, and Agility Mechanism module plays a vital role defining these primitives.

Agility Plan and Reconfiguration This module receives a VN agility strategy in the

form of a logical VN placement from the Agility Mechanism module. It describes

the deployment and execution of this VN agility strategy via VN migration. More

specifically, this module handles all the logistics of the movement including the exact

sequence/schedule of steps for execution of each move. Another objective of this mod-

ule is to provide an abstraction from the underlying VI. Currently, we use Mininet and

PlanetLab as our virtualized platforms. Therefore, the defense strategy in the form

of logical placement does not change for either platform. This module is responsible

for translating these logical placements to actual network configurations and actions.

Triggers and Evaluation : The triggers provide early detection and classification

of DDoS traffic based on the network and application-level interactions. It provides

the time-based triggers in case of proactive defense. The DDoS reactive triggers also

determine the potential victims and participating flows and Table 2 illustrates these

triggers. This feedback is communicated back to the controller(s) to mitigate the

DDoS attack in the network.
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1.9.3 ReCON

ReCON quantifies the control network resilience by devising a resilience metric

based on the link isolation and the link criticality. Link isolation means that if a link

forwards only data traffic or control traffic or both. Link criticality is the percentage of

total traffic (data and control) that passes through the link. Higher proportion means

higher criticality. A link can be both data critical and control critical. ReCON uses

this metric to assign SDN resources (network links) to both data and control networks

such that it achieves maximum resilience while ensuring functional data and control

networks. Therefore, it satisfies other requirements essential for a functional network,

like data and control traffic matrix, quality of service, link bandwidth, etc. As ReCON

maximizes the network resilience given the available SDN resources, however, if admin

wants to increase the network resilience then ReCON also provides her minimum new

links that can be added to the network, at specified locations, to achieve the desired

resilience.

Furthermore, ReCON dynamically increases the OpenFlow control agent (OFA) ca-

pacity by using the under-utilized OFAs from within the same SDN. ReCON identifies

under-utilized OFAs leveraging two SDN facts, (1) generating Packet-IN messages

requires much more processing than just installing flow-rules [105], and (2) only a

few switches generate most of the Packet-IN messages in the network. Because,

for every new flow, only one switch along the path causes a Packet-IN packet, for

example, ingress switch (directly connected to host). The controller proactively in-

stalls the flow rules in other switches along the path to avoid anymore Packet-IN

messages. ReCON finds such under-utilized switches generating minimal Packet-IN

messages (helper switches) in the FP. Our evaluation suggests that there are at least

35 − 40% switches under-utilized in any SDN network. ReCON uses the OFAs of

these helper switches to elastically scale the capacity of the OFA of the congested

switch. ReCON also proactively keeps changing these helper switches, assigned to
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the congested switch, to deceive any reconnaissance attack. We formalize ReCON as

a constraints satisfaction problem using Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) to find

a correct-by-construction network placement. Our mininet [11] and simulation-based

evaluation shows the effectiveness and scalability of our approach.

1.9.4 ReOPS

In SDN, the controller and the end-switches (directly connected to end-hosts) gen-

erate most of the control traffic that traverse some control paths. We call both of

these as end-nodes. Our approach leverages the control packet loss experiences of

these end-nodes. ReOPS offers a proactive and reactive SDN control plane place-

ment mechanism that intelligently routes control traffic through suspected control

network region, such that the analysis of any control packet loss over these control

paths instantly reveals the malicious switches. A suspect switch could be any switch

in the network. Our technique does not require any explicit active probing or large

sensor deployments for passive monitoring for MitM detection. If sufficient resources

are available, our method proactively develops such control paths for intelligent con-

trol routing. Otherwise, it actively investigates the control packet loss over traditional

control paths to identify a set of suspect switches. It then reconfigures control paths

in the suspect region only to find the actual MitM switches.

Our approach leverages the control packet loss experiences of these end-nodes over

these intelligently constructed shared control paths. By intelligently constructed, we

mean that once end-nodes share their positive or negative experiences over these

paths, each experience must provide some useful information to justify the innocence

or maliciousness of the switches forwarding the control traffic (we call the switches

forwarding control traffic as core-switches). For example, two completely overlapped

control paths will not provide any useful information. So, instead of randomly creat-

ing such control paths, we leverage the matrix algebraic theory to construct control

network as a matrix. In this matrix, each column represents a core-switch and each
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row accounts for a control path.

Reason being, given any matrix, we can find out that how much information in the

matrix is pertinent (identifiable) and how much is redundant (useless). This reduced

form of a matrix is called reduced-row-echelon-form. So, a matrix can be reduced to its

reduced-row-echelon-form where it represents two set of column vectors, identifiable

(pivot) and redundant/unidentifiable (null) column vectors. Our technique reverses

engineer these properties (pivot and null) to construct such a matrix that contains

only identifiable column vectors. It ensures that once reduced, all suspected core-

switches appear as pivot columns. This way we ensure that every row (control path)

in the matrix contributes some unique information. Moreover, we can also calculate

how many end-switches are needed to generate how many rows (control paths) based

on the set of suspect core-switches.

End-nodes send control traffic through these control paths to produce evidence

(positive or negative experience). Ideally, each end-switch should send its control

traffic over a unique control path. However, sometimes due to the limited number of

end-switches, we may have to make some end-switches to use more than one control

paths to get a complete set of evidence, and this is called control path mutation.

Our technique finds appropriate end-switches and calculates mutations required for

each of these end-switches to collect a full set of evidence. Moreover, the adversary

can also compromise few of the end-switches to bias these pieces of evidence by

reporting incorrect observations. Therefore, our technique randomly selects multiple

end-switches to traverse the same control path to corroborate the evidences shared by

different end-switches. We use majority rule based system to select the best evidence,

and our evaluation shows that our technique resists against these fake evidences.

We use a Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) [83] (Z3 SMT solver [26]) based on

matrix algebraic theory to model it as a constraint satisfaction problem. The use

of formal method ensures provably correct-by-construction control paths even under
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mutation that, (1) satisfies all network functional requirements, e.g., reachability,

quality of service, etc., and (2) offers network integrity (e.g., avoids session discon-

nection) during reconfigurations of these control paths. We implement our technique

in mininet [11] to rigorously evaluate its functional aspects and in simulations to test

its scalability.

1.10 Organization

The organization of the rest of the dissertation is as followed.

Chapter 2 formally defines the DDoS threat model and then presents the formal

model of our solution to defend against different types of stealthy DDoS attacks.

Either by proactively invalidating the attacker’s knowledge of the critical network

footprint or by efficiently detecting and evading the DDoS attack. We illustrate the

implemented formal models with examples and present the evaluation results showing

their effectiveness and scalability.

Chapter 3 presents a formal model of ACD that re-envision SDN control plane

for large SDN deployments where in-band control plane becomes the only feasible

options. It provides a formal metric to quantify the network resilience and then

presents a formal model that provides in-designed control plane resiliency to defend

against network faults and other cyber-attacks. We demonstrate the developed formal

models and evaluate their scalability using real emulated infrastructure and simulation

experiments.

Chapter 4 presents a formal model of ACD to make SDN control plane resilient

against a Man-in-the-Middle attack that can launch a DoS attack against SDN by

disrupting the control channel. We demonstrate the developed formal model and eval-

uate their scalability using real emulated infrastructure and simulation experiments.

Chapter 5 presents the summary of this dissertation, focusing on contributions and

evaluation results. We conclude this chapter, and thus the dissertation, with some
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potential future research directions.



CHAPTER 2: AGILE VIRTUALIZED INFRASTRUCTURE TO DEFEND
AGAINST STEALTHY DDOS ATTACKS (MOVENET)

The scale and sophistication of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks have

been rapidly increasing in recent years challenging the network robustness essential for

network services. As bots become more available and cheaper, launching large-scale

as well as stealthy DDoS attacks becomes easier and more devastating. Furthermore,

there are fundamental Internet properties that make defending against DDoS a very

challenging task. First, the power-law distribution of traffic flows over network links

allows attackers to flood only a small number of critical links (carrying most of the

traffic) to cause severe damage. Second, DDoS can be highly stealthy as the attack

traffic may be initiated from a large number of distributed bots sending low-rate

human-like flows. Third, network paths are mostly static, which makes network

reconnaissance for identifying critical links feasible with low-cost. Fourth, the rigid

process of route reconfiguration makes DDoS timely mitigation infeasible or highly

costly. Existing DDoS mitigation techniques [1, 66] try to defend by filtering out

attack traffic which may not be distinguishable in many cases [64].

Moreover, virtual networks (VNs) are envisioned to lessen Internet ossification [30]

by introducing dynamic allocation (VN placement) and relocation (VN migration)

of physical (substrate) resources to each service (VN). We develop the capability

to enable VN migration in an orchestrated fashion to deceive or evade attackers

and empower VN agility as new defense primitive. Overlay service providers [2, 24],

with the help of partner ISPs, offer VN services but all existing VN placement tech-

niques [41,53,54,100,116] do not provide for VN agility because, (1) they are simply

static (no migration support), and (2) the existing placement control mechanisms
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are attack-unaware. Apart from providing one time resource assignment for the VN,

no technique considers migration as a defense tool to evade or avert DDoS attacks.

Therefore, this static status quo of VN placement still enables an adversary to discover

and plan devastating DDoS attacks.

This chapter proposes to defend against such stealthy DDoS attacks, (1) proac-

tively by changing the footprint of critical resources in an unpredictable fashion to

invalidate the adversary’s network knowledge thus rendering the planning infeasible

for a successful attack [52] and (2) reactively by isolating the attack traffic by devel-

oping an early DDoS detection technique that provides the identities of the victim

destinations and the critical network resources exploited in the attack. The proposed

approach uses SDN and virtual networks (VNs), and is explained in detail in the

following.

2.1 Challenges

We want to develop a cyber agility technique to defend against the stealthy DDoS

attacks proactively and reactively by randomly changing the physical footprint of the

critical infrastructure. Developing such an agile framework to defend against evolving

and stealthy large scale DDoS attacks asserts many challenges.

• Real Time Defense: The orchestration and strategy of cyber-agility to proactively

or reactively migrate VN must not take enough time in which an attacker can

launch a successful attack. This requires a lot of planning at both orchestra-

tion/strategy level to ensure correctness and mechanism level to enable migration

while maintaining the network integrity (e.g., avoiding session disconnection).

• Uninterrupted Service: VN migration comes at an overhead cost to migrate a ser-

vice from one infrastructure footprint to another. Moreover, cyber-agility requires

the ability to continuously adapt network configurations to counter the evolving

threat or network dynamics. Therefore, any migration that may result into signif-

icant overhead, e.g., packet loss, is not acceptable. That is why the cyber-agility
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framework must incur minimum and bearable overhead (packet loss and extra traf-

fic) in the network. Moreover, sometimes cyber-agility and quality-of-service pose

contradicting objectives and finding a balance to achieve targeted protection level

and QoS is a challenging task.

• Unpredictable Cyber Agility : The attacker exploits the static nature of the ossified

Internet to plan a devastating attack. Cyber-agility plans to continuously change

the physical footprint of the VN to make network configurations more dynamic.

However, cyber agility also needs to make sure that the attacker must not be able to

predict the next physical footprint where migration is taking place. Reason being,

the attacker should not be able to anticipate the counter-measures orchestrated by

the cyber-agility techniques.

• Constraint Modeling : Although, formal modeling provides a significantly reliable

and provable solution. However, it is quite challenging to translate threat behavior

and network features into logical constraints, considering different threat observ-

ables, network components and their interactions. Therefore, the formal model

(MoveNet) should be complete and extendable. Because, threat behavior and net-

work dynamics may evolve overtime and it is important to build a model that

can allow for the addition of new requirements (constraints) with minimum or no

change on the existing model.

• Scalability : A network may consists of thousands of devices. Therefore, it is chal-

lenging to model this large number of devices such that the security verification,

as well as the resiliency architecture synthesis, can be performed efficiently. More-

over, defense primitives, developed as part of MoveNet, must be able to defend

against stealthy as well as naive DDoS attacks.

2.2 Related Work

The existing DDoS remedies, all requiring the ability to distinguish attack traf-

fic from benign, can be divided into two major categories, infrastructure-based and
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VN-based approaches. Some infrastructure-based approaches proposed adding au-

thentication bits in packet headers to assist routers drop attack traffic [31, 107, 109].

Others, suggested routers to signal each other through a signaling protocol to filter

DDoS traffic [59,78,95]. The major limitation of these approaches is to expect major

changes in existing hardware and network protocols, which is hard to come by. The

VN-based approaches [29,66,70,71,97,98] suggest deploying a secret virtual layer on

top of the substrate to route traffic only through designated routers. For example

Akamai’s SiteShield service [1], SOS [66,97] and Mayday [29] use a shared secret (e.g.,

IP of the target) to route traffic through specialized routers. The major shortcoming

with such approach is that if the secret (virtual layer) is revealed then the adversary

can bypass the virtual network to directly flood the target. Some countermeasure

approaches [29, 66] were also proposed preventing malicious overlay components to

disclose shared secret, but they require expensive mechanisms such as anonymous

routing. However, none of these approaches can counter the Crossfire attack [64]

because this attack does not directly attack the target.

For VN agility, the work done in [116] focuses on one time VN placement but

allows a limited moving of ensemble of VNs deployed on the substrate under resource

contention. The work in [48] considers VN link reconfiguration in response to changes

in traffic demands. That work does not allow moving the placement of the virtual

components. Recent work [104] has developed and implemented a scheme for moving

a single virtual router in a virtualized separated router environment. This work

has recently been used in [76] to design entire network migration mechanisms. A

recent effort [65] has also considered this VN migration with software defined networks

(SDN). All these recent work deals with low level migration configuration functions

with no investigation of strategy and higher-level mechanism questions.

An alternative solution would be to dilate (spread) the critical footprint by dividing

the traffic equally across all available routes. Major shortcoming of such approach
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will be a significant increase in the power consumption [85] and network management

cost of the network. Also, it would require changing routing protocols as they auto-

matically converges to a power-law (shortest path) based path logic after a failure.

2.3 DDoS Threat Model

Our proposed framework MoveNet considers a comprehensive DDoS threat model

and can be used to construct solutions against different types of DDoS threat scenar-

ios. Figure 7 shows our threat model that considers any combination of the following

DDoS attack attributes. Our threat model considers both private and public servers

(e.g., public web servers) that are accessible from the Internet.

2.3.1 Threat Type

There are two approaches for launching DDoS on a specific victim.
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Direct Attacks: These are DDoS attacks that target victims directly by sending

traffic to the target destinations. In these attacks, the attacker either tries to induce

congestion in the last mile links of the victim by flooding these links [22] or send

crafted malicious flows to exhaust application resources, e.g., application level DDoS

attacks.

Indirect Attacks: These are DDoS attacks that target victims (servers or domains)

indirectly by sending traffic to neighboring servers (decoys) to flood critical links

shared with the victim [64].

Definition 1 Critical Link: A data path represents a sequence of network links tra-

versed by a packet between a source-destination pair. For a destination, if a link ap-

pears in most of its data paths, it is classified as the critical link for the destination.

This critical behavior develops over time as more and more data paths start using

the same link. The power-law based distribution of data paths causes this behavior to

emerge in the network [47].

Definition 2 Critical VN Footprint: All virtual links that are assigned to critical

physical links are classified as critical VN footprint, and these physical resources are

categorized as critical physical VN footprint.

There always exists a small set of such critical links for any destination [64]. Fur-

thermore, a destination shares its critical links with a majority of its geographical

neighbors. Although, a critical link for one destination may not be critical for other

destination. The attacker exploits the sharing of these critical links. It is important

to note that this DDoS attack is not observable by the victim destinations because

the attack traffic is only directed to the neighboring destinations (decoy servers).

2.3.2 Threat Strategy

As shown in Figure 7, both attack types (indirect and direct) have three modes

which are discussed in the following.
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2.3.2.1 Aggressive Strategy

In aggressive mode, the attacker instantaneously sends high-volume traffic from

each bot. Therefore, flow-rate (flow-size) of such flows originating from bots clearly

deviates from the normal flow rate behavior and will be noticeable at the network

level. MoveNet employs this deviating flow-rate behavior to detect the presence of

these attack flows in the network. For example, in year 2014, the biggest DDoS attack

observed amounted to 400 Gbps [22]. Hypothetically, to generate such a direct DDoS

attacks from 1000 bots, each bot will have to send 1 Gbps attack traffic aggressively.

2.3.2.2 Slow-high Strategy

In a slow-high mode, the attacker starts with slow rate attack flows acting as be-

nign flows. However, she slowly increases the sending rate until reaching high-rate

(aggressive) from each bot. Eventually, these attack flows become clearly distinguish-

able from benign flows even at the network level. The adversary uses this behavior

to introduce bias in the normal distribution of the traffic to confuse detectors.

2.3.2.3 Slow-low Strategy

In a slow-low mode, the attacker sends low-rate traffic slowly from a large number

of bots and these attack flows may not be distinguishable from benign flows in the

network level. This is the most devastating and stealthy type of DDoS attack. To

launch the same 400 Gbps attack in a slow-low mode, the adversary needs a much

higher number of bots. Considering the recent increase in the botnet sizes (e.g., Storm

has 50M bots, and Zeus has about 3M in the US only) and the bandwidth increase

of regular users, this attack can be easily conceivable. For example, an attacker

needs just 0.4M bots that each sends 1 Mbps to launch a 400 Gbps DDoS attack.

For example, slow-slow amplification/reflector attacks are hardly distinguishable in

network level if attackers use a wide variety of reflector types.

One of the recent examples of such an indirect slow-low attack is Crossfire at-
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tack [64]. In Crossfire attack, the attacker exploits two fundamental properties of the

network. (1) Due to power-law based flow distribution in the networks, there exist

only a few links that carry a majority of the network traffic [47] (critical links). (2)

Due to the shared nature of the network, different destinations, in a close geographical

vicinity of each other, share these critical links with each other [64]. Moreover, the

attacker performs following steps to launch Crossfire attack. (1) Acquire a large bot-

net that is used to perform reconnaissance and flooding. (2) Identify the public IP of

the victim and its geographical location. (3) Identify public servers in the geographic

vicinity of the victim. (4) Use botnet to send traceroute probes to the victim and its

geographical neighbors. (5) Using frequency analysis, identify the links that appear

in most of the paths going towards the victim and mark these as critical. (6) Identify

those critical links that are highly shared with geographical neighbors and mark these

as critical target links to be flooded. (7) Flood critical links using bots that can send

traffic through these critical links to the selected geographical neighbors.
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2.4 Contributions

In this chapter, we develop a novel cyber defense framework, called MoveNet, to

address DDoS attacks comprehensively. Our proposed solution enables new network

agility primitives using a virtual network (VN) infrastructure technology to offer

real-time active detection and mitigation of large-scale, aggressive or stealthy, direct

or indirect DDoS attacks. Our most important contributions in MoveNet are as

followed.

• Comprehensive DDoS Threat Model : Our threat model considers both stealthy

and naive DDoS attacks that can exhibit any combination of the following DDoS

attack attributes. (1) Attacks that target victims either directly by sending traffic

to the target destinations (direct DDoS attack), or indirectly by sending traffic to

neighboring servers (decoys) to flood critical links shared with the victim (indirect

DDoS attack). (2) Slowly increasing traffic rate bots that reach high-volume DDoS

attacks. (3) Non-aggressive highly-stealthy DDoS attacks originated from a large

number of low and slow sending bots mostly undetectable in the network level

analysis.

• Proactive and Reactive Defense: MoveNet offers both proactive and reactive types

of defense against DDoS attacks.

• Proactive Mode: The proactive mode of MoveNet is effective against indirect

type DDoS attacks. The attack uses network reconnaissance to discover critical

footprint of the network and other decoys with respect to a victim. Furthermore,

the attacker may use lots of bots to launch slow-low-rate attack which is not

distinguishable at the network level. Therefore, proactive MoveNet will keep

changing the critical physical footprint of the VN to invalidate the reconnais-

sance knowledge of the attacker without requiring to distinguish attack traffic

from benign traffic.
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• Reactive Mode: Although the proactive approach can significantly deter indi-

rect DDoS attacks, however, a reactive approach is also needed because; (1) the

proactive approach does not defend against direct DDoS attacks that do not

rely on the fixed association of critical links with the decoy servers of a victim.

Instead, it may require identification of suspected or malicious flows in the net-

work so that these can be separated from the benign flows for further inspection

or even throttling. (2) The proactive defense is relatively expensive as it requires

frequent migration. In reactive mode, MoveNet uses reactive defense triggers

based on collaborative traffic analysis to initiate the most appropriate agility

strategy.

• Dynamic VN Mapping : VN architecture enables dynamic allocation of physical

resources to a VN. It also allows the ability of partial or full reallocation of physical

resources to a VN through VN migration. However, all existing VN placement

techniques offer only either one-time resource allocation or restricted VN migration

where entire VN is relocated during migration. Instead, we provide frequent and

dynamic random mutation of the VN physical footprint at different granular levels

(partial and full). For instance, in proactive mode, we only change the physical

footprint of the critical VN links. Similarly, in reactive mode, we can dynamically

reform VNs to segregate suspicious flows in independent VNs for deep analysis,

monitoring and potential throttling.

• Agility Primitives : Given the physical topology and virtual infrastructure (VI)

model requirements (resources, load, QoS, etc.,), MoveNet controller determines

VN agility strategy conforming to all challenges mentioned above (in Section 2.1).

It constitutes as what, how, when and where to migrate to avert DDoS attack.

Each agility strategy represents a combination of the following novel agility prim-

itives.

• Split primitive: It identifies what should be migrated to a different physical
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footprint. For instance, split primitive will identify critical links to proactively

change VN footprint or identify suspected flows to be split into an independent

VN for deep inspection, etc.

• Move primitive: It identifies threat-safe physical resources to where VN migra-

tion should take place by considering following properties, (1) VN placement

requirements from the existing literature [41, 53, 54, 100, 116], (2) the selection

process of the new resources is unpredictable to the attacker, and (2) the migra-

tion to these new resources will be faster before the attacker can inflict damage.

• Merge primitve: It enables seamless merging of split flows into an existing VN

for efficient resources management. For example, if more VN flows are flagged

as suspect, and there already exists an Inspection-VN for investigating such

suspicious flows, these newly flagged flows should be merged with the existing

Inspection-VN.

• Correct-by-construction Formal Modeling : Persistent cyber threats demand con-

tinuous VN movement which requires a provably correct-by-construction VN place-

ment technique to ensure intact service functionality at all times. Therefore, we

have developed our MoveNet framework as a constraint satisfaction problem us-

ing Satisfiability Modulo Theory [83] based formal methods. We use the same

VN placement requirements utilized in the literature [41, 53, 54, 100, 116] and de-

fine them formally as constraints in the model. Advanced SMT solvers such as

Z3 [26] and Yices [25] can solve tens of thousands of constraints and millions of

variables [83]. Therefore, our approach is scalable to large networks with multiple

VNs.

• Agile VN Migration: The purpose of agility is to frequently replace potentially

discovered critical substrate with valid new threat safe resources such that (1) the

selection process of the new resources is unpredictable by the adversary, and (2) the

migration to these new resources will be faster than the reconnaissance time of the
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attack. Therefore, it will constantly invalidate the adversary assumptions about

the VN placement, discovered in the reconnaissance phase. All these constraints

are formally defined as a part of the agile VN framework model using SMT.

• Migration Mechanism: Our MoveNet framework also provides a migration mech-

anism that decides how to migrate. It executes VN agility strategy generated by

the framework on a virtualized physical network by handling all the logistics of

the movement including the exact sequence/schedule of the steps to be executed

to complete the move and the timing of such steps. This ensures the network

integrity (e.g., avoiding session disconnection) while migrating the required VN

resources. We use Mininet [11] as our physical infrastructure.

2.5 Overview of MoveNet Architecture

MoveNet offers novel network agility primitives leveraging VN migration to develop

customized defense strategies against different types of DDoS attacks. Enabling VN

agility poses some significant challenges. First, different threat models require differ-

ent types of agility, e.g., flow-level, link level, etc. Second, agility should be designed

to provide both proactive and real-time adaptive DDoS defense. Third, although most

existing theories permit reasoning about the correctness of network operation only

once as the system stabilizes to a static state, developing a correct-by-construction

formal framework that supports evolving and frequent VN migrations based defense

strategies is very challenging.

2.5.1 Why Virtual (Overlay) Networks?

Virtual networks (VNs) [41, 53, 100, 116] are envisioned to provide customizable

and robust networks that can lessen the ossification of the Internet [30]. A VN

represents a virtual layer that is built on top of a substrate network using some

virtualization technology, e.g., software defined networking (SDN). It uses virtual

resources (virtual nodes and virtual links) to operate. A portion of the physical
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resources of the substrate is assigned to the virtual network. Each virtual node is

mapped to a substrate node, and virtual nodes are connected via virtual links, each

of which corresponds to one or more physical links in the substrate. For example, in

Figure 1, virtual links are mapped to the substrate using minimum hop routing.

The virtual link XY of the top virtual network corresponds to the path ABCD in

the substrate. Similarly, the virtual link PQ of the bottom virtual network is mapped

to EBCF in the substrate. These two virtual links share the physical link BC. A

virtualized infrastructure (VI) in the context of data networks is a substrate made up

of interconnected network components on which virtual networks can be constructed.

Most, if not all, usage of the substrate is through these virtual networks with little

or no applications running natively on the substrate. This VI architecture enables a

number of flexibility features: 1) decoupling of VN management from the underlying

substrate network , 2) providing flexibility in the allocation (VN Placement) of sub-

strate resources to VNs, 3) allowing enhanced data services in the VN that augment

the substrate’s capability, and 4) enabling agility (or movement) as a core feature of

a VN placement (VN Migration).

2.5.1.1 Usage of VNs

A service represents a collection of data with the same functional and security poli-

cies. For example, confidential data may impose more stringent security policies or

each department (Finance, Marketing, etc.,) may have a different quality of service

policy for its data. Each service is usually represented with its own VN during service

deployment. Grouping the data into services augment the network’s ability to deter-

mine significant events concerning different services to perform fine-grained response

accordingly. Furthermore, if different VNs are susceptible to various types of threat

models, it will help to customize agility based solutions for each VN, e.g., some VNs

may demand proactive defense against DDoS. Therefore, it is highly recommended

to represent each service with its VN, even though different VNs can share physical
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resources.

2.5.2 MoveNet: Proactive vs. Reactive

MoveNet offers both proactive and reactive types of defense against DDoS.

Proactive : The proactive mode of MoveNet is effective against indirect type DDoS

attacks. The attack uses network reconnaissance to discover critical footprint of

the network and other decoys with respect to a victim. Furthermore, the attacker

may use lots of bots to launch a slow-low-rate attack which is not distinguishable at

the network level. Therefore, proactive MoveNet will keep changing the critical VN

footprint to invalidate the reconnaissance knowledge of the attacker without requiring

to distinguish attack traffic from benign.

Reactive : Although, the proactive approach can significantly deter indirect DDoS

attacks, however, a reactive approach is also needed because,

• The proactive approach does not defend against direct DDoS attacks that do not

rely on the fixed association of critical links with the decoy servers of a victim.

Instead, it may require identification of suspected or malicious flows in the network

so that these can be separated from the benign flows for further inspection or even

throttling.

• The proactive defense is relatively expensive as it requires frequent migration.

In reactive mode, MoveNet uses reactive defense triggers based on collaborative traffic

analysis to initiate the most appropriate agility strategy.

2.5.3 Modules of MoveNet

The architecture of MoveNet is illustrated in Figure 8. It has four main modules.

2.5.3.1 Agility Strategy and Mechanism Synthesis

It takes three types of input, (1) VI Model, this represents VN specifications like

bandwidth required, quality of service etc., (2) topology, this represents connectiv-
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ity of the physical network as well as restrictions imposed by the physical network

like residual link bandwidth, node stress, etc., and (3) threat model, this represents

the type of DDoS threat against the VN. This module uses these input to decide a

proactive or reactive combination of the agility primitives that can defend against the

threat in-hand. We call this a defense strategy. This module also receives feedback

from the network to adapt its strategy according to the changing hostile environment.

For instance, we want to defend a VN against the Crossfire attack which targets the

critical physical links belong to a VN. One defense strategy would be to proactively

change the critical physical links assigned to the VN frequently before they can be

exploited. This means the technical defense strategy will be Proactive Critical-split

& Move (discussed in detail in Section 2.6).

The Agility Mechanism submodule implements these agility functions (primitives)

based on the specifications of the DDoS threat and agility requirements. The output

of this module is a logical placement. For instance, in our previous example, we

mention that one possible defense strategy against the Crossfire attack is Proactive

Critical-split & Move. For this defense strategy, we are defining critical as a link that

is forwarding most of the traffic for a destination. There may be other definitions

of the critical based on the DDoS threat, e.g., a link carrying confidential data may

be critical. Therefore, this module implements different agility primitives as well

as different definitions of the same agility primitive. In MoveNet, we use formal

methods to formalize these primitive. Our formal definitions of these agility primitives

are extendable without disrupting any existing functionality. Moreover, there exist

well-defined interfaces among these primitives so that they can be plugged and play

together. For instance, in two defense strategies Proactive Critical-split & Move and

Reactive Flow-split & Move (Section 2.6), the Move primitive should not change.

Because if we have to change Move primitive for every Split primitive then this loses

the appeal of a generic agile framework. Therefore, these primitives represent atomic
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agility functions.

2.5.3.2 Agility Plan and Reconfiguration

This module receives a particular VN agility strategy in the form of a logical VN

placement from the Agility Mechanism module. This module describes the deploy-

ment and execution of this VN agility strategy via VN migration. More specifi-

cally, this module handles all the logistics of the movement including the exact se-

quence/schedule of steps for execution of each move. Another objective of this module

is to provide an abstraction from the underlying VI. Currently, we use PlanetLab and

Mininet as our virtualized platforms. Therefore, the defense strategy in the form of

logical placement does not change for either platform. This module is responsible for

translating these logical placements to actual network configurations and actions.

2.5.3.3 Triggers and Evaluation

The triggers provide early detection and classification of DDoS traffic based on

Intra- and Inter-VN collaboration, as well as a network- and application-level inter-

action. It also provides the time-based triggers in case of proactive defense. The

DDoS reactive triggers also determine the potential victims and participating flows.

This feedback is communicated back to the controller(s) to mitigate the DDoS attack

in the network.

2.5.4 Scope of MoveNet

Virtual (overlay) networks are used to control the usage of substrate resources of-

fered to a service or any network traffic. Most, if not all, usage of the substrate

is through these virtual networks with little or no services running natively on the

substrate. For instance, on a large scale take the example of content distribution

networks (CDNs) which serve a large fraction of the Internet content today. These

CDNs are overlay networks on top of the Internet substrate. Technically, CDN is a

globally distributed network of proxy servers deployed in multiple data centers. These
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data centers are connected to each other by the substrate network provided by sub-

strate providers like Internet service providers (ISPs), carriers or network operators.

CDN providers offer different services with different QoS requirements to end-users.

Substrate providers ensure that CDN traffic passes through such physical resources

that meet the agreed quality of service. In turn, CDN providers pay these substrate

providers based on the usage of their substrate resources. Similarly, on a small scale,

the same goes for any enterprises, where network traffic is categorized based on differ-

ent parameters, e.g., departments based (finance, human resource, etc.,) or role-based

(faculty, staff, student, guest, etc.,). Then this traffic is routed through the designated

part of the substrate network to ensure conformance to enterprise policies.

Furthermore, different types of DDoS attacks have different scopes and require

different defense strategies. The objective of MoveNet is to use VN migration based

agility primitives at different overlay levels to devise effective defense strategies that

incur least overhead. In the following, we discuss two example use cases, but MoveNet

is not restricted to these use cases only.

2.5.4.1 Example Use Case: Indirect DDoS Attack

The Crossfire attack is an ISP level attack where the attacker indirectly targets

a victim [64]. First, the attacker identifies the substrate links carrying most of the

traffic belong to victim destinations (critical links). Second, it calculates the sharing

of these critical links with other public servers in the geographical vicinity of the

victim (decoy servers). Third, it exploits these highly shared critical links by sending

high volume attack traffic through these critical links to decoy servers and launch

indirect DDoS attack against the victim destination(s).

Defending against such types of indirect attacks requires intervention at the ISP

level by manipulating ISP level overlay networks. MoveNet proactively defends

against such sophisticated DDoS attacks without requiring to distinguish attack traf-

fic from the benign traffic. It achieves this by actively reassigning the VN to new
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threat safe physical resources without disrupting the service or violating the VN

properties. We employ Proactive Critical-split & Move defense strategy. MoveNet of-

fers multiple advantages, (1) there exists no solution to-date that can defend against

such indirect DDoS attacks, (2) it provides partial VN migration to avoid changes of

large numbers of forwarding paths because it may involve Tier-1 ISP, (3) changing

substrate assigned to VN does not interrupt TCP connections at VN levels, therefore,

connection interruptions triggering congestion avoidance or packet re-ordering is not

a serious issue (we quantify the overhead in Section 2.10.2.1), and (4) use of formal

methods provide provable correct-by-construction VN placement at all times.

2.5.4.2 Example Use Case: Direct DDoS Attack

A simple example of direct DDoS attack is SYN flooding attack where the victim

destination receives too many incomplete SYN requests that its TCP connection buffer

overflows thus denying all subsequent connections. Another example is application

level DDoS attack where an attacker sends crafted queries to an application to exhaust

its resources, e.g., CPU resources, etc. Any defense against such direct DDoS attacks

requires the ability to detect malicious flows. In these cases, detection always happens

at or near the victim destination.

MoveNet assumes that such a detection mechanism is in place. Based on the input

from such malicious detectors, MoveNet splits the malicious traffic into another VN for

further actions by employing Reactive Flow-split and Move defense strategy. MoveNet

offers multiple advantages, (1) it can off-load mitigation away from the destination

by splitting the malicious traffic right at their origin, (2) it offers active investigation

because sometimes flows cannot be conclusively flagged as malicious and may require

further investigation. MoveNet can split the suspected flows into a separate VN

for further investigation, (3) it can offer resource conservation as sometimes security

devices cannot be installed everywhere in the network and MoveNet can route suspect

traffic through a designated secure part of the network for further investigation. (4)
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Use of formal methods provides provable correct-by-construction VN placement at all

times.

2.5.5 Intra- and Inter-VN Collaboration for DDoS Defense

In our proposed MoveNet framework, the controller collects traffic statistics from

different virtual nodes belongs to different VNs. Intra-VN collaboration means to

improve VN defense from within by collecting and integrating statistics reported by

different virtual nodes of the same VN. For example, based on the flow-rate statistics,

the MoveNet controller may conclude that these flows are merging at some link in

the download direction and that link may not be able to withstand this increasing

flux of traffic. Therefore, either the traffic should be split to avoid any emerging

congestion situation. Similarly, Inter-VN collaboration means to improve VN defense

by collecting and integrating statistics collected from different VNs. Sometimes a VN

itself may not be able to withstand very large scale DDoS attack, and in that case,

a VN would request other upstream VNs to help defend against such DDoS attack.

For example, if some sources (compromised bots) are flagged for malicious behavior

in one downstream VN then these sources should be blocked by upstream VNs to

minimize the footprint of malicious traffic in the network.

2.6 Agility Strategy and Mechanism Synthesis

This module takes into account three types of input:

• Virtual Infrastructure (VI) model : This represents the functional and agility re-

quirements asserted by the VN. Functional requirements represent the expectation

of VN (service) from the network. Currently, we consider three requirements, but

we can always add more later on in the model. (1) How much bandwidth is re-

quired by a VN? (2) What should be the bounded end-to-end delay to ensure a

certain quality of service? (3) Does a VN require its traffic to pass through a

specialized device, e.g., firewall? On the other hand, agility requirements provide
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the level of security needed for the VN, e.g., the decision of proactive or reactive

agility, frequency of migration, etc.

• Topology : This represents the physical connectivity as well as the capacity of each

physical node and link in the network. It also represents the constraints imposed

by the substrate (physical) network to avoid any misuse in case of multiple VNs

sharing the same physical resources. Currently, we only consider node stress which

decides the maximum traffic load that can be assigned to a device in the network.

• Threat Model : This provides the type of DDoS attack model that the VN agility

has to defend.

The module uses these input to decide a defense strategy which is a combination of

agility primitives. In the following, we discuss these agility primitives in detail.

2.6.1 Defining Split Primitive

The split primitive identifies the candidate flows or virtual resources within a VN-

based on the threat model so that the physical footprint of these flows or virtual re-

sources can be changed. Thus, the split primitive is usually followed by the move

primitive to assign substrate resources according to the agility requirements. Split

primitive is further divided into two primitives. However, MoveNet allows adding

more primitives in the future without changing the existing ones.

• Critical-split primitive identifies the virtual resources of the VN that are placed

on the critical physical resources. Because some proactive defense strategies might

require to identify such vulnerable virtual resources and demand a continuous

change in their critical physical footprint. The definition of the critical is provided

by the administrator. However, in this paper, we use the definition of critical

provided in the Crossfire attack [64].

• Flow-split primitive identifies the suspected or malicious flows of VN so that these

flows can be split into a separate VN with a different substrate than the benign
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flows. This new VN can be used to block/throttle or to analyze these flows further

to confirm their malicious behavior.

2.6.1.1 Why Split Primitive?

The philosophy of DDoS attack traffic is to make benign traffic starve for net-

work resources by playing unfairly. Sometimes, this malicious traffic is easily dis-

tinguishable but with the advent of stealthier DDoS attacks it may not be possible

to differentiate the benign traffic from malicious traffic accurately. In this case, it

is counter intuitive to let suspected or malicious traffic to share physical resources

with the benign traffic. Furthermore, waiting for irrefutable evidence to convict some

traffic flows may already bring unaffordable degradation in the quality of service of

the benign traffic flows. Therefore, the instant response would be to isolate such

suspected or malicious traffic flows onto a different substrate for further inspection

or immediate throttling. Virtual networks allow this intuitive first response so that

the malicious traffic flows do not contend with the benign flows for network resources

instead contend with each other. Moreover, once these traffic flows are found guilty,

then these can be blocked immediately by shutting down the split VN only because

we have already sidelined the attack traffic. Whereas, all the non-guilty traffic flows

can be merged back to benign traffic.

2.6.2 Defining Move Primitive

The move primitive ensures that each virtual node should be mapped to a substrate

node and the virtual link should be mapped to a physical path connecting two virtual

nodes such that it invalidates the threat model. Move primitive represents an atomic

migration (placement) step to place virtual resources to different substrate resources.

The selection of substrate resources is dictated by agility mechanism specification to

render DDoS threat model ineffective. For example, suppose the agility strategy of

MoveNet to proactively defend against indirect slow-low-rate DDoS attack is Critical-
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split & move. Then the Critical-split primitive will partition the virtual resources

placed on the critical substrate resources. Now, Move primitive will have to find new

threat-safe substrate resources such that it invalidates the reconnaissance knowledge

of the attacker to render this attack useless proactively.

2.6.3 Defining Merge Primitive

Merge primitive combines virtual resources (virtual nodes and virtual links) belongs

to different VNs into a single VN to use the same substrate resources. For example,

if some flows are suspected by the detection mechanism and flow-split primitive has

partitioned these to a separate VN. If there already exist a VN that is carrying

suspicious flows for inspection, then these newly created VN comprising of newly

flagged suspected flows will be merged with the existing VN. This agility primitive

is mainly used for resource management rather than participating directly in the

defense.

2.6.4 Agile Defense Strategies

Currently, MoveNet offers following strategies to diffuse each type of DDoS threats

as illustrated in Figure 7. In every strategy, if merge is possible then it is preferred.

2.6.4.1 Reactive Flow-split & Move

This strategy is effective against many types of DDoS attacks. First, it is effective

against indirect-aggressive and direct-aggressive DDoS attack models where the at-

tacker uses a small number of bots to generate a large amount of traffic. Therefore,

flow-rate (flow-size) of such flows originating from bots clearly deviates from the nor-

mal flow rate behavior and will be noticeable at the network level. MoveNet employs

this deviating flow-rate behavior to detect the presence of these attack flows in the

network. These flows can be immediately subjected to throttling (blocking) without

worrying about shooting down benign flows because of their significant deviation. In

the biggest DDoS attack in 2014 that amounted to 400 Gbps [22], the attack flows
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clearly exhibited the aggressive flow-rate behavior.

Second, it is effective against indirect slow-high-rate and direct-slow-high-rate types

DDoS attacks. In such attacks, the attacker does not start sending high volume

attack flows instead it starts with low volume attack flows which make it harder

to flag these flows as malicious flows immediately. Therefore, MoveNet uses higher

sensitivity to flag such traffic flows as the suspect and immediately split such flows

from the benign flows for further inspection. In the meantime, both benign and

suspected flows are allowed to reach the destination. Currently, we only focus on

convicting suspicious flows based on their high flow rate. However, other detection

mechanisms can be applied to better differentiate malicious from suspicious. If the

flow rate (size) of suspicious flows keep increasing such that it clearly shows malicious

behavior then these will be throttled (dropped) otherwise, it will be merged back to

the same original VN. That is why MoveNet framework uses both move and merge

primitive in the defense strategy.

Third, it is effective against direct slow-high-rate which is the most stealthy DDoS

attack. In this attack, the attacker sends low-rate human-like traffic directly to the

target. This attack is not distinguishable at the network level. However, application-

level behavior-based detectors can have a better chance to detect the presence of DDoS

and identify (deterministically or probabilistically) the attack flows. This feedback

is communicated back to the MoveNet controller(s) to mitigate the DDoS attack in

the network. MoveNet assumes that such application level detection mechanism is

already in place and only expects feedback from the detectors. All these flagged flows

from the detectors are split into a different VN for further inspection or immediate

throttling.

2.6.4.2 Proactive Critical-split & Move

This strategy is effective against indirect-slow-low-rate DDoS attack model when

the attacker has abundant availability of bots and decoy servers. Recently, Cross-
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fire [64] attack has demonstrated the effectiveness of this attack and showed that

there exist no solution up-to-date that can diffuse this attack. To further make this

attack stealthier, Crossfire attack uses different sets of bots and decoy servers in dif-

ferent time windows to avoid any red flag against the attack traffic. As each bot will

be sending low-rate traffic just like a benign user, there is no way to differentiate

between the benign flows and the attack flows at the network level. However, as

this attack exploits power-law based traffic flow distribution in the network to iden-

tify critical links, MoveNet framework develops a proactive strategy to identify such

critical links and virtual resources mapped to these physical links, and continuously

change the critical footprint of the VN to defy reconnaissance attack.

2.7 Agility Mechanism

Intuitively, agility mechanism determines what should be migrated and where it

should be migrated to evade or defend the respective type of DDoS attack. This mod-

ule realizes the defense strategy by implementing the agility primitives (functions) as

per the given requirements and output a logical VN placement satisfying all the re-

quirements. MoveNet implements these functions as constraints satisfaction problems

using satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) [83] to develop a correct-by-construction VN

placement/migration mechanism.

2.7.1 MoveNet System Description

Let the substrate network be a directed graph, G =< C,L >, where C is the set of

all network components (forwarding devices, access control devices) and L is the set

of all physical links. As a path can be represented by a set of components therefore in

our formalization if a link is critical, we consider both components forming that link

as critical. Therefore, we use critical components on the edges of a link to represent

a critical link. The set of all VNs to be placed is represented by V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}.

Technically, VN placement represents a collection of networks paths, connecting all
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sources and destinations within a VN, comprising of such components that satisfy

all constraints. The construction of such paths may involve each physical component

along the path (software-defined networking based networks is an example), or it may

be more coarse grained by involving only designated components, the ones capable

of hosting virtual routers (content delivery networking based network is an example).

Our model applies to both scenarios. A source can be an ingress router, an aggregating

node (like a proxy node) or some corporate office [24] in the network. Similarly, a

destination can be an egress router, an aggregating node (like the proxy) or the

actual destination (e.g., web server or data center). And, Csrc is the set of all source

components in the network and Cdst is the set of all destination components. Both

components represent a small fraction of the network size.

The VN placement is all about finding optimal paths between these source-destination

pairs. Let U = {Csrc × Cdst} represents all possible pairs and u ∈ U =< cj, ck >

represents a pair where cj ∈ Csrc and ck ∈ Cdst. Each VN, vi, requests to establish

paths for a set of these pairs and we represent this set as Ui ⊆ U . This means a

pair may or may not belong to a VN and we represent this association of a pair with

a VN by a binary variable υij which is one if pair uj belongs to vi and zero other-

wise. Uck represents all pairs that contains component ck and spans over all VNs i.e.,

Uck = ∀uj ∈ U |ck ∈ uj. However, different pairs in different VNs may have different

paths so in order to calculate the number elements in Uck , we consider each pair in

different VNs as a separate entity therefore |Uck | =
∑
∀vi∈V .

∑
∀uj∈U,ck∈uj(υij).

The shortest distance between any component cl to a destination component ck

is represented as dlk. We use a Boolean variable bijk which if true represents that

the component ck is assigned to a pair uj which is a member of VN vi and also

υij = 0→ bijk = False. Also, Ick is the set of neighboring components of ck and κk is

the bandwidth capacity of a component ck. Deploying a VN for a service requires the

estimated traffic that needs to be handled by the network, e.g., between a corporate
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office to a data center1 and λij is the estimated traffic load of a pair uj that belongs

to VN vi. All thresholds in our model are represented as T ().

2.7.2 Formalizing Critical-split for Indirect Slow-low DDoS Attacks

The planning phase of indirect DDoS attacks is to perform network reconnaissance

to identify critical components. For current implementation of critical-split primitive,

we use the most devastating and stealthy DDoS attack to-date, i.e., Crossfire [64] as

our criteria to identify such critical components in the network.

Under the hood of a Crossfire attack, bots send traceroute probes to all victim

machines and decoy servers (public servers in the geographical vicinity of the victim).

As opposed to manually searching decoy servers in the original attack, we use the

geographical coordinates of the victim and select an initial set of decoy servers who

are within certain miles from the victim. We use geographical database GeoLite [7]

to get all such coordinates and use geographical distance formula [6] to calculate

distance. The final set of decoy servers is selected after observing the sharing of

infrastructure between victim and decoy servers.

Let the set of bots be O, decoy servers be Y and victim machines be M . Each

traceroute probe provides a data path and P is the set of all paths from bots to decoy

servers (P Y ) and bots to victim machines (PM), i.e., P = {P Y
⋃
PM}. A path is

simply a set of components, e.g., a sample path could be p={c1, c2, c3}. These paths

are the same that are established during VN placement that is why both attacker and

the defender observe the same path to reach to a destination. All those paths that

do not share anything between victim machines and decoy servers are removed from

the set, i.e., P ′ = {¬∃pi ∈ P Y , pj ∈ PM , pi ∩ pj = ∅}.

For a packet to be delivered successfully from source to destination, every com-

ponent along the path must forward the packet. Let B(ck) is a Boolean function

1In a commercial products like Virtela [24] and Aryaka [2], they expect to estimate this traffic as
well.
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which is True if component ck forwards the packet and False otherwise. From an

attacker’s perspective, she only needs to congest or compromise any one component

along the path to jeopardize the entire path. This path-breaking property can be

formalize using this Boolean function as B(p) =
∨
cj∈pB(cj). The attacker can apply

this property to all paths in P ′ to find a minimum number of components that need

to be congested to jeopardize the entire network and this property is formalized as

below.

B(P ′) =
∧
pi∈P ′

(
∨
cj∈pi

B(cj)) (1)

However, compromising the entire network may not be a possibility for the attacker

due to her limited resources. Therefore, the model must also be equipped with a choice

to may or may not disrupt a path based on a budget of the adversary. Furthermore,

we assume that all components have the same capacity, so the same amount of traffic

will be used to congest any link. Therefore, the budget of an attacker can be given

in terms of the number of components that can be congested. To offer this flexibility

in the model, for each path pi we represent a Boolean variable χi which is True if

the path is skipped and False otherwise. The objective of the attacker is to minimize

the number True without exceeding her budget. This will extend the property in

Equation 1 as:

B(P ′) =
∧
pi∈P ′

{
∨
cj∈pi

B(cj) ∨ χi} (2)

(|B(P ′)| ≤ Cost) ∧ (
∑
∀pi∈P ′

(|P | −D(χi)) ≥ T dv) (3)

Where |B(P ′)| represents the number of components true, |P | represents number of

paths, D() represents a function that convert True to 1 and False to 0, and T dv is

the desired disruption of the adversary. Once these critical components are identified,

the VN placement model of MoveNet will migrate these VNs away from these critical

components if their agility requirement demands proactive defense. If vi represents
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such VN that demands proactive critical-split based migration then for this VN the

constraint is formally defined as:

∀cl ∈ B(P ′),
∑
∀uj∈U

bijl = 0 (4)

During reconnaissance attack, the adversary cannot afford to send too much traffic

to decoy servers or victim machines to avoid detection. Therefore, by just adding more

bots will not guarantee that the reconnaissance attack will complete in a small time

window. The experiments explained in Section 2.10.2.2 provide the reconnaissance

time benchmark of this attack model.

2.7.2.1 Quantifying the Reconnaissance Time

The time benchmark of the reconnaissance attack provides a time bound to trigger

and complete network agility. Let the size of the set of bots, decoy servers and victim

machines be, |O| = N , |Y | = R and |V | = Q respectively. Instead of probing once,

each bot sends 6 traceroute probes [64] to affirm static behavior of a component so, let

ε be the frequency of probes. And, θ is the average traceroute time, which is turned

out to be almost 250ms based on our PlanetLab experiments. The adversary can

only send enough probes from each bot to avoid bot detection as well as triggering

an alarm at the destinations (decoy servers and victim machines). If δ is the number

of concurrent probes allowed per bot, then the amount of time spent by one bot to

finish reconnaissance will be the total time, as all bots are concurrently doing the

same amount of work. This time is given as:

ω =
N +R

δ
∗ ε ∗ θ (5)

We also verify this theoretical time bound through reconnaissance experiments on

PlanetLab (see the details are in Section 2.10.2.2). The attack time would be at

least twice as long as the reconnaissance time as it involves collecting probing data

from the bots, finding critical components and then coordinating bots to send attack
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traffic.

2.7.2.2 Defender’s View vs. Attacker’s View

When an adversary runs a traceroute probe for a victim machine, she views the

same data plane that is deployed during the VN placement for the service running on

that victim machine. A similar observation is made in [64] that bots probing a target

from the Internet would end up viewing the same critical footprint about the victim.

As the decoy server information is public and available to both the defender and the

attacker, the threat model discussed in this section can be seen as both defender’s

and attacker’s perspective of potential targets. Moreover, the adversary would rely

on the bots to decoy server relation, and the defender would rely on the source to

decoy server relation to identify critical components. Bots and sources are logically

the same just with different roles. In Section 2.10.2.2, we have demonstrated this

fact using simulation to show that both see the same components as potential critical

targets.

2.7.3 Formalizing Flow Split for Aggressive DDoS Attacks

In flow-split primitive, MoveNet uses behavior-based detection to categorized the

traffic flows as suspected or malicious. The purpose of this work is not to introduce

a new intrusion detection technique. Instead, we use an existing technique [68] for

flow classification. This method uses the number of flows and packets, and their sizes

to formalize a detection method. This approach assigns a probability value to flows

as being malicious or benign. Instead of binary classification, we use two probability

thresholds, first to classify a flow as being suspected and if it continues to misbehave

then, we classify it as malicious.

Let Fij represents all flows that belong to pair uj of VN vi where fijn represents

nth flow and sijn represents the flow-rate (flow-size) of nth flow in pair uj. Moreover,

we use T sus as a threshold to flag a flow as suspect and Tmal a threshold to flag a flow
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as malicious. In both cases, all flows with flow size that crosses these thresholds are

partitioned into a separate VN. MoveNet approach will create a new VN vm to carry

the suspicious or malicious flows and set umj = 1. It will assign all suspicious flows

from uj of VN vi to uj of VN vm i.e., Fmj = {∀fijn ∈ Fij|(sijn ≥ T sus ∨ sijn ≥ Tmal)}.

Furthermore, it will enforce the VN placement model of MoveNet to assign a dif-

ferent substrate to vm that are different from vi using the following formal constraint:

∀uj ∈ U, ((uij = 1) ∧ (umj = 1))→

(∀cl ∈ C, bijl →
∑
∀uj∈U

D(bmjl) = 0) (6)

which says if a component cl is assigned to a pair uj in VN vi then this component

cannot be assigned to any pair of VN vm because the same component must not carry

both malicious and benign traffic. This constraint can be generalized for all VNs.

2.7.4 Formalizing Merge Primitive

As mentioned earlier, merge primitive will combine two VNs with same require-

ments into one VN. This is done by,

• Aggregating the flows of the same pair uj belongs to different VNs vi and vk such

that υij = υik = 1. Suppose vk is merged into vi then Fij = Fij
⋃
Fkj and all

the physical resources assigned to pair uj in VN vi will be assigned to vk and it is

formally defined as:

∀uj ∈ U, (υij = υkj = 1)→ ∀cl ∈ C, bikl = bijl (7)

• There may exist some pairs in vi and do not belong to other VN vk i.e., ∃uj ∈

U, υij = 1∧υkj = 0. In this case, these pairs will be removed from vk and added to

vi such that ¬∃uj ∈ U, υij = 1 ∧ υkj = 0. All the conditions that apply to VN vi

will be applied to all newly added pairs in vi from vk. For example, if vi represents

a VN that carries suspected flows and their physical footprint must be different
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from benign flows then these new pairs will also abide by these conditions.

2.7.5 Formalizing Move Primitive

The purpose of agility is to replace partitioned virtual resources or flows with valid

new resources such that, (1) the selection process of the new resources is unpredictable

to the attackers. (2) The migration to these new resources will be faster than the

time attackers needs to scan and launch their attack. It will invariably invalidate the

adversary assumptions about the VN placement, discovered in the reconnaissance

phase. MoveNet also ensures a functional VN during this frequent migrations by

enforcing functional requirements all the time. These functional requirements come

from the existing literature of VN placment [41,53,54,100,116].

2.7.5.1 Functional Requirements

Reachability Constraint: This constraint allows the model finder to construct a

path for each pair. According to this constraint, a packet generated from a source

must reach the destination. Using routing protocol logic, a component must forward

a packet to its neighboring component that is closer (lower hop count) to the des-

tination. If the current component is the destination, then the model finder should

stop finding a next suitable neighbor and finalize the path. For a pair uj =< cn, ck >

belongs to VN vi, if the component cl is assigned to carry the data then the following

formal constraint will forward the data to appropriate next neighbor:

bijl → (cl ∈ Cdst) ∨
∨

∃cm∈Icl

((bijl ∧ bijm) ∧ (dlk < dmk)) (8)

This says that either cl ∈ Cdst is itself a destination or otherwise if bijl = True then

cl is a component that is receiving packets for pair uj belongs to VN vi where υij = 1.

Therefore, one of its neighbors namely cm ∈ Icl must also be in the path such that

its hop-count dlk < dmk.

In case, if shortest path is not possible due to threat-aware migration then our
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model also calculates a path which satisfies all quality of service conditions, but the

path may be slightly longer than the shortest. Furthermore, QoS constraint will

ensure that the final length should not exceed beyond the acceptable limit. Let ε be

this flexibility in terms of number of hops then the updated constraint will be:

bijl → (cl ∈ Cdst) ∨
∨

∃cm∈Icl

((bijl ∧ bijm) ∧

((dlk < dmk) ∨ (dkl − ε < dmk)) (9)

Although, we assume mostly stable routing because according to [64] 72% of links

tend to be stable. However, our model can be incrementally updated to recalculate

placement in case of topology changes.

Load Satisfaction Constraint: Every component along the path must be able

to accommodate the estimated pair traffic. In practice, data engineers make these

estimates while designing networks and our model can be extended with more sophis-

ticated constraints. There may be multiple pairs with the same destination belong

to a VN and few of these may already be using the same component. Therefore, for

a pair uj of VN vi, this constraint is formally defined as:

∀cl ∈ C, bijl → (κj − (
∑
∀um∈U

(biml ∗ λim)) ≥ λij (10)

Middle-ware Device Constraint: An application might require some specialized

service from the substrate (e.g., the IPSec, etc.). Mostly, only a handful of compo-

nents can provide such requested feature. This constraint ensures that the VN traffic

must go through such specialized node. Let Csp ⊂ C be a set of such specialized

components. Then, for a pair uj, we enforce this constraint by explicitly setting the

component assignment variable bijl to true, where, cl ∈ Csp. The formal definition is

as followed:

∃cl ∈ Csp, bijl (11)
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The VN placement model, as a whole, will automatically connect this component

with other components to satisfy all constraints.

Quality of Service Constraint: For simplicity, we assume relatively homogeneous

network where hop count can be proportional to network latency. This assumption

has been widely used in existing literature [86]. For a particular VN vi, this constraint

will be:

∀uj ∈ U,
∑
cl∈C

D(bijl) ≤ T qs (12)

where, T qs is the affordable delay threshold for any pair in the system. It can be the

same for the entire system or different for each VN. In addition, our framework allows

for more complex constraints to define bounded delays.

Node Stress Constraint: According to this constraint, each node must have some

leftover capacity to accommodate the traffic fluctuations due to load dynamics or

uncertainty. Therefore, the leftover capacity ensures to handle such incorrect traffic

load estimations. A component (neither source or destination) may be shared among

different pairs in different VNs and this is formally defined as:

∀cl ∈ C, {(κj − (
∑
∀vi∈V

.
∑

uj∈U |υij=1

bijl ∗ λij)) ≥ T lo} (13)

where T lo is the leftover capacity threshold set for each component. This can be

provided as a percentage of the capacity of a node.

Pair Mapping Constraint: According to this constraint, each pair must be as-

signed some substrate resources. For each VN vi this constraint is formally defined

as:

∀uj ∈ U, (υij = 1)→
∑
∀cl∈C

bijl ≥ 1 (14)
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2.7.5.2 Threat Safety Requirements

The purpose of agility is to replace critical or components with only new threat safe

components. Following are the two constraints that we use to ensure threat-aware

agility.

Attack Disturbance Constraint: Only replacing critical components with ran-

domly selected new distinct resources is not enough because the adversary can start

building a dictionary of learned critical components of the network. So, if we only

move to distinct components then next time the adversary will not consider previously

learned critical components and this will reduce the sample space for the adversary to

find new critical targets. Instead, we assign a random counter to a component once

flagged as critical. This component cannot be reused in the next iterations of migra-

tion unless its counter is expired2. This uniformly distributes the reuse probability of

the components in the upcoming iterations, leaving adversary to keep guessing. Let

R be the set of critical nodes (identified in different critical-split and destination-split

primitives) and hil is a Boolean variable which if true means component cl was se-

lected as a critical node for VN vi. And, qil is the index of the iteration for VN vi in

which the component cl was selected as a critical component. And, βij is the number

of iterations (counter) for component cl before it can be repeated. Now, the original

assignment variable bijl will be constrained to assign only allowed resources in the

next placement. This constraint is formally defined in the following equation.

∀uj ∈ U, cl ∈ C, bijl ∧ ((qil = 0) ∨ ((t+ 1)− qil > βil → hil)) (15)

Where, t+ 1 represents the index of the next iteration.

Migration Time Constraint: Migration should complete before the adversary can

finish reconnaissance attack to launch the final attack or flow rates increased enough

2After each iteration, the counter is decremented by one.
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to cause congestion. During migration [104] following steps take place, 1) setting up

tunnels between current and new components, 2) copying control plane from old to

new components, 3) populating data plane in the new component, and 4) establishing

routes between the new components and the neighbors of the old components. In

our implementation on PlanetLab, we use controller based architecture [77] like in

Software Defined Networking (SDN). In such architecture, the relative positions of

the current and new components do not matter. Instead, control plane resides at the

controller, which populate the forwarding plane in the new components by sending

control packets carrying forwarding rules. The controller already has established

tunnels with each network component. So, the migration time will be calculated as:

how much time will it take to send control packets from the controller to the new

substrate components. Let αl be the distance from the controller to a component cl,

τ be the time spent per hop and we add a dimension to our assignment variable btijl,

where t represents the index of the iteration of migration. Now, we can define our

migration distance constraint as:

[
∑
∀uj∈U

{
∑

∀cl,cm∈C

((btijl ∧ bt+1
ijm) ∧ (l 6= m))→ τ ∗ αl}] < ω (16)

where, bt+1
ijl represents the assignment of component cl to pair uj of VN vi in the

new placement. To quantify this equation, we use calculations from our PlanetLab

experiments. In our PlanetLab experiments, we observed the average traceroute probe

time to be almost 250ms and the average path length observed is almost 10 hops. We

use these measures to develop following heuristics. The traceroute time represents a

round trip time, so, one-way time will be 125ms. This means it takes almost 13ms

per hop along the path. Assuming the controller can initiate populating forwarding

tables at once for all nodes, then using a more conservative hop time, i.e., τ = 20ms

we can calculate the migration distance in Equation 28. We assume that the size of

forwarding tables is the same and bandwidth from the controller to node will remain
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the same. Therefore, we do not need to put these as the part of the model as they

are not going to change for different controller-node pairs.

2.8 Agility Plan and Reconfiguration

This module develops a migration mechanism that executes VN migration strategy

generated on a virtualized physical network. Given the destination for a particular

VN, it handles all the logistics of the movement including the exact sequence/schedule

of the steps to be executed to complete the move. It is also responsible for interacting

with a particular substrate to accomplish the move. There are two main parts of

the mechanism (in Figure 9), (1) the scheduler is responsible for determining the

exact sequence of moves based on the input migration strategy from the agile VN

framework while the configuration manager implements and executes these steps on

the infrastructure like Mininet [11]. It reserves resources needed during the migration,

sending signals to virtual nodes ordering them to start their moves, keeping track of

the health of the migration via monitoring, and requesting dynamic adjustments to

the migration schedule if necessary. We have used Mininet and PlanetLab as our

testbed to implement migration mechanism. An abstract level view of this module is

briefly described in the following.

• Implementing VN Placement: We have implemented our VN placement module

inside the controller.The controller can perform two key tasks, (1) given a substrate

topology, the controller finds the suitable placement, and (2) using the threat model

it generates a migration strategy to initiate a threat-aware migration.

• Implementing Threat Model: We have implemented the Crossfire threat model as

the part of the controller. For a complete threat simulation, we designate different

topology nodes as bots and decoy servers manually. The threat module instructs

these bots to send traceroute probes to each decoy server and collects the path

information to identify the critical footprint. Then, the bots are instructed to

start sending attack traffic.
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Figure 9: Migration Mechanism on PlanetLab

• Implementing Partial Migration: The controller does not need to migrate the entire

VN from one physical footprint to another. Instead, it migrates only the virtual

resources that are mapped to the critical physical resources. None of the existing

approaches offer this optimized partial migration.

2.9 Triggers and Evaluation

We propose three types of triggers that either identify the emergence of critical

components in the network or provide early detection and classification of DDoS traffic

based on network-level traffic analytics. The DDoS reactive triggers also determine

the potential victims and participating flows. This feedback is communicated back

to the MoveNet controller to mitigate the DDoS attack in the network.

2.9.1 Time-based Trigger

Proactive defense demands to continuously identify the critical components in the

network as they might be changing over time. Moreover, the same component may

be critical for one destination or VN and may not be critical for other. Therefore,

identification of these critical components is triggered by time. Once the component

is flagged as critical, the required virtual resources of particular VNs are migrated

away from these critical components. The reason it is called proactive defense because

we do not wait for any attack symptom to trigger migration.
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2.9.2 Rate-based Triggers

For a large-volume DDoS, attackers either have to employ a large number of decoys

(for indirect) or bots (for direct), or they have to eventually send high-rate traffic from

each bot (for direct) or to each decoy (for indirect) to overwhelm the critical link(s).

Using collaborative flow-rate analysis of the traffic information reported by multiple

VNs to MoveNet controller that can provide an indication of the eventually flooded

substrate links and suspected flows. Aggressive and slow-high attackers, even if they

are distributed on multiple VNs, can be easily identified and mitigated. Only the

VN entry point of the flow, if VN is placed between ingress and egress components,

will report the flow information (e.g., average rate, source and destination) to the

controllers, which perform intra- and inter-VN report analysis to activate a trigger

against DDoS (in Figure 7) before attack flows reaching the target. Therefore, the flow

rate behavior at network level can be used to detect some types of DDoS attacks as

mentioned in Figure 7. The technical detail of this trigger is explained in Section 2.7.3

under flow-split primitive.

2.9.3 Application-level DDoS Detection-based Triggers

Low and slow application-level DDoS is one of the most challenging threats as

reported by Incapsula Report [9]. In this attack, attackers target URLs that, when

requested, may result in a lot of resource activity on the back end, while the traffic

remains human-like behavior at the network level. To launch such stealthy attack,

adversaries must employ a large number of bots. Although this attack may not be

detectable at the network level, application-level behavior-based detectors can have

a better chance to detect the presence of DDoS and identify (deterministically or

probabilistically) the attack flows. This feedback from the application DDoS analyzer

is communicated back to the MoveNet controller to effectively mitigate the attack at

the network level. We assume that such a detector is in place and is communicating
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Figure 10: Topology diagram of the experiments

its feedback to the MoveNet controller.

2.10 Implementation and Evaluation

We have used PlanetLab, Mininet and simulation-based experiments to perform a

rigorous evaluation of MoveNet framework.

2.10.1 Experiment Setup Discussion

2.10.1.1 PlanetLab-based Experiment Setup

We have tested our critical-split based experiments on Mininet and Planetlab. The

test topology that we have developed is showed in Figure 10. In our experiments, we

classify the components into four categories: 1) fixed components, the components

that do not change during migration, black ones in the figure; 2) Gateway components,

that switch traffic between new and previous components, respectively. These are the

yellow components c6 and c17 in the figure; 3) Critical components, that are needed

to be changed, these are c9, c8 and c10 in migration step 1, 2 and 3, respectively; 4)

Origin and sink components in the network, e.g., c1, c18 and y1 are the source, the
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destination and the decoy server components, respectively. The same color of bots,

components, and links in Figure 10 represents that these were active during the same

migration iteration. For example, during iteration 1, the component c9 was selected

as critical (only one carrying traffic to the target) and only bots o1 through o4 were

activated in the attack because these are the only bots sharing critical component

c9 with the destination. Similarly, the path from source c1 to destination c18 was

{c3, c6, c9, c17} and as the links between c6 to c9 and from c9 to c17 were carrying

the traffic during iteration 1, they all have the same color. Another pivotal concept

observable in this example is that the changing of the critical footprint also changes

the association between bots and decoy servers. This means that the adversary has

to repeat reconnaissance to learn this new association again.

2.10.1.2 Simulation-based Experiment Setup

We use the Z3 theorem prover to formulate a constraints satisfaction model [26].

Z3 is a state-of-the-art theorem prover from Microsoft Research, and it is used to

check the satisfiability of logical formulas over one or more theories. We have used a

machine with Core i7, 2.4 GHz processor, and 24GB RAM to run all the simulation-

based experiments.

Network Generation: For our experiments, we use both real world intra-ISP topolo-

gies from RocketFuel [19] and synthetic topologies from BRITE [4]. We generate two

types of networks from BRITE: (1) random networks by using Waxman’s probability

to randomly interconnect nodes within a network, and (2) preferential network by

using BarbarasiAlbert model [4] to generate power-law based networks using incre-

mental network growth and preferential node connectivity as network growth models.

For smaller networks, we manually assign topology nodes (components) as source

and destinations. However, for larger networks, we randomly designate a small frac-

tion of nodes with the least degree as sources and destinations. We use the shortest

paths between all source and destination pairs to simulate network data plane. In
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our simulation, we assume each link and node to have the same capacity. We can

also generate networks with different capacities for nodes and links from BRITE. Our

model is not restricted to networks where all nodes have the same capacities. Fur-

thermore, to simulate network flows, we randomly assign 100 to 1000 hosts to each

source component. Each host is assigned a different value to represents different flow

rate per host. As discussed earlier, a benign host or bot are technically the same

except under different controlling identities. Therefore, we randomly assign different

hosts as benign hosts or bots to simulate benign and malicious flows respectively.

Similarly, for each destination any other destination that is less than 6 hops away is

considered decoy server.

VN Requirement Generation: Each VN may be comprised of a different number of

pairs. Therefore, we randomly associate different pairs to different VN to mimic real

world random behavior. Furthermore, we use the capacities allocated to hosts as the

capacity requirement for each VN. Then, we use our VN placement model to find

different placements for different topologies.

Generating Critical Components: Different VN placements may generate different

data paths for the same pair. Based on this information from the network, our

Crossfire attack based reconnaissance module identifies the critical components in

the network. In order to simulate under attack components, we use bots available in

each VN and assign them a higher probability of sending traffic. These bots, due to

their higher flow-rate, cause bottlenecks in network resulting in random components

under attack. We check the detection accuracy of our presented algorithm from this

data.

Simulating Malicious Flows: To generate malicious flows, we assign the malicious

role to different hosts based on two distribution models [50], (1) uniform distribution,

which randomly distributes the malicious role throughout the hosts uniformly. To
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simulate this behavior, we use probabilities in the range [0.001, 0.01] for all hosts. (2)

Differential distribution, which distributes malicious role in clusters, i.e., malicious

hosts are co-located rather than distributed in the network. To simulate this behavior,

we use the probabilities in the range [0.01, 0.1]. This randomizes the aggregation of

malicious flows at a different part of the network.

Simulate Packet Loss: In our simulation, we did not send any actual data. Instead,

every host was assigned a value which represents how much data will be forwarded

per second and for how long it will keep sending. Furthermore, each host is assigned

a probability to become active. All this activity simulate the presence of data in the

network. At any given time if there is more data available that can be supported by

the component, we classify this addition data as packet loss. This random behavior

will randomly distribute packet loss to different hosts.

2.10.1.3 Mininet-based Experiment Setup

Mininet-based experiments are used to observe packet loss and impact of different

types of migration (different primitives) on the throughput of the network. We have

used POX (dart branch) [18] as a reference controller for Mininet (version 2.2.0). We

create similar topology as in Figure 10. Some hosts were designated as malicious

hosts and were sending UDP traffic so that it can throttle a switch. We manually

designate some hosts as decoy servers ensuring they share the critical component

with the victim. We have used the iperf functionality built-in the Mininet to observe

packet loss during migration. Furthermore, we used Scapy to generate real data from

the mininet hosts in our mininet-based experiments.

2.10.2 MoveNet Evaluation

In the first part of the evaluation, we present the effectiveness and disruptiveness

of migration (move primitive) followed by each primitive based on split logic.
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2.10.2.1 Move Primitive (VN Migration) Evaluation

Evaluating Depth of Defense: The depth of defense measures the over provisioning

available regarding alternate routes and placements available on the Internet. Alter-

native route provisioning is measured using PlanetLab experiments and simulation

calculates alternate VN placements. In our simulation, we let the model calculates

all possible placements for each network type and size, and results are showed in Fig-

ure 14(a). The results demonstrate that in every network, we always have a decent

number of alternate VN placements available, e.g., almost 100 for a network of size

700 nodes, and that increases with the increasing size of the network. To calculate

the depth of defense regarding alternate routes, we selected three PlanetLab univer-

sity sites, from East Coast of the USA, West Coast of the USA and Europe. Then,

we select 100 PlanetLab nodes scattered around the world to send traceroute probes

to these university sites. Each probing node sent exactly 6 probes (following the

same model as in [64]). After extracting the paths from these probes, we calculate

alternate routes by just identifying the minimum number of links that need to be

broken to compromise all paths. The results showed in Table 4 demonstrate that

there are always 4 to 5 alternate paths available to each destination. As the overlay

providers [2, 24] have more topology information like backup links, we expect more

alternate routes in real-world topologies.

Migration Time: In evaluating evasion effectiveness experiment on topology in Fig-

ure 10, we calculated link bandwidth between source (c1) and destination (c18) nodes

using TCP-based Iperf. It was sometimes observed as 2.0 Mbps and sometimes 1.6

Mbps due to bandwidth limit enforced by PlanetLab. In our experiment, we intro-

duced the attack multiple times and migrated the nodes (components) multiple times

as well to get away from the attack. We let this test run for sometimes to calculate

the migration time in switching between nodes. The results in Figure 11(b) show

that the migration time stayed around 1 to 2 seconds which is way better than the
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reconnaissance time observed in Figure 13(b). During these experiments we kept the

SSH channel open between the controller and the nodes.

Evaluating the Disruptiveness of Migration We design an experiment on PlanetLab

using the same topology from Figure 10 to analyze the packet loss caused by the mi-

gration. Without any attack, we let the controller keep migrating between nodes in

every 2 minutes, and we calculated the average bandwidth available in each minute.

The cumulative distributed function (CDF) results in Figure 11(c) show only 5%

packet loss for almost 85% of the times and higher for just 15% of the times. Fur-

ther investigation revealed that PlanetLab uses unicast reverse path forwarding. It

matches the arriving interface of the packet with the departure interface, if it does

not match, it simply drops packets. That is why all in-flight packets were lost ev-

ery time the migration happens. This is the limitation with PlanetLab architecture,

and there is nothing that can be done. Therefore, we tested the same migration ex-

periment in a more migration friendly virtualized infrastructure, i.e., Mininet. The

combined results in PlanetLab and Mininet experiments, under all possible scenarios,

are presented in Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b), respectively. And the Mininet results

in Figure 12(b) clearly show that there is almost no or minimal packet loss observed

during migration. This proves that if the network is supportive of the migration, then

packet loss will not be an issue.

Evaluating the Overhead of Migration Because on PlanetLab such large scale ex-

periments were not possible, we have calculated migration overhead regarding nodes

to be migrated and extra traffic to be generated by the simulation. Figure 12(c)

and 13(a) demonstrate the overhead results regarding the size of the critical foot-

print and its percentage according to the network size respectively. We have used

both types of networks (preferential and random) to evaluate the critical footprint

size. For networks with preferential connectivity, the size of critical profile represents

around 5 − 10% of the network, whereas, for the random network this percentage is
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Table 3: Migration Overhead

Network
Preferential Network Random Network

Size No. of No. of No. of No. of
Rules MBs Rules MBs

100 60000 145.2 90000 217.8
150 90000 217.8 157500 381.15
200 120000 290.4 230000 556.6
600 360000 871.2 750000 1815

Table 4: Depth of Defense

East Coast West Coast Europe
4 5 4

9− 14%. Intuitively, preferential connectivity based networks have a smaller critical

footprint than random ones. The amount of overhead traffic is calculated by multiply-

ing average routing table size, which is 24.4 MB or 10K rules [104], with the number

of components to be migrated. Results with different network sizes are showed in

Table 3. For a network of 100 nodes, in both preferential and random networks,

overhead traffic size is only 145 MB and 217 MB, respectively. For a large network

of the size 600 nodes, it is 871 MB and 1.8 GB for preferential and random networks,

respectively. In large networks, this amount of traffic is not significant because of

the over provisioning for handling DDoS traffic amounting to hundreds of GB, e.g.,

in 2014, CloudFair’s customer was hit with a massive 400 Gbps DDoS attack [22].

Furthermore, reconnaissance in large networks also takes more time, and this helps

to reduce the frequency of migration.

2.10.2.2 Critical Split Evaluation

Evaluating the Evasion Effectiveness In evaluating evasion effectiveness experiment

on topology in Figure 10, we calculated link bandwidth between source (c1) and

destination (c18) nodes using TCP-based Iperf. It was sometimes observed as 2.0

Mbps and sometimes 1.6 Mbps due to bandwidth limit enforced by PlanetLab, results

are showed in Figure 11(a). At around 13th second, the Crossfire attack was launched

from bots o1 through o4 that crippled the available bandwidth by limiting it to 300
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Kbps within seconds. At time 27th, the agility module of the PL-VNM is activated

to initiate evasion through migrating to a different path and that instantly restored

the bandwidth back to 2.0 Mbps.

Benchmarks of Reconnaissance Time The VN agility is bounded by reconnaissance

time, which we calculate through a PlanetLab experiment. In this experiment, we

host a web server on one of the USA-based University node of PlanetLab and select 10

to 70 decoy server around that university. We use only one PlanetLab node as a bot to

perform reconnaissance because, in actual Crossfire reconnaissance, each node has to

perform the same amount of probing. Furthermore, increasing bots will not increase

time because of limited probing traffic that can be sent to decoy servers and targets

to avoid detection. The results in Figure 13(b) show that even for a small scaled

experiment with just 70 decoys, it took us 5 minutes to complete reconnaissance,

which provides a significant margin to maneuver.

Evaluating Attacker’s View vs. Defender’s View We use simulation environment,

explained in Section 2.10.1.2, to calculate disparity, if any, between the defender’s view

and the attacker’s view of the critical footprint. They both view the same network

data plane and decoy server information is publicly available. We start by finding

critical footprint sets, firstly, by just using bots (for the attacker) and secondly, by

just using sources (for the defender). Then, we calculate the overlapping ratio of

two sets. The results in Figure 28(b) clearly show that almost 95% of the time both

end up selecting the same critical footprint that coincides the finding of the existing

literature [64].

2.10.2.3 Evaluating Scalability of MoveNet Strategies

We tested the scalability of our approach in terms of time complexity by varying

the size of the networks and number of VNs within a network. The results of varying

network size and the number of VNs on all types of agility primitives are showed
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in Figure 14(b) and Figure 14(c) respectively. The first impression is that flow-split

based method takes least amount of time because we only need to migrate few flow-

rules. Otherwise, both critical-split and destination-split are almost the same. The

time complexity increases linearly with network size, and for a network of the size

700 components, it is well below one minute. Whereas it does not change much by

just increasing the number of VNs within the same network, e.g., it changes from 33

seconds to 38 seconds for one VN to 50 VNs in a network of the size of 500.

2.11 Conclusion

DDoS attacks are becoming more frequent, devastating and stealthier. In this chap-

ter, we have developed a novel cyber defense framework, called MoveNet, that enabled

new network agility primitives (split, move and merge) using the virtual network (VN)

infrastructure technology to offer real-time collaborative detection and mitigation of

large-scale, aggressive or stealthy, direct or indirect DDoS attacks. MoveNet proac-

tively defied identification and targeting of critical links through dynamic random mu-

tation of the VN physical footprint via enabling VN migration. Moreover, MoveNet

integrated network-level traffic analytics from different VNs to allow real-time VN mi-

gration and reformation to dynamically segregate suspicious flows in independent VNs

for monitoring and control (potential throttling). Our Mininet and PlanetLab-based

experiments showed the effectiveness of restoring the (80%) downgraded bandwidth

by migrating each component which takes less than 1 second. Due to poor virtual-

ization in PlanetLab, sometimes packet loss due to migration could reach to 5% but

in mininet it is always below 1%. Furthermore, the existing provision of redundant

paths on the Internet, 4− 5 as found in our experiments, is enough to defend against

large-scale DDoS attack.



CHAPTER 3: DEVELOPING IN-DESIGNED RESILIENT SDN CONTROL
NETWORK (RECON)

Software-defined network (SDN) is envisioned to lessen the Internet ossification by

offering flexible and programmable network control. [21]. Recent efforts like Microsoft

SWAN [90], Google B4 [60], Virtual Networks [116], SDN-WAN [87], etc., show this

emerging trend to use SDN as a wide area network (WAN) technology. However,

unlike conventional SDN designs [8], in SDN-WAN, the controller is not connected

locally to the switches. Instead, it is sitting at a remote location. Therefore, control

traffic traverses a control path constitutes of multiple hops to/from the controller. In

SDN-WAN, deploying a large scale out-of-band control network may not be feasible

due to its very high capital and management cost [57]. Therefore, in-band control

network becomes the most suitable option to communicate the control traffic. How-

ever, these large-scale SDN deployments using in-band model enable an attacker to

launch two types of denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks against the SDN control plane

by exploiting two fundamental SDN properties. (1) Inter-dependency of control traf-

fic and the data traffic, and (2) the centralization of network control plane makes

control traffic traceable.

In the first attack, the attacker exploits the sharing of critical network links among

data and control traffic. Our analysis of SDN-WAN networks reveals that both data

and control networks contain critical links where one critical link may forward up

to 70% of the total traffic. Moreover, the analysis also reveals that both data and

control networks share at least 50% of these critical links with each other. We show

that a simple tweaking of Crossfire DDoS attack [64] for SDN-WAN can not only

identify these shared critical links but can also quickly flood the critical data links to
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cause DDoS against the control network indirectly. We also argue that the basic QoS

based priority routing between control and data traffic is unable to defend against

this attack.

In the second attack, the attacker exploits the limited control traffic generation

capacity of SDN switches [94, 105]. An SDN switch generates a Packet-IN message

upon receiving a new flow. According to existing studies [94, 105], the attacker can

generate enough new traffic that would exhaust the capacity of the switch to generate

required number of Packet-IN messages. This attack denies the switch availability to

benign new flows. Existing studies assume that the attacker uses compromised hosts

inside the network to spoof new traffic to launch this attack. However, we argue that

in SDN-WAN deployments, the attacker can generate the same amount of legit new

flows using the same amount of compromised hosts without spoofing. Using legit new

flows, the attacker can easily evade existing defensive solutions [94, 105].

Over the last few years, interesting solutions have been proposed to remedy these

threats [43, 56, 94, 105], yet they all are offered as SDN resilience add-ons expecting

either of the following limiting attributes to be valid, (1) requiring dedicated extra

devices in the network with specialized functionality, (2) changing OpenFlow (OF)

protocol, (3) assuming limited attacker capability, and/or (4) proposing static solu-

tions denying the fact that the attacker can adapt her strategy (details in Section 3.3).

3.1 Background

3.1.1 Packet Forwarding in SDN Switch

In this section, we will explain the data packet forwarding in an SDN switch because

it will help understanding our proposed design of the control plane placement. The

forwarding of the data packet is showed in Figure 16. Each packet experiences the

same behavior as it traverses the switch data plane. When a packet arrives at one

the physical ports of the switch it is buffered in the input queue of the port. For

each packet a small portion of meta data is built, called the key, after arrival. The
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key includes several fields from within the packet as well as side information such as:

location of the buffered packet, header values, arrival port, arrival clock, etc. This

key is used in the rest of the OpenFlow pipeline. A classifier is responsible to match

the key of the packet to a flow entry in a flow table. This key is used to search a table;

however, multiple tables may be present. In this case a table must first be selected.

When a packet goes through the pipeline for the first time the first table is selected

by default; subsequent tables may be selected through actions or table misses.

Each row contains a set of actions to apply to all subsumed packets (packets whose

keys matches the flow entry). When a flow is selected its actions are applied to the

corresponding packet. Actions may modify the packets state and/or affect treatment

of the packet. The final result may be to forward the packet through a particular port

then the data packet is sent to output queue of the port. Sometimes, the action may

require to create a control packet in response to the data packet, e.g., a Packet_IN

message is a way for the switch to send a captured packet to the controller. There

are two reasons why this might happen, (1) there could be an explicit action as a

result of a match asking switch to create a Packet_IN, or (2) no matching rules are

available for the current packet. The body of the Packet_IN message contains the key

of the data packet but sometimes the entire packet can also be encapsulated within

the body of the Packet_IN message. The Packet_IN message is sent to a logical port

called CONTROLLER port. In case of out-of-band control plane, this CONTROLLER port is

mapped to a dedicated physical port which means the output queue of that physical

port will only contain the control packets whereas, in case of in-band control plane,

the same physical port might also be used to forward data traffic. In this case, the

output queue of the port will contain both data and control packets.

3.1.2 Existing Control Plane Architectures

Until now, there has been no published work that has tried to automate the process

of control plane placement satisfying SDN resiliency and functional requirements.
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Even the latest specification of the OpenFlow [15] does not shed any light on the

merits and demerits of different control plane placement design choices. The closest

work done in highlighting the importance of in-band as opposed to out-of-band is

presented in data center network called Peregrine [102]. It assumes a unified all-layer-

2 network architecture that consolidates inter-server communication, storage access

and network control into a single physical network consisting of only commodity off-

the-shelf Ethernet switches. Architecturally, Peregrine is an SDN that centralizes its

control plane on two control servers, Directory Server and Route Algorithm Server,

with its data plane being fully distributed. By default, it uses in-band rather than out-

of-band control plane implementation. The work done in [102] provides the efficiency

of the in-band control plane under link failures. Therefore, in this related work section,

we will provide a description of the existing out-of-band implementations based on

our understanding because there is no explicit description available.

The first design of the out-of-band control plane implementation is presented in

Figure 17(a) and this is the mostly used implementation architecture now-a-days. In

this architecture, it is assumed that both the SDN switches and the controller resides

in the same LAN or vicinity. Each SDN switch has a dedicated port that connects it

to the controller. The major limitation of this architecture is that it is not scalable
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and is not practical for emerging trends of the SDN where the controller resides away

at a central location from the switches. Similar architecture is implemented inside

the most popular SDN emulator i.e., mininet [11] where each switch has a dedicated

communication channel with the controller.

A variation of this architecture is showed in Figure 17(b) where instead of con-

necting each switch directly to the controller, it is connected to a dedicated control

network. This control network can be a conventional network or another SDN-based

network controlled by the same or some other controller. In practice, the contentional

network is used as a dedicated control network. By design this provides scalability

and better resiliency. However, there are two major limitations of this approach, (1)

controller has not control over the control plane, and (2) expensive as it requires a

separate set of physical resources.

3.2 Challenges

Given the physical topology of an existing SDN network (switches, data, and control

connectivity) at the controller, ACD offers a formal technique for creating a resilient

control plane on the same SDN network to increase isolation between data plane

and control plane, while satisfying, (1) switch resources, (2) traffic matrix, (3) QoS
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requirements from data and control planes, and (4) budget constraint. The outcome

of this approach is a new placement of control plane within existing SDN network

in addition to other additional resources (switches) required to achieve this resilience

goal. It also uses the same SDN resources to dynamically increase the control traffic

processing capacity of end-switches when under pressure.

Designing such a control plane placement technique that provides desired resiliency

by satisfying all the mandatory requirements is a very challenging and complex prob-

lem. Following are the few challenges.

• Multilayer resource assignment : In our problem, the same SDN network will be

used to carry data and control traffic. Therefore, the same pool of resources will be

assigned to these layers which may have contradicting objectives, e.g., to achieve

shortest control path, some ports may be designated to control traffic, and this

may lead to a longer data path.

• Suggesting switch position: We want to develop such a technique that can also

suggest placing new switches at some locations to achieve desired isolation. It is

an NP-complete problem.

• Dynamic reconfiguration: It will not be a one-time placement. Instead, it will

adapt to dynamic network conditions, e.g., dynamic traffic matrix.

• Identifying Under-utilized Resources : There are few existing techniques that defend

OFA against DoS attack by offering extra resources in the network or by changing

the basic OpenFlow behavior. Our technique must not expect any of these limita-

tions instead it should use the given SDN resources dynamically to defend OFA

against DoS attack.

• Correct-by-construction Formal Modeling : Persistent threats and dynamic network

conditions demand frequent changes in the network configuration to stay one step

ahead of the attacker. Moreover, the control and data plane placement must

conform to all resilience and functional requirements at all times. It means the
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placement model should be situation aware as for why are the resources being

allocated and reallocated. It must also consider that the selection of the new

process is unpredictable so that if the placement is trying to evade some attack,

then the attacker must not be able to predict the next placement.

3.3 Related Work

One solution to defend DDoS attack on FP is to use out-of-band FP so that control

traffic does not share resources with data traffic. However, it requires a separate

network of dedicated devices that forward only control traffic. It provides better

network resilience due to isolation between data and control resources, but its primary

limitations are its deployment and management cost which increase exponentially

with its size [57]. Moreover, if traditional devices are used in out-of-band FP, then

the controller loses its ability to respond to network failures and attacks. As per our

knowledge, this is the first study that proposes a solution to address this SDN-WAN

challenge. Another option is to use the concept of faith-sharing between the control

plane and data plane from traditional networks. For instance, IP routers classify

protocols traffic (OSPF, BGP, etc.,) in a high priority queue preventing actual data

plane traffic to induce control plane failures. The same can be applied in an SDN

network where OpenFlow traffic can be prioritized over the data traffic. However,

these queues are not allocated dedicated fixed space from the switch buffer. Instead,

their sizes grow and shrink based on the proportion of the arrival of data and control

traffic at the switch until the maximum value. Although sometimes the minimum

value is fixed and the queue cannot shrink beyond this value. Furthermore, the

recent large-scale DDoS attacks [17, 22] have proved to generate hundreds of gigabit

attack traffic that reduce the available buffer for the control traffic queue down to

zero or minimum. Therefore, priority queue level isolation cannot help prevent this

large-scale DDoS attack on SDN-WAN.

An existing solution Scotch [105] defends OFA by adding dedicated hosts in the
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network installed with Open vSwitches. It creates a mesh of tunnels between these

dedicated hosts and assigns few of the dedicated hosts to each switch by also devel-

oping tunnels between them. So, when a switch receives more new flows than its

capacity, its default rule changes and instead of generating Packet-IN messages it

forwards these new flows to these dedicated hosts which in turn handles these new

flows. Similarly, another solution AvantGuard [94] defends OFA by changing the

OF protocol such that for each new flow, a switch replies back with a fake ACK

message to ensure if it is a valid TCP connection or a spoofed one. These solutions

exhibit following limiting attributes, (1) Scotch [105] requires dedicated extra hosts

in the network, (2) AvantGuard [94] changes the basic OF functionality to handle

new flows, (3) both techniques [94, 105] detect malicious new traffic assuming that

the attacker needs IP spoofing to generate new flows which result into incomplete

TCP connections. However, the attacker can use thousands of bots, (easily avail-

able [51]), as valid recipients of arbitrary TCP connections to avoid spoofing, and (4)

in Scotch both switch-to-dedicated-hosts and these hosts-to-hosts associations remain

static and Open vSwitch has much slower data plane than a physical switch. The

attacker can easily learn these static relationships and can identify the heavily used

dedicated hosts to force more traffic pass through them than they can handle.

Recently, different researchers advised the use of wildcards-based flow rules in the

switches to significantly reduce the amount of control traffic [110]. However, even af-

ter using aggressive wildcards to focus mainly on elephant flows, an average size data

center still generates ≈ 50K control packets per second [38]. However, proactive rout-

ing reduces flow-visibility allowing spoofing, delayed attack and malware propagation

detection, and inconsistent policies especially in dynamic traffic environment [38,39].

Therefore, using proactive routing does not guarantee defense against DoS attack on

OFA because of the loss of flow visibility. It does not provide enough information to

identify malicious hosts generating malicious traffic.
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In somewhat related research to defend control plane such as [32,40,43,56,89] that

study the practicality of host location hijacking and link-fabrication attacks by ex-

ploiting the lack of packet spoofing countermeasures in SDN controllers. These works

are based on limitations in effective implementation rather than in the inherent archi-

tecture. Quick fixes have been suggested by the authors related to the enforcement

of authentication of host location and link layer discovery protocol packets. Shin et

al. and Zhang et al. [93, 114] focus on using programmability of SDN to develop

security measures against evolving attacks. Similarly, the work [74] investigates a

solution that enables end hosts to use their knowledge of desired traffic to improve

traffic engineering during DDoS attacks. However, an attacker can utilize thousands

of bots to send low-rate traffic from each bot to each end hosts to avoid any red flag.

To the best of our knowledge, there is little or no work in developing a resilient SDN

architecture for SDN-WAN deployments.

3.4 DDoS Attack Model

In the following, we describe a SDN-WAN design before describing the DDoS attack

model.

3.4.1 SDN-WAN Example

An example of SDN-WAN is illustrated in Fig. 18 showing a WAN controller that

is controlling forwarding switches (forward both data and control traffic) and ingress

switches connected to end-nodes. In SDN-WAN, these end nodes can be more than

just end-host machines and servers, but it can also be another SDN network managed

by a local controller (e.g., hypervisor) or the Internet, etc. The WAN controller can

be considered as an ISP level controller controlling a particular part of its network or

even the entire network. If an end-host A wants to reach the Internet then A′s traffic

will come to an ingress switch, traverse the forwarding plane and then be routed to

the Internet through another ingress switch B connected to the Internet. Similarly,
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Figure 18: SDN-WAN Example

if the same data forwarding plane is also responsible for forwarding the control traffic

as in in-band FP, the control traffic originated from ingress switches will traverse

the FP switches to reach the controller. The WAN controller is controlling these

switches from a remote location (southbound interface) and interacting with other

applications (northbound interface) that may be adjacent to the controller or sitting

elsewhere over the Internet. It makes the controller a publicly accessible server and

any IP around the world can easily reach the controller. Nevertheless, the access to

controller services is restricted for authorized IPs only, but as long as the attacker

can reach the controller, she can plan a DDoS attack.

3.4.2 Link Sharing-based DDoS attack on FP

In SDN-WAN deployments using in-band control plane, the same large area network

carries control traffic from each switch to the controller and from one ingress switch

to another ingress switch. According to Crossfire DDoS attack [64], an attacker can

identify and flood any critical link.
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3.4.2.1 Feasibility of Crossfire in SDN-WAN

In Crossfire attack, the attacker exploits two fundamental properties of the network.

(1) Due to power-law based flow distribution in the networks, there exist only a few

links that carry a majority of the network traffic [47] (critical links). (2) Due to the

shared nature of the network, different destinations, in a close geographical vicinity

of each other, share these critical links with each other [64]. Moreover, the attacker

performs following steps to launch Crossfire attack. (1) Acquire a large botnet that is

used to perform reconnaissance and flooding. (2) Identify the public IP of the victim

and its geographical location. (3) Identify public servers in the geographic vicinity

of the victim. (4) Use botnet to send traceroute probes to the victim and its

geographical neighbors. (5) Using frequency analysis, identify the links that appear

in most of the paths going towards the victim and mark these as critical. (6) Identify

those critical links that are highly shared with geographical neighbors and mark these

as critical target links to be flooded. (7) Flood critical links using bots that can send

traffic through these critical links to the selected geographical neighbors.

In the following, we discuss each step of Crossfire attack about SDN-WAN. (1)

The attacker can easily acquire a massive botnet on a cheap rate [51, 64]. (2) The

attacker can easily find out the public IP address of the controller which is the v1ictim

in SDN-WAN scenario. If the IP address of the controller is concealed from the

public, the attacker can still find out this information by either compromising at

most one switch in the large area network or register any northbound application

that can remotely access the controller. After finding IP address, the attacker can use

any geo-location database to get latitudes and longitudes of the controller location.

(3) According to Crossfire attack, the attacker can quickly identify thousands of

public servers in the geographical vicinity of the victim, e.g., using any academic

campus network in the area as they host thousands of public servers, etc. (4) As

the controller is a public entity, so anyone over the Internet can get the path to the
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controller using traceroute probes. It is possible to enable traceroute in SDN

network [27]. As it is a fundamental network fault debugging feature, so we assume

this functionality is available in SDN-WAN. A naive mitigation is to block traceroute

probes destined to the controller originating from unauthorized sources. It can be

easily evaded by probing an immediate geographical neighbor of the controller instead.

It works because immediate neighbors share critical links with each other [64]. (5)

After collecting all path information, the attacker can easily identify the links that

carry most of the traffic destined to the controller, and in SDN mostly control traffic

would go to the controller. Moreover, the attacker only needs to disrupt a small

fraction of control traffic to cause significant SDN throughput reduction and even

data flooding at the SDN switches. Because the control message response time of the

controller greatly influences the available buffer capacity at the switches and network

throughput. (6 & 7) The attacker can use these bots to flood the targeted critical

link.

Our analysis reveals that most of these critical links for the controller are also acting

as the critical links between the data network. It also shows that a little disruption

in control traffic can cause many folds reduction in the SDN performance.

3.4.2.2 Quantifying the Feasibility of DDoS on FP

To test the feasibility of DDoS attack on FP in SDN-WAN. First, we analyzed

the emergence of critical links in data and control planes. Second, we tested to see

if they overlap such that if the attacker floods the critical data links, does it affect

the control traffic or not. We also quantify the devastation of this attack regarding

throughput reduction and an increase in the queue length at the switches. We tested

the feasibility of this attack through simulations by using the ISP topologies provided

by the RocketFuel topology dataset [19]. We used topology size of 500 to 1000 nodes

(switches). The switches with least degree are characterized as ingress switches and

the rest of the switches as FP switches. We assume that the controller is attached
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to the switch with the highest degree. We use the shortest path and OSPF routing

protocol as the routing metric to establish data paths between all pairs of ingress

switches and to determine control paths from all switches to the controller. We

calculated Betweenness Centrality, from graph theory, of each link which is the ratio

of the total traffic that passes through the link. We use this value to represent link

criticality in both data and control planes.

First, we analyzed the data criticality of links in different networks of various sizes

and results are showed in Fig. 15(a). These results clearly show that some links

achieve very high centrality in the data network by carrying more than 70% of the

network traffic at times. Plus, there exist only very few links in each network that

achieves this high centrality. This percentage value is showed as the size of the bubble

in the graph in Fig. 15(a) (see values next to each bubble). In almost all networks,

there are at most 10% of the links that carry 70% or more traffic of the network as

illustrated in Figure 19(b). Our analysis indicates that these control and data critical

links also significantly overlap with each other. This overlapping ratio is illustrated

in Figure 19(c) which clearly shows that there exists almost 60% of the data critical

links which are shared among data and control network. It shows that by interrupting

any of the critical data links, the attacker can severely disturb the control traffic. In

the following, we quantify the impact of interruptions in control traffic on the data

network.

3.4.2.3 Quantifying the Impact of Disruption in Control Traffic

Next, we quantify the devastation of this attack on SDN performance. Our experi-

ment setup uses a simple topology in mininet consisting of one switch, three hosts and

a POX [18] controller. Two hosts act as TCP socket program based clients and one

as a server. Scapy [20] is used to craft and send 100, 000 equally sized packets from

each client to the server. The packet counter based flow-rule expiry feature is used

to force the switch to generate Packet-IN messages. We change this counter value
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to simulate different rates of control traffic in the network. For example, a flow rule

that expires after 100 packets, generates 1000 Packet-IN messages constituting 1%

of the total traffic. For simplicity in results, every data packet generating Packet-IN

message is considered new traffic. Otherwise, for one host we kept the congestion

window to one to simulate this as a new flow, and for other we let the congestion

window grew to simulate established sessions. A drop simulator module implemented

in the controller simulates random Packet-IN and Packet-OUT drop probabilities.

Fig. 31(a) shows the reduction in network throughput upon increasing the ratio of

control traffic with and without introducing a 5% control traffic drop. It is observed

that the throughput gap widens at higher new traffic rate falling to ≈ 40% with just

5% drop probability at ≈ 33% new traffic ratio. Similarly, in Fig. 31(b) (right axis),

the control traffic (new traffic) ratio was fixed at 20% and the impact on throughput

was analyzed by changing the drop probability. The results show that the attacker

can cause a ≈ 50% throughput reduction if she manages to only at a drop rate of

≈ 9%. Similarly, Fig. 31(b) (left axis) shows the increase in average queue length, e.g.,

100% increase means average queue length will be doubled as compared to normal

usage with the same traffic rate. The results demonstrate that the attacker can easily

double the queue length by managing to drop only ≈ 8% control traffic at only new

traffic ratio of ≈ 20%.

3.4.3 Control Capacity-based DoS Attack on OFA

The attacker’s ability to exploit limited OFA capacity is enhanced due to the scale of

these SDN-WAN deployments. Now, the attacker does not need to spoof to generate

a large amount of new traffic. The attacker can use thousands of rented bots as valid

destinations to establish valid new TCP connections from only a few compromised

hosts within the network. We are considering the same number of compromised hosts

as assumed in the present literature [94, 105]. Moreover, the matching criteria of

Openflow-based switches consider more header fields (IP header, TCP header) than
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just using destination IP as the forwarding criteria. For example, if the switch only

adds TCP port to the matching criteria (when acting as a firewall) then the number

of possible valid new flows become countless.

It enables the attacker to care less about the spoofing based detection techniques [43,

56] and to evade the existing defensive solutions [94,105]. Because these defense tech-

niques assume that the attacker will have to spoof IP addresses to generate new flows

and all these flows result into incomplete TCP connections. It would not be true if

the attacker is not spoofing. Moreover, this attack applies to both ingress switches as

well as authority switches when proactive routing is used [110]. Because, in proactive

routing, the wildcard-based flow rules in ingress switches only delegate the new traffic

to authority switches which eventually generate Packet-IN messages for all the traffic

coming to them. Moreover, these authority switches remain static in the network with

fixed capacity, and a resourceful attacker can also find bottleneck authority switches

to target their OFA capacity. We discuss and quantify the impact of DoS attack on

OFA in our evaluation in Section 3.10.1.
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3.5 Contributions

In this chapter, we propose a correct-by-construction REsilient COntrol Network

architecture (ReCON) that uses the same SDN network resources and OF protocol

to defend SDN control plane proactively and reactively against the aforementioned

attacks, without fancying any of the limiting attributes. ReCON essentially, (1)

minimizes the sharing of critical links among data and control planes offering link

level isolation in in-band FP to achieve out-of-band grade resilience, (2) elastically

increases the OFA capacity when needed using the under-utilized OFAs from within

the same network, and (3) randomizes the use of these under-utilized OFAs to evade

any reconnaissance attack.

In the following, we itemize the contributions of this chapter.

• Resilience Metric: ReCON quantifies the control network resilience by devising a

resilience metric based on the link isolation and the link criticality. Link isolation

means that if a link forwards only data traffic or control traffic or both. Link

criticality is the percentage of total traffic (data and/or control) that passes through

the link and higher percentage means higher criticality. A link can be both data

critical and control critical.

• Resilience by Isolation: ReCON offers a formal placement model that uses the

resilience metric to assign SDN resources (network links) to both data and control

networks such that it achieves maximum resilience, while ensuring functional data

and control networks. Therefore, it satisfies other requirements essential for a

functional network like data and control traffic matrix, quality of service and link

bandwidth etc. As ReCON maximizes the network resilience given the available

SDN resources however, if admin wants to increase the network resilience then

ReCON also provides her minimum new links that can be added in the network,

at specified locations, to achieve the desired resilience.

• Resilience by Delegation: ReCON dynamically increases the OFA capacity by us-
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Figure 22: ReCON architecture

ing the under-utilized OFAs from within the same SDN. ReCON identifies under-

utilized OFAs leveraging two SDN facts, (1) generating Packet_IN messages re-

quire much more processing than simply installing flow-rules [105], and (2) only a

few switches generate most of the Packet_IN messages in the network. Because

for every new flow, only one switch along the path generates a Packet_IN message,

e.g., ingress switch (directly connected to host). The controller proactively installs

the flow-rules in other switches along the path to avoid any more Packet_IN mes-

sages. ReCON finds such under-utilized switches generating minimal Packet_IN

messages (delegator switches) in the FP. Our evaluation suggests that there are

at-least 35 − 40% switches under-utilized in any SDN network. ReCON uses the

OFAs of these delegator switches to elastically scale the capacity of the OFA of

the congested switch. ReCON also proactively keeps changing these delegator

switches, assigned to the congested switch, to deceive any reconnaissance attack.

• Correct-by-construction Formal Modeling : Persistent cyber threats and dynamic

network conditions demand network configuration to continuously evolve to evade

these problems. Therefore, we formalize ReCON as a constraints satisfaction prob-

lem using Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) to find a correct-by-construction

network placement even under continuous reconfigurations. We have implemented

ReCON on a real emulated virtualized infrastructure, called mininet [11].
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3.6 Overview of ReCON

Software defined networking (SDN) is inherently less resilient due to the following

facts, (1) centralization of control traffic makes it traceable, (2) direct dependency

of data traffic on control traffic, (3) software control agents on SDN switches have

limited capacity of generating control messages, and (4) some switches forward both

data and control traffic. These features enable an attacker to launch distributed denial

of service (DDoS) attacks against the SDN control plane. Existing solutions lack

because they either require expensive extra dedicated resources or propose changes in

OpenFlow protocol or assume limited threat model or offer static solutions. In this

dissertation, we propose a REsilient COntrol Network architecture (ReCON ) that

uses the same SDN network resources to defend SDN control plane proactively and

reactively against the DDoS attacks. ReCON essentially, (1) minimizes the sharing

of critical resources among data and control traffic, and (2) elastically increases the

limited capacity of the software control agents on-demand by dynamically using the

under-utilized resources from within the same SDN network. We formalize ReCON

as a constraints satisfaction problem using Satisfiability Modulo Theory to develop

this as a correct-by-construction placement technique to handle dynamic network

conditions. The high level architecture of ReCON is depicted in Figure 22.

First, ReCON quantifies the control network resilience by devising a resilience

metric based on the link isolation and the link criticality. Link isolation means that

if a link forwards only data traffic or control traffic or both. Link criticality is the

percentage of total traffic (data and/or control) that passes through the link and

higher percentage means higher criticality. A link can be both data critical and

control critical.

Second, ReCON uses this metric to assign SDN resources (network links) to both

data and control networks such that it achieves maximum resilience, while ensuring

functional data and control networks. Therefore, it satisfies other requirements essen-
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tial for a functional network, like data and control traffic matrix, quality of service,

link bandwidth etc. As ReCON maximizes the network resilience given the avail-

able SDN resources, however, if admin wants to increase the network resilience then

ReCON also provides her minimum new links that can be added in the network, at

specified locations, to achieve the desired resilience.

Third, ReCON dynamically increase the OFA capacity by using the under-utilized

OFAs from within the same SDN. ReCON identifies under-utilized OFAs leveraging

two SDN facts, (1) generating Packet-IN messages requires much more processing

than simply installing flow-rules [105], and (2) only a few switches generate most

of the Packet-IN messages in the network. Because, for every new flow, only one

switch along the path generates a Packet-IN message, e.g., ingress switch (directly

connected to host). The controller proactively installs the flow-rules in other switches

along the path to avoid any more Packet-IN messages. ReCON finds such under-

utilized switches generating minimal Packet-IN messages (delegator switches) in the

FP. Our evaluation suggests that there are at-least 35− 40% switches under-utilized

in any SDN network. ReCON uses the OFAs of these delegator switches to elastically

scale the capacity of the OFA of the congested switch. ReCON also proactively keeps

changing these delegator switches, assigned to the congested switch, to deceive any

reconnaissance attack.

We formalize ReCON as a constraints satisfaction problem using Satisfiability

Modulo Theory (SMT) to find a correct-by-construction network placement. Our

mininet [11] and simulation-based evaluation shows the effectiveness and scalability

of our approach.

3.7 Quantifying Network Resilience

Network resilience is offered either through introducing isolation, redundancy, and

diversity in the network. We use isolation at link level combined with link criticality

to define a resilience metric to quantify the network resilience. Link isolation means
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that if a link forwards only data traffic or control traffic or both. Link criticality is the

percentage of total traffic (data and control) that passes through the link and higher

percentage means higher criticality. A link can be both data critical and control

critical.

We use a network (reference Fig. 32) with si ∈ S = {Set of switches}, lij ∈ L = {Set

of links} where lij is the link between switch si and sj and O is the set of controllers.

SE ⊂ S is the set of ingress switches, SF is the set of switches that forwards data

and control traffic (members of FP) and SO is the set of switches directly connected

to the controller. Moreover, pij ∈ P = {Set of data paths} where pij is the data

path from si to sj such that si, sj ∈ SE and p′io ∈ P ′ = {Set of control paths} where

pio is the control path from any switch si ∈ S to switch so ∈ SO. A path (data or

control) is basically a set of links/switches e.g., p16 = {s1, s3, s6} or p16 = {l13, l36}.

We represent the shortest distance between any two switches as d where dij is the

distance between si and sj, and dio is the distance from si to the controller connected

switch so. Moreover, Ni is the set of neighboring switches of si and δij is the available

bandwidth capacity of link lij. We use the notation | � | to calculate the number of

elements in a set.

3.7.1 Formalizing Resilience Metric

Link criticality is calculated using Betweenness Centrality from graph theory which

represents the percentage of total traffic (data or control) that passes through the link.

Therefore, we need a set of all network paths in the network to calculate Betweenness

Centrality of a link. Currently, we use the topological relationship to calculate total

paths (data and control), i.e., we compute the shortest path from each switch to every

other switch in the network. We assume that each path carries the same amount of

traffic because we do not have historical data available stating link usage. In a case

of real networks, we can use traceroute probes to calculate the actual network path

connecting two nodes and use that instead.
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All packets are forwarded through one of these shortest paths. In SDN with in-band

FP, a link can be carrying both data and control traffic, therefore a link can be data

critical and/or control critical.

Definition 3 Data criticality cij of a link lij is the fraction of total weight of the data

flows that passes through the link and it is calculated as: cij =
∑

∀pkl∈P wkl∗F (lij ,pkl)∑
∀pkl∈P wkl

.

Definition 4 Control criticality c′ij of a link lij is the fraction of total weight of the

control flows that passes through the link and it is calculated as: c′ij =
∑

∀p′mo∈P w
′
mo∗F (lij ,p

′
mo)∑

∀p′mo∈P w
′
mo

.

If a link lij is both data and control critical then cij > 0 and c′ij > 0, where F (lij, pkl)

returns 1 if lij ∈ pkl otherwise 0. Complete isolation dictates that no link can forward

both data and control traffic. It means that if a link, forwarding only data traffic,

is disrupted by the DDoS attack, it will not affect the control plane. Therefore,

a network with complete isolation would achieve maximum network resilience, as

illustrated in reference Fig. 23. Therefore, ReCON attempts to maximize the number

of links that forward only control traffic to maximize resilience. Moreover, a link with

higher data criticality, also forwarding control traffic, poses a much greater threat

than a link with lower data criticality. This adversarial effect increases exponentially

with the increase in link criticality.

Intuitively, data criticality is equivalent to threat means if a link with high data

criticality is shared then chances of exploit becomes high (high threat). Similarly,

control criticality is equivalent to impact means if a highly critical control link is

shared with data link then the loss of control traffic is high (high risk). Therefore,

maximizing resilience is actually minimizing the residual risk of the control network

and we can express this relation as, Residual Risk = 1 − (Threat * Impact) ←→

Resilience = 1− (c ∗ c′).
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So, we define our resilience metric (R) as:

R =

∑
∀lij∈L|c′ij>0

(
λe−λ(cij∗c

′
ij)
)

λ ∗ |∀lij ∈ L|c′ij > 0|
(17)

This equation says that for all links that forwards control traffic (∀lij ∈ L|c′ij > 0),

if these are not forwarding data traffic, i.e., its data criticality is zero (cij = 0) then

the link does not pose threat to control network resilience R, as e−λ(cij∗c
′
ij) will become

e0 = 1. We use λ = 2 to make this metric more sensitive towards sharing of a link

between control and data traffic. As we focus on calculating control network resilience

therefore, we consider only sharing of only those links that carry control traffic, i.e.,

∀lij ∈ L|c′ij > 0.

Intuitively, the value of R represents the percentage of control links that can also

forward data traffic given they have less data and control criticality values. Moreover,

we use Exponential distribution to devise the resilience metric because we want to

make control network resilience sensitive towards link sharing. Especially, if the

shared link is both data and control critical. We can control this behavior by using

different values of λ. Any value of λ ≥ 1 will make the model more sensitive and for

every shared link it will decrease the network resilience exponentially.

3.7.2 Quantifying Link Sharing from Resilience Metric

We use this resilience metric to quantify the control network resilience of SDN

network while assigning SDN resources to data and control planes. We restrict the

partial isolation constraint in Equation 24 with the desired network resilience. In the

following, we formalize the process of extracting link sharing value from the resilience

metric R in Equation 17.

Let there are n links in the network that are forwarding control traffic, i.e., n =

|∀lij ∈ L|c′ij > 0|. Usually, under normal circumstances, Exponential distribution use

the value of λ = 1. Therefore, we also assume λ = 1 only to quantify the value of
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link sharing in relation to the desired resilience value that we can use in the model.

Now the Equation 17 will become:

R ∗ n =
∑

∀lij∈L|c′ij>0

(
e−(cij∗c′ij)

)
We want to calculate the maximum possible link sharing allowed given the desired

resilience value. Therefore, we can replace the variable link criticality with a constant

maximum value such that no link with criticality value greater than this can be

shared. Once, we use constant criticality values, the equation will become:

R ∗ n = n ∗ e−(c∗c′)

R = e−(c∗c
′)

R = e−(α) (18)

Where c ∗ c′ = α that we can calculate against the desired resilience value.

3.8 Resilience by Isolation: In-design Resilience-driven Network Placement

ReCON network placement establishes data and control paths by assigning links (

or switches) that will carry the traffic intended for the path. A data path represents

a path between a pair of ingress switches and control path from any switch to the

controller. This SDN resource assignment must satisfy certain requirements which

are changing continuously due to the network dynamism and advanced persistent

threats. It demands a provably correct-by-construction placement technique to ensure

the correctness of resource allocation all the time. That is why we formalize ReCON

as a constraint satisfaction problem using Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT). We

use Microsoft Z3 SMT solver that can solve tens of thousands of constraints and

millions of variables [83], which makes ReCON scalable to large networks. ReCON

enforces two types of requirements (constraints) while assigning network resources to

data and control planes. (1) Functional constraints, which are essential to building
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working data and control networks, e.g., all data and control traffic originating from

any source must be able to reach the destination achieving desired quality of service,

and no SDN resource should be over utilized. (2) Resilience constraints, these ensure

the sharing the only least critical resources, e.g., see complete isolation in Fig. 23.

In our formalization, we use a Boolean variable bijkl which if true represents that

the link lij is assigned to data path pkl. Please note that this Boolean variable

bijkl is two dimensional in nature and we are using this detailed notation

for the readers to easily understand the formalization . Similarly, we use

another Boolean variable b′ijko which if true represents that the link lij is assigned

to the control path p′ko. Moreover, we have another pair of Boolean variables, βikl

which if true means the switch si is assigned to data path pkl, and βiko which if true

means the switch si is assigned to control path p′ko. The reason of having two types of

Boolean variables is that some constraints work at switch level and some at the link

level and having both types of variables help to reduce the complexity of the model.
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3.8.1 Functional Constraints

We enforce following requirements as functional constraints however, ReCON for-

malization can be extended with more requirements if needed.

3.8.1.1 Reachability constraint

A data packet or control packet must be able to reach from the source to destination.

In formalization context, this means that if the traffic belongs to path pkl is at some

switch si then βikl = True. If switch si is the destination itself i.e., i = l then stop;

otherwise, find another switch sj in the neighboring switches (
∨
∃sj∈Ni

) of si such

that the distance djl from sj to the destination switch sl is smaller than dil. This

makes βjkl = True. This also means that the link lij is assigned to the path pkl, i.e.,

bijkl = True. In the following, we write the formalized form of this constraint:

βikl → (i = l) ∨

 ∨
∃sj∈Ni

((βikl ∧ βjkl) ∧ (djl < dil)) ∧ bijkl

 (19)

This constraint is the same for control path except βikl is replaced with β′iko, bijkl is

replaced with bijko and distance variables will change accordingly.

3.8.1.2 Link stress constraint

A link must not forward traffic (data and control) that exceeds its limit. We keep

this limit less than the actual bandwidth of the link to accommodate fluctuation

due to uncertainty in traffic estimates. In practice, data engineers make these traffic

estimates while designing networks and we assumes these estimates are available.

Therefore, for each link lij, all data paths pkl ∈ P that use this link, i.e., bijkl = True,

we aggregate their traffic estimates, i.e., κkl, together. We do the same for all control

paths p′mo ∈ P ′ that use this link. Add them together to ensure that they do not

exceed the available bandwidth limit of link lij. It is formally defined as:( ∑
∀pkl∈P

B(bijkl) ∗ κkl

)
+

( ∑
∀pmo∈P ′

B(b′ijmo) ∗ κ′mo

)
< δij (20)
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where B() is a binary function that translates True to 1 and False to zero. κkl is the

data traffic estimates that will pass through the link lij belonging to data path pkl.

Similarly, κ′mo is the control traffic estimates for the control path p′mo. δij represents

the allowed bandwidth capacity of the link, which is lower than the actual bandwidth

of the link. We also use this constraint to lower the criticality of a link.

3.8.1.3 Quality-of-service constraint

For simplicity, we also assume a relatively homogeneous network where delay in-

creases proportionally with the increase in hop-count [52,86]. Therefore, we use hop-

count as a way of enforcing end-to-end delay to ensure QoS. Moreover, our model

allows for more complex constraints to define bounded delays. For a data path pkl,

this constraint is formally defined,

∑
lij∈L

B (bijkl) < T qoskl (21)

where, (T qoskl ) is the delay bound for each data path. This constraint is the same for

control path pko except change bijkl to b′ijko.

3.8.1.4 Mapping constraint

ReCON must establish all paths (data and control) by assigning valid links to

ensure a functional network. This constraint says that there exists at least one link

assigned to each data and control path.

∀pkl ∈ P, p′mo ∈ P ′,

∑
∀lij∈L

B(bijkl) > 0

 ∧
∑
∀lij∈L

B(b′ijmo) > 0

 (22)

3.8.1.5 Policy constraint

If data traffic needs to pass through a policy enforcement device (e.g., firewall,

etc.,) then ReCON must establish a path that passes through such a device. If path
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pkl needs to go through a switch sj then formally it is defined as:

bijkl = True (23)

The ReCON placement model will automatically connect other links to make it a

functional path.

3.8.2 Resilience Constraints

These constraints ensure the controlled sharing of links among data and control

traffic.

3.8.2.1 Isolation constraint

This is a strict constraint which enforces that no link is allowed to forward both

data and control traffic (example in Fig. 23). So, if a link lij is carrying both

data and control traffic this means that there is at least one data path using this

link, i.e.,
∨
∀pkl∈P bijkl and also at least one control path that is using this link, i.e.,∨

∀pmo∈P ′ b′ijmo. We can formalize the complete isolation constraint by saying that the

statements mentioned above can never be true together for any link lij ∈ L.

∧
∀lij∈L

(
¬

(( ∨
∀pkl∈P

bijkl

)
∧

( ∨
∀pmo∈P ′

b′ijmo

))
< (|P | ∗ |P ′|) ∗ (c ∗ c′)

)
(24)

It says that only links with complete isolation or links with lower data and control

criticality values are allowed to be shared.

3.8.2.2 Optimization constraint

This constraint restricts the model to share only a minimum number of links.

Therefore, it tunes the solver to prefer to achieve Complete Isolation and if not

possible then only opt to share the links.

∑
∀lij∈L

(( ∨
∀pkl∈P

B(bijkl)

)
∧

( ∨
∀pmo∈P ′

B(b′ijmo)

))
≤ T opt (25)
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Where T opt is the number of links that can be shared. The solver iterates over values

from 0 to |L|/2 using binary search to find the best threshold value.

3.8.3 Increasing Network Resilience

ReCON maximizes the resilience given the available SDN resources. However,

an admin may want to increase the network resilience with minimum cost further.

ReCON also provide this feature to help admins improve their network resilience with

minimum cost. ReCON can find minimum links that can be added to the network

at specified locations to achieve the desired network resilience. For simplicity, we

represent each link with two switches. We formalize ReCON as an SMT model

with requirements encoded as constraints, and Z3 solver finds a satisfiable solution

by assigning valid values to the decision variables in this model. An unsatisfiable

solution means that there exists some constraints in the model that cannot be set

to true. Such constraints constitute the UnSAT core of the model. Z3 SMT solver

provides functionality for identifying such conflicted constraints but one has to inform

the solver beforehand to find such conflicted constraints. It is what we do with the

link isolation constraints.
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Figure 25: Diagram to show elastic increase in OFA capacity.

So, whenever we add (assert) link isolation constraints, we label these assertions

to let the solver knows that we want to keep track of these assertions (constraints) in

the case of an unsatisfiable solution, using the function assert and track(). If solution

is unsatisfiable, we use unsat core() function to extract the UnSAT core of the model.

To ensure if this is the minimum set of links, we remove these assertions (constraints)

from the model allowing these links to be shared, and try finding another solution.

If the model is satisfiable, this means that the links we allowed to be shared are the

minimum links lij ∈ L that has to be shared; otherwise, we repeat the process until

we get a satisfiable solution. Afterward, ReCON suggests adding one link alongside

each conflicted link as illustrated in Fig. 24 to resolve all conflicts. It gives us the

minimum links in the network that can be added to achieve the desired resilience.

3.9 Resilience by Delegation: Delegation Protocol to support OFA

An attacker can easily exploit the limited capacity of OFA by generating more new

flows than it can handle [94,105]. Unless switches operate in a proactive mode using

wildcards, however, this comes at the expense of fine-grained policy control, visibility,

and flexibility in traffic-management [38, 39]. ReCON elastically scale up the OFA

capacity on-demand without fancying any of the limiting attributes and sacrificing

any of the advantages of SDN.
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3.9.1 Delegator Switches-based Scaling

In SDN, the ingress switches generate most of the Packet-IN messages. In other

less frequent scenarios like in proactive routing, where middle-ware switches generate

most of the Packet-IN messages. These are designated to aggregate and distribute all

traffic to avoid ingress switches generating too much Packet_IN messages, or else the

controller can also configure some switches to generate Packet-IN messages when they

receive some particular flows. Upon receipt of a Packet-IN message, the controller

installs the flow rules in all switches along the path to avoid any further Packet-IN

messages. So, at any given time there are only a few switches in the network that

are generating Packet-IN messages. Besides, we know that generating Packet-IN

messages requires much more processing than simply installing flow rules [105]. So, if

we assume that all OFAs in the network have the same capacity, then we can safely

say that at any given time there will be many OFAs in the FP of the network that

are way more underutilized. ReCON primarily leverages this SDN behavior and uses

these under-utilized switches (delegator switches) as delegates to elastically scale the

OFA capacity of a congested switch. Our evaluation in Section 3.10.1.1 shows that

there are approximately 35 − 40% under-utilized switches available in the network

that can be used as delegator switches.

As illustrated in Fig. 25, ReCON dynamically identifies such delegator switches

in the FP of the network and changes the default rule of the congested switch so

that the new flows are simply forwarded to these delegator switches, which then

generate the Packet-IN messages on behalf of the congested switches. If new flows

keep increasing then ReCON adds more delegator switches and starts load balancing

among the delegator switches. The benefits of this approach are many folds, (1) the

new flows can continue to be serviced by the SDN network in the face of control path

congestion, (2) the SDN controller can continue to observe the new flows to offer

control, visibility in case if the congestion is caused by a possible DDoS attack, (3)
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underutilization of SDN resources can be minimized, and (4) extra management of

provisioning extra resources can be avoided.

3.9.1.1 Elasticity constraint

ReCON uses four criteria to select a delegator switch for a congested switch, (1) it

should be a very well connected switch to ensure the availability of a routing path to

all destinations, (2) it should be underutilized, and we use the number of Packet-IN

messages generated over a threshold period to decide if a switch is under-utilized or

not, (3) it should have sufficient residual data capacity to handle extra traffic, and

(4) it should not increase the path length by more than threshold hops to maintain

a certain QoS. ReCON model can be extended with more criteria if needed. We use

ωj to represent Packet-IN frequency of sj and a Boolean variable hij to assign the

delegating duty to a switch. If hij = True means sj is acting as a delegator for the

switch si and it should satisfy the selection criteria, formally defined as:

hij → |Lj| ≥ T con ∧ ωj ≤ T avg ∧∧
∀ljm∈sj

( ∑
∀pkl∈P

B(bjmkl) ∗ κkl ≤ ρ ∗ δjm

)
∧

∑
ljm∈pil

B (bjmil) < T qosil + T dl (26)

This equation has four parts, first, Lj is a set of all links belong to sj and it says

that the delegator switch sj should have connectivity greater than the threshold T con.

Second, its Packet-IN frequency ωj should be less than or equal to T avg which is set

to zero in our experiments. Third, the aggregate of the traffic passing through all

of the links of sj, i.e., ljm ∈ sj, must be much less than the available link capacity

δjm and we use ρ = 0.6 to ensure that. Fourth, total path length should not exceed

the threshold T dl which is set to 2, i.e., a new path should not be more than 2 hops

longer than the original path.
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Table 5: ReCON Effectiveness Results

Network Size 300 400 500 600 700 800

ReCON Approach 0.8904 0.9157 0.9105 0.9205 0.9305 0.9105
Traditional Approach 0.4823 0.5255 0.5241 0.5141 0.5041 0.4941
Resiliency Difference 40.81 39.02 38.64 40.64 42.64 41.64
Extra Resources (%) 3.15 3.08 2.48 2.05 2.01 1.87

3.9.2 Migration based Cyber Deception

The dynamic selection of delegator switches and assigning them extra traffic may

result into developing new critical links in the network. An attacker can trigger

the usage of delegator switches to force developing these critical links and, she can

identify and easily flood these critical links, as discussed in Section 3.4. Therefore,

ReCON proactively enforces two constraints to defend against reconnaissance attack

as described in the following.

3.9.2.1 Deception constraint

ReCON ensures that the same delegator switch is not assigned to the same con-

gested switch again, at-least not for few times, and in case of prolonged congestion,

the delegator switches should keep changing after regular intervals. For instance, if a

switch si is congested again then the elasticity constraint in Equ. 26 might find the

same delegator switch again unless it is advised not to. If switch sn is the candidate

delegator switch for si then following constraint will ensure that it has not been not

selected before for the same congested switch, for at-least t number of times. It is

formally defined as:

ht+1
in →

t∑
1

B(hin) = 0 (27)
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Figure 26: This diagram shows the resilience of ReCON against DoS attack on OFA
and shows that delegating does not increase end-to-end delay.
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3.9.2.2 Migration time constraint

If the troubling period of a switch (si) exceeds a time threshold (trigger time) then

ReCON finds a new delegator switch (sn) to replace existing delegator switch sj. The

controller migrates the flow rules, belonging to the traffic coming from the congested

switch, from current delegator switch (sj) to this new delegator switch (sn). This

migration may take time as the controller has to send multiple Flow-Mod messages

to sn to install required flow-rules. This migration time depends upon, (1) how many

flow-rules are needed to be installed3, and (2) how far is the new delegator switch

from the controller (control path length). Moreover, this migration time should be

smaller than the total reconnaissance time of the attacker; otherwise, the attacker

will be able to launch a successful attack while ReCON would still be migrating. If

x is the number of Flow-Mod messages required, τ is the processing time for each

Flow-Mod message by the OFA, dno is the distance of the new delegator switch from

the controller, σ is the hop delay at each hop and assuming a large congestion window

for the control session of switch and the controller, we can formalize this constraint

as:

(x ∗ τ) + (dno ∗ σ) (28)

3.9.3 OFA Scaling Design Details

Identifying flows at the controller: Although, delegator switch is the one who

generates Packet-IN messages on behalf of the congested switch, but the controller

should know who (switch) first received the data packet and at which input port

(in-port). We assume that the spoofing detection techniques are in place. The basic

idea behind this detection is to keep track of the in-port and the switch where the

host is connected. We also assume that there are no mobile hosts in the network.

Therefore, when the controller receives Packet-IN message with the actual host in-

3As many flow-rules can be packaged within a single Flow-Mod message so, the total number of
control messages will be much less than the actual number of flow-rules.
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formation, it can easily identify the ID of the congested switch and its in-port for

better flow management.

Maintaining policy consistency in selecting the path: If the new flow re-

quires being forwarded to a designated device, e.g., a firewall, then after receiving

the Packet-IN message, ReCON can easily find the right path using functional con-

straints.

Failure of delegator switch: A delegator switch can fail due to any reasons,

and ReCON already presents a mechanism to migrate helping duties from one switch

to another. So, ReCON uses the same process to find a new delegator switch and

migrates the helping duties to this new switch.

Load balancing among delegator switches: It is possible that the new traffic

may eventually exceed the OFA capacity of the delegator switch. In this case, ReCON

finds a new delegator switch and instead of migration, it load balances the traffic

among these delegator switches using the group table feature offered in OpenFlow.

A group table consists of multiple group entries, where each entry contains group Id

, group type (defines the group semantics), counters, and action buckets (contain an

ordered list of action buckets, where each action bucket contains a set of actions to be

executed and their associated parameters). To achieve load balancing, we use select

group type, which chooses one bucket in the action buckets to be executed. The

action of this bucket is to forward the packet to the corresponding delegator switch.

ReCON defines one action bucket for each new delegator and uses hash function based

on the flow-id to select it.

Transient control traffic: During delegator migration, there is a possibility that

when a packet arrives at a delegator switch, it is no longer configured to forward

this traffic. These are called in-flight/transient packets. In our implementation, the

delegator switch forwards the entire packet as Packet-IN messages to the controller.

Then controller handles these packets using Packet-OUT messages.
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Figure 27: This diagram shows the reduction of link criticality as a by-product of
ReCON and shows the CDF of end-to-end delay increase due to ReCON.
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3.9.4 Detecting Malicious Hosts

ReCON dynamically increases the OFA capacity of the troubled switch. Therefore,

malicious hosts have to generate much more new traffic than before to be effective.

Consequently, this behavior makes malicious hosts more visible and more prone to

detection. Unlike proactive routing, ReCON does not excessively use wildcards such

that it may lose the host-level granularity. Therefore, host-level statistics are available

in ReCON. We calculate the moving average of the frequency of new flows per host.

We use the median-based filtering to isolate malicious hosts. After calculating the

frequency of new flows per host, ReCON sorts this frequency distribution. It considers

the median value as the normal frequency behavior. Any frequency value that is

significantly higher than the median frequency is classified as malicious. ReCON uses

a value of three times to classify a host as malicious. The underline assumption of

this solution is simple, i.e., the attacker cannot compromise a majority of the hosts

connected to any switch. Moreover, we use higher threshold because we care more

about True Positives and False Positives rather than False Negatives. Because it

is more devastating to block a benign host than to allow a less aggressive malicious

host.

3.10 Implementation and Evaluation

For in-band control plane to work, it requires two types of changes, one in the

ingress switches and second in the forwarding switches. In an ingress switch, ReCON

changes the mapping of the logical CONTROLLER port to the local physical port. Each

logical port in SDN switch represents a tunnel using protocols like gre with local ip

and remote ip representing both end of the tunnel. For CONTROLLER port on each

switch, the local ip represents the IP of the controller port and remote ip represents

the IP of the physical port of the switch that forwards the control traffic towards the

controller. We only need to change the value of the remote ip of the tunnel at each
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switch to map it to the desired physical ports when needed.

Similarly, the forwarding switches should be able to forward the control traffic. The

fundamental principle of in-band control is that the next-hop switch must recognize

the control traffic without involving the controller. These forwarding switches handle

control traffic just like the data traffic except all flow rules for control traffic are

installed with a very high priority so that the data flow rules do not shadow them.

These bi-directional flow rules use the remote ip and local ip values of the CONTROLLER

tunnel to route traffic. Therefore, whenever the value of remote ip changes in the

ingress switch, the controller must update the flow rules in the switches along the

control path to reflect this change. This mapping and re-mapping at both ingress

and forwarding switches are instant. Moreover, ReCON does not frequently modify

this port mapping. Therefore, it does not incur any considerable overhead as discussed

in the following section.

In our experiments, we use a powerful machine with Intel Xeon Processor E5-2650L

v3 (1.80 GHz) and 64GB RAM to host multiple virtual machines (VMs). Each VM

is running Mininet 2.2.1 on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS with Open vSwitch 2.4.0. We use

OpenDayLight Lithium SR3 as the controller, Microsoft Z3 [26] as the SMT solver

and Scapy to generate traffic from hosts in our experiments. We use Open vSwitch

Database (OVSDB) to configure the SDN switches. For our experiments, we use both

real world intra-ISP topologies from RocketFuel [19] and synthetic topologies from

BRITE [4]. We generate two types of networks from BRITE: (1) random networks by

using Waxman’s probability to interconnect nodes within a network randomly, and

(2) preferential network by using BarbarasiAlbert model to generate power-law based

networks using incremental network growth and preferential node connectivity as

network growth models. In these networks, we randomly designate a small fraction of

nodes (switches) with the least degree as ingress switches, and the rest are considered

collectively as forwarding plane switches. We attached the controller to a switch with
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the highest degree in the network.

3.10.1 ReCON: Effectiveness Evaluation

The first feature we evaluate is the ability of ReCON to achieve high control network

resilience. In these experiments, we use different networks of sizes ranging from 300

to 800 switches. To simulate traditional placement, we use the shortest path based

routing to establish data paths between all ingress switch pairs and to set control paths

from each switch to the controller. We use network resilience metric from Equ. 17

to quantify the resilience value. We have tested our approach on different networks,

and for ≈ 30% of the times, ReCON was able to achieve complete isolation without

requiring to add any additional switches. For other times, the results are illustrated

in Tab. 5 which shows that ReCON can achieve ≈ 40% better network resilience given

the same SDN resources. Moreover, if the admin would want to maximize resilience

then she only needs to add ≈ 2 − 3% more links in the network to achieve this and

this percentage decreases with the increase of network size, see Extra Resources in

Tab. 5.

Next, we have tested the effectiveness of ReCON against the DoS attack on OFA

of the switch. In these experiments, we use the topology illustrated in Fig. 32. We

configure the client to send 100 packets per second, each of size 1.5 KB. We did

not install any flow rule in the switch s1 to ensure each packet results in a new

flow and generates a Packet-IN message. Similarly, we configure attacker to send

the same sized packets with increasing rate from 0 to 6000 packets per second. We

measure the flow loss for the client at the server. We have also used a host in our

experiment (Fig. 32) that we configure to send 200 data packets per second to the

server. We configured the switch s2 to send these packets randomly through s4 and

s5 to introduce other data traffic in the system. Without ReCON, the client starts

experiencing loss just after 1500 new malicious flows from the attacker and at just

2000 new flows, this loss reaches to almost 80%, results in Fig. 26(a). Once, we ran
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Figure 28: This diagram shows the availability of delegator switches in the network
and how ReCON successfully identifies malicious hosts.

the same experiments with ReCON; the client experienced her first flow loss after the

attacker had to send ≈ 4200 new malicious flows, which is ≈ 2 times improvement in
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OFA capacity. The reason it is only two times because we have only two delegator

switches in the network. Therefore, we believe that in large networks where there

will be more delegator switches available in the core of FP, this increase will be much

higher.

Next, we conducted experiments to test the delay introduced by ReCON in de-

fending against the DoS on OFAs. We performed two experiments using the topology

from Fig. 32 where the client was sending ping commands to the server. In our

first experiment, we configured the network such that the ping command follows

the path < s1, s3, s6 > and in the second experiment, we configured the path as

< s1, s5, s3, s4, s6 > to increase its length by two hops. The results of the 500 mea-

sured delay samples and their CCDF are illustrated in Fig. 26(b),27(a). These results

show that by adding even two hops in the path, the increase in delay was minimal,

i.e., it is increased from average 70 microseconds to only 85 microseconds and we do

not experience any significant variations in the delay values. Whereas, Scotch [105]

experienced 5 times increase in delay and much more significant delay variations due

to the use of slower Open vSwitches.

As a byproduct of ReCON, we also observe a significant decrease in the link data

criticality values. It is because we use link stress constraint 3.8.1.2 to reduce the stress

on each link which resulted in this reduction in criticality. The results in Fig. 27(b)

show that after ReCON placement, the highest data criticality value of any link is

reduced to almost 45% on average which is significantly lower than ≈ 70% observed

in the traditional networks.

ReCON uses median-based filtering to isolate malicious hosts as explained in Sec-

tion 3.9.4. We use the same topology however we use 20 hosts and we vary the

malicious ratio of the connected hosts from 5 − 45%. We use Stanford HiFi experi-

ments to limit the amount of new traffic from benign hosts. Whereas, for malicious

hosts, we did not restrict their ability to generate new flows. The results in Fig. 28(b)
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shows that this simple mechanism can detect the malicious host with a very high ac-

curacy as long as the attacker does not compromise majority of the connected hosts

to a switch.

3.10.1.1 Availability of Delegator Switches in the Network

We also test the percentage of delegator switches in the network that can be used

by ReCON. Before running our own experiments, first, we used a real world based

experimental setup, Mininet-HiFi, provided by the Stanford [10] to benchmark differ-

ent switches in the network. Mininet-HiFi replicates the Stanford backbone network

in mininet. They use Open vSwitch (OVS) to emulate routers and they use real

port configuration information to configure these switches. Then these switches are

connected based on the real Stanford network topology. They use emulated hosts to

send and receive test packets in the network. During the experiment they translate

the forwarding eateries in the Stanform backbone network into equivalent OpenFlow

rules and install them in the OVS switches. We made slight changes in the Beacon

controller [3] provided in the experiment to count the number of Packet_IN con-

trol messages generated by each switch during the experiment. Mininet-HiFi uses

26 switches and emulate 240 hosts. We observed that almost 35% of switches were

under-utilized as per the requirements mentioned in Section 3.9.

Furthermore, we test this finding by designing our own experiment using Open-

DayLight controller. In our experiments, we use BRITE topologies of sizes 40− 100

and construct their equivalent topologies in the mininet. We use switches with least

connectivity as ingress switches and emulate one host per each ingress-switch in these

experiments. We wrote a script that randomly triggers different hosts to start sending

ping commands to some other hosts to simulate real world communications. Simi-

larly, the controller would install flow-rules with random expiry timers. At any given

time, at most 60% of the hosts were pinging each other. The purpose was to an-

alyze the number of Packet_IN control messages generated by different switches to
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quantify the amount of delegator switches available in any network. We have found

that in different experiments the percentage of delegator switches available fluctuates

between 35 − 40%, as showed in Figure 28(a). These results not only aligns with

Mininet-HiFi but also suggests that at any given time there are sufficient delegator

switches available that can be use by the ReCON.

3.10.2 ReCON: Efficiency Evaluation

ReCON migrates delegator switch in case if delegator switch is unable to forward

exceeding traffic coming from the congested switch or to avoid the reconnaissance

attack. This migration may affect the network performance therefore, we test the

impact of migration on the network performance. In these experiments, we use the

same topology as in Fig. 32 and migrates the helping duties from switch s5 to s3

and s5 to s4 multiple times. In migration, we only migrates the flow rules related to

helping duties and not the entire switch. We configure the host to send 200 packets

per second, client to send 100 new flows and attacker to send only 1000 new flows

to avoid any loss caused by the malicious flows. We use a time-based trigger to

initiate migration and change its value from 120 to 20 seconds to analyze the impact

of frequency of migration.

First, we test the impact of migration on reduction of network throughput and

results are illustrated in Fig. 29(a) where X-axis shows the time between triggers and

Y-axis shows the reduction in network throughput. The reduction in throughput is

less than 4% even if we migrate after every 15 seconds. Typically, the reconnaissance

takes minutes especially in large networks [64] therefore, a 100 seconds window is

more than enough to evade any reconnaissance attack and this would reduce the

throughput by < 1%.

Second, we test the impact of migration on extra control traffic generated in the

network due to in-flight (transient) packets and results are illustrated in Fig. 29(a).

Even if we migrate after every 30 seconds, the amount of extra control packets gen-
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erated do not account for more than 2% of the total control traffic. Moreover, all

networks are already designed in a way to handle traffic spikes therefore, it is easily

manageable. Plus, this traffic represents intermittent traffic only subject to migration

activity and does not stay forever in the network.

3.10.3 ReCON: Scalability and Robustness Evaluation

ReCON placement for both data and control plane is not frequent and can be

done in advance therefore it does not need to be very quick. However, ReCON also

considers feedback from the network because any link/switch failure may result into

a reduction in network resilience. Therefore, readjustment or partial placement must

happen quickly and in real time. We also evaluate the complete and partial placement

time for ReCON using different networks of different sizes and results are illustrated

in Fig. 29(b). It shows that even for a large network of 600 switches it takes only

around 3 minutes to find a network placement and this time increases linearly with

network size.

To test the effect of link failures, we use networks (from BRITE and RocketFuel)

where complete isolation is possible assuming 1− 2% link failures at any given time.

We observe that this results into ≈ 10% of paths (data and control) with incompat-

ible placement. ReCON incrementally calculates placement for these paths. Using

placement time in Figure 29(b), we can say that for a topology of 100 switches, we

only need 3 seconds to recalculate the valid placements for these disturbed paths and

it increases linearly with topology size.

3.11 Conclusion

In SDN, an attacker can exploit the facts that OFA has limited Packet-IN capacity

and control traffic may share critical links with data traffic in FP to launch DDoS

attacks on SDN control plane. Existing solutions lack because they either require

expensive extra dedicated resources or propose changes in OpenFlow protocol or
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assume limited threat model or offer static solutions. In this paper, we proposed

a correct-by-construction REsilient COntrol Network architecture (ReCON ) that is

40% more resilient against DDoS on FP and increases the OFA capacity by al-teast

2 times using the same SDN network resources. ReCON essentially minimized the

sharing of critical links among data and control planes offering link level isolation in

in-band FP to achieve out-of-band grade resilience and elastically increased the OFA

capacity when needed using the under-utilized OFAs from within the same network.



CHAPTER 4: DEVELOPING RESILIENT SDN OPERATIONS AGAINST DOS
BY INTERRUPTING CONTROL TRAFFIC (REOPS)

By centralizing control plane, SDN enables programmable and on-demand func-

tionality, reconfigurability and manageability of security and resiliency countermea-

sures. It has resulted into innovative security and manageability architectures like

Software Defined Security, Software Defined Everything, etc. Now, researchers are

trying to expand the geographical reach of SDN, e.g., Open Network Operating Sys-

tem (ONOS) [8]. Although ONOS stretches the logical boundaries of SDN, however,

physically both the controller(s), and the switches still connect locally through a local

area network within an ONOS cluster. The emerging SDN deployments, e.g., SDN-

WAN [87], single controller covering a large campus, etc., require the controller to be

at least few hops away from the switches and control packets have to traverse multi-

hop control paths. Despite the fact that both out-of-band and in-band control planes

have their pros and cons, however, deploying such a large scale out-of-band will be

a very expensive option in these deployments. Therefore, if capital and operational

expenses are major concerns then in-band control plane becomes the only feasible

option.

However, there are some fundamental SDN features, like traceability of control

traffic due to centralization, data traffic results into different control traffic and dumb

networking devices more prone to compromise [35], that make in-band control plane

to be vulnerable to a novel and stealthy DoS attack. In this attack, a malicious MitM

along the control path can randomly drop a small fraction of control traffic to cause

significant data throughput reduction and data flooding at the SDN switches. It is

because the control message response time of the controller significantly influences the
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available buffer capacity at the switches and network throughput. In SDN, generally

the first data packet of new data flows, or all packets belonging to the elephant flows

(existing large data flows in the network) with expired flow-rules remain in the switch

buffer until forwarding instructions are received from the controller4. Timely receipt

of these instructions is crucial for the end-hosts initiating a new data flow waiting to

send subsequent data packets. Similarly, incorrectly categorized elephant flows with

expired flow rules will continue sending large streams of data packets depending upon

the sizes of their respective congestion windows.

Recently, different researchers advised the use of wildcards-based flow rules in the

switches to significantly reduce the amount of control traffic. However, even after

using aggressive wildcard to focus mainly on elephant flows, an average size data

center still generates ≈ 50K control packets per second [38], but at the cost of,

(1) flow-visibility [38] allowing spoofing, delayed attack and malware propagation

detection, etc., (2) inconsistent policies especially in dynamic traffic environment [67],

and (3) poor flow-manageability [38, 39]. Moreover, the successful categorization of

elephant-flows [39] only marginally alleviates this problem with questionable accuracy

and performance overhead. Our impact analysis, in section 4.4.6, demonstrates that

by dropping merely ≈ 5% Packet_IN and Packet_OUT control traffic, the attacker

can reduce the data throughput by 40 − 50% and can increase the queue size by

≈ 50%. It can lead to flooding at the switches as studies have shown that typical

data center networks get congested at the time of peak load [33].

None of the existing fault (benign and malicious) localization (FL) techniques [34,

37,58,63,79–81,84,88,112,113] from traditional networks can comprehensively solve

this problem (see section 2.2 for details). While researchers have examined SDN po-

tential to solve network security issues [93, 114] and defending the controller against

control information spoofing [43,56,89] in the past, this is the first work that studies

4There may also be optional flow rules in the switch to explicitly trigger Packet IN.
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this novel MitM-based DoS attack that exploits the in-band control plane vulnerabil-

ities and proposes counter-measures to the best of our knowledge.

In this chapter, we will explain this control traffic attack and how can we use agility

to defend SDN against such DoS attacks caused by malicious MitM switches.

4.1 Background

4.1.1 SDN Control Plane

In SDN, each switch consists of a data plane and an OpenFlow agent (OFA) acting

as a control plane. Each switch has one or more flow tables, which store flow rules that

determine how each flow should be processed. When the first packet of a new flow

arrives at a switch, the switch looks up the flow table to determine how to process the

packet. If the packet does not match any existing rule, it is treated as the first packet

of a new flow and passed to the OFA. The OFA encapsulates the entire data packet

or just its header into a Packet_IN message and sends it to the logical CONTROLLER

port which is mapped to a physical port of the switch. The switch may be directly

connected to the controller, or there may exist multiple other switches or traditional

routing devices along the control path. In any case, the control message traverses this

control path to reach the controller eventually. Normally, the controller responds by

sending Packet_OUT messages and installing flow rules to handle this data packet in

all the switches along the data path.

4.1.2 Control Traffic Forwarding at the Switch

In SDN switch, logical ports are mapped to physical ports (for reference see Fig-

ure 30) and this is maintained through a tunnel-id that is used to create a logical

tunnel between a logical port and physical port. When a packet enters the switch,

it is buffered in the incoming packet queue of the switch. In practice, a switch has

many ports and each port has its incoming and outgoing queues. For simplicity to

explain our threat model and to make our point, we are assuming a standard queue
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that can be perceived as the aggregation of all port queues. The switch compares

the header fields of the received packet with its flow table rules, and if there is a

match then corresponding action (e.g., forward through a particular port) is applied

to the packet. If there is no match, then the flow-miss rule is applied. If the switch is

configured to forward the entire packet, then the data packet is encapsulated into a

Packet_IN packet and is forwarded to the controller. It is removed from the buffer of

the switch. Otherwise, if the switch is supposed to buffer the packet, then the header

fields are copied to Packet_IN which is forwarded to the controller. The original data

packet resides in the input buffer of the switch. The switch does not stop there to

wait for the response of the controller, instead, it will go to the next packet in the

input buffer and performs the same sequence of actions.

Similarly, Packet_IN is buffered at the controller and after processing it, the con-

troller will generate a Packet_OUT message depending upon the switch configuration.

This packet is buffered in the output buffer at the controller. In case of Packet_IN

packet loss, the TCP session is responsible to retransmit the Packet_IN to the con-

troller. Similarly, if Packet_OUT is lost then the TCP session is responsible to retrans-

mit the Packet_OUT. There exists OpenFlow-based timers in both the switch and the

controller, if they expired the packet is simply discarded and these OpenFlow-based

timers have much greater values than the TCP timeout timers.

4.2 Challenges

Software Defined Networking offers a paradigm shift in networking. However, its

design inherently provides some exploits that make it vulnerable to novel attacks. We

want to develop a technique to identify and mitigate attacks due to malicious MitM

switches by dropping control packets, efficiently at real-time without network infras-

tructure change. We address following challenges to develop such an agile solution.

� Any Switch Can be Compromised : The existing literature from traditional net-

working offers a limited threat model. They apply restrictions on what device
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can or cannot be compromised in the network. However, in our threat model,

we do not pose any such limitation. In our threat model, the adversary can

compromise any end-switch or core-switch.

� Random Drop Behavior : Unlike existing literature, in our threat model, a ma-

licious MitM switch can randomize its drop behavior over time. It can drop

from all control flows passing through the switch with different probabilities

(device-level drop). It can also select the control flows passing through the

switch whether to drop from the flow or not (flow-level drop). This random

drop behavior along with device or flow level drop makes our threat model

novel.

� No Active Probing or Passive Monitoring: MitM detection either requires sig-

nificant active probing where synthetic traffic is forwarded through the network

all the time. Or it requires large sensor deployment in the network to monitor

every part of the network. Developing a technique that does not require active

probing or sensors deployment is quite a challenge.

� Data and Control Drop: An adversary can drop from both data and control

packets. Moreover, benign actions like congestions can also result in packet

drops in the network. Our technique should be able to single out the switch
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dropping packets in benign or malicious manner.

� Incorrect Statistical Reporting : An adversary can instruct a compromised switch

to report incorrect statistics to the collecting authority. All techniques that rely

upon accurate reporting fails to this behavior. Our technique should be resistant

to such inaccurate reporting.

� Real Time Defense: Our technique should be online and must be able to detect

the MitM switch in the network as quickly as possible to avoid any detection

delay.

� Uninterrupted Service: Our technique offers path mutation to gather the re-

quired number of evidence. It requires the ability to change network configu-

rations continuously. Therefore, any migration that may result in significant

overhead, e.g., packet loss, is not affordable. That is why we developed our

technique such that it incurs minimum overhead while maintaining the desired

quality of service.

� Constraint Modeling : Although, formal modeling provides a significantly reli-

able and provable solution. However, it is quite challenging to translate threat

behavior and network features into logical constraints, considering different

threat observables, network components, and their interactions. In this tech-

nique, we successfully provide an extendable formal model. Because threat be-

havior and network dynamics may evolve over time. Therefore, it is important

to build a formal framework that can allow for the addition of new requirements

or constraints with minimum or no change to the existing model.

� Scalability : A network may consist of thousands of devices. Therefore, it is chal-

lenging to model this large number of devices such that the security verification,

as well as the resiliency architecture synthesis, can be performed efficiently.
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4.3 Related Work

Our research benefits from related work in SDN security such as [32,43,56,89] that

study the practicality of host location hijacking and link-fabrication attacks by ex-

ploiting the lack of packet spoofing countermeasures in SDN controllers. These works

are based on limitations in effective implementation rather than in the inherent archi-

tecture. Quick fixes have been suggested by the authors related to the enforcement of

authentication of host location and link layer discovery protocol packets. Shin et al.

and Zhang et al. [93,114] focus on using programmability of SDN to develop security

measures against evolving attacks. To the best of our knowledge, there is little or

no work in SDN literature related to control traffic based MitM attacks targeting

degradation of network performance.

In traditional networks, Fault Localization (FL) is the category that is used for

similar work. We consider these in detail along with their limitations in the remaining

part of this section. The reader will notice that in general while the problem symptoms

appear similar, the overall impact is multiplied many-fold because of the novelty of

our attack that targets control traffic (Packet_IN and Packet_OUT) interruption. The

majority of the defenses proposed in these previous works are limited to resolving

simplistic network faults or assume weak adversary behavior. They fall short against

the powerful adversary considered in this paper who can maliciously compromise

multiple switches of choice. Finally, our comprehensive defense technique is easily

realizable and deployable because it utilizes the centralization of network control

logic for making control traffic trackable. The majority of previous methods sought

to change the existing Internet core routing infrastructure and protocols which have

been a barrier to their widespread adoption. The following subsections highlight some

of the limitation of current techniques.

Handling of Benign Faults: Many existing FL approaches were designed for

non-adversarial settings and are thus vulnerable to attacks. For example, active
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probing (traceroute or ping) based detection [37, 63] can be easily evaded by a

malicious entity by correctly responding to probes while corrupting other control

packets.

Rely on Correct Reporting of Statistical Behavior: A subclass of re-

search attempts to develop a baseline behavior of normal packet loss using statistical

models and considers divergence from this as malicious. An appropriate localization

technique follows it. For instance, Pikoulas et al. [88] analyze the RTT of packets be-

longing to flows to infer benign packet loss. These techniques can be easily thwarted

by a malicious switch randomizing packet loss so that the model does not converge.

During behavior learning, it can gradually steer the normal behavior by progressively

dropping more and more packets and flying under the radar [113]. The MitM only

needs to drop very few packets from each flow to achieve enough aggregate to cause

significant damage as illustrated in Figure 31(b).

Poor Resistance against Collusion Attacks: Watchdog [80] and Catch [79]

rely on traffic statistics collected from switches along the path to localize faults.

Mzrak et al. [84] utilize buffer capacities and reported packets at each router to

determine if the loss is due to malicious packet drop. Similarly, the study [81] uses

traffic conservation logic, i.e., all packets transmitted to a router must be equal to the

packets received from the router and collects summaries from immediate neighbors

to identify a malicious entity. Two colluding neighboring routers can deceive these

techniques by reporting incorrect packet loss statistics for the partner. Our solution

already assumes that the adversary controls multiple colluding switches and is robust

against such attacks.

Requirement of Data-packet Authentication: In Faith [81], Watchers [58],

and AudIt [34], each router records a traffic summary based on counters or Bloom

Filters. Routers periodically exchange local summaries with others for fault detection

based on flow reservation. Without any authentication of the data packets, these
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schemes suffer from packet modification attacks.

Low Scalability: Some research techniques such as the approach adopted by

Zhang et al. [113] require significant network infrastructural changes and are com-

putationally not scalable. A router is required to share secret keys with each source

node to handle collusion or report malicious modification. It results in each router

storing keys in the order of the number of source nodes making it unscalable for a

large network. DFL [112] improves upon this by requiring routers to only exchange

secret keys and traffic summaries with immediate neighbors but is still limited in that

it requires an additional key sharing functionality in routing devices.

Limited to Offline Analysis: Finally some techniques that rely on sophisticated

statistical modeling such as the one proposed by Ma lgorzata et al. [99] and Li et

al. [75] are simply not designed for online detection and analysis. For instance, in

the study [75], monitors deployed near access points, collect transmission frames and

relay them to a central machine that does faults inference by building a C4.5 decision

tree. Which is considered computationally expensive and thus used for offline analysis

just like belief network in [99].

The key strengths of our solution that sets us apart from existing works are as

follows. (1) We do not need to differentiate benign and malicious behavior because

any packet loss will result in evidence. (2) We do not develop a baseline, so no

apriori knowledge is required. (3) We do not collect any statistics from core-switches

because they are part of the suspect set. Negative observations obtained from end-

switches and the controller is the only requirement of our detection algorithm. (4)

We respect the functionality limitations of SDN switches and require no changes to

existing infrastructure. (5) Our solution is scalable and computationally lightweight

as it only requires end-node observations to identify MitM.

4.4 Threat Model

In this section, we discuss our novel threat model in detail.
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4.4.1 Compromising OpenFlow Enabled Switch

Even though traditional networks often suffers from proprietary software, decen-

tralization, and heterogeneity of the network devices but this also provides built-in

protection against adversaries. Whereas, in SDN, the centralization, and homoge-

neous interfaces escalates new security problems. Any design and implementation

flaws are more likely to have a broader impact in SDN than in traditional network-

ing [69]. Furthermore, because the attacker no longer needs to tailor the attacks to

the target network’s equipment reduces the cost of exploiting vulnerabilities in SDN.

OpenFlow [15] uses TLS for device authentication and to provide confidential-

ity for the control-plane communication. However, recently many vulnerabilities in

SSL/TLS implementations [46, 49] have been reported and, even more worryingly,

TLS adoption to the OpenFlow devices has been slow. Another problem is created

by the fact that the network administrators often consider TLS a nuisance [35]. Since

OpenFlow uses mutually-authenticated TLS, the network administrators must cre-

ate device-specific certificates (both controller certificates and switch certificates),

sign all of them, and finally, distribute the certificates to the devices. The tedious

key-management required by the mutually authenticated TLS may tempt network

administrators to skip some parts of the process. It may mean using TLS to authen-

ticate only the controller, or dropping TLS altogether. Therefore, the adversary can

remotely compromise a set of one or more switches by exploiting any of these facts.

In our model, the adversary does not require or has physical access to the switches

to compromise them.

4.4.2 Distributed Control Plane

SDN is envisioned to enable more flexibility and robustness in traditional local

area networks (LAN) and wide area networks (WAN). Recently, research emphasis

has been shifted to address challenges imposed by SDN-WAN deployments. Two main
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branches of research are trying to increase the scalability of the control network, (1)

physically distributed control plane, and (2) geographically distributed control plane.

4.4.2.1 Physically Distributed Control Plane

Physically distributed control plane is required because, first, to provide high avail-

ability, controllers should be redundant [44]: other controllers can mask a failure of

one controller. Second, to handle latency-sensitive and communication intensive data

plane events close to their origin [38]. Third, larger SDNs are likely to be operated

by multiple administrators or may even offer participatory interfaces where different

users can install and trigger policy changes concurrently. The main challenge of such

systems is how to synchronize the distributed controllers that are manipulating the

network state consistently [92].

4.4.2.2 Geographically Distributed Control Plane

Geographically distributed control plane addresses the problem of extending the

physical reach of a central authority (controller(s)), e.g., SDN-WAN example. In

such deployments, the controller is sitting at a remote location. Therefore, we cannot

assume a direct connection between each switch and the controller. The control

traffic generated in such deployments has to traverse a control path constitutes of

multiple hops. This control network can be either out-of-band or in-band. However,

deploying an out-of-band control network incurs very high deployment costs both

regarding capital cost and the high communication complexity [72]. It makes out-

of-band control plane infeasible for such large scale SDN deployments. Therefore, if

the cost is a primary concern then in-band control plane becomes the only feasible

option.

Limitations of Existing Approaches: Two types of existing approaches are

trying to extend the geographical reach of SDN, (1) Global Open Network Operating

System (ONOS) [8] and (2) SDN-based Network Hypervisor. In ONOS architecture,
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a cluster represents a single SDN network. In global ONOS, different geographically

distributed clusters are logically connected to each other and may be controlled by

a central authority. However, each cluster represents a local area SDN where each

switch is directly connected to the controller through a traditional LAN switch [8].

These clusters and central authority communicate with each other through regular

Internet just like any two machines over the Internet would communicate with each

other. This architecture exhibits following limitations. (1) A single cluster is still a

LAN and constrained to a very limited geographical area, e.g., an enterprise office. (2)

Control communication between clusters and central authority passes through tradi-

tional devices where SDN controller does not have any control and cannot respond

to any device failure due to fault or attack. (3) There exist few critical links in any

network, and due to static nature of networks, the adversary can easily identify and

disrupt these critical links [64]. Moreover, due to the centralization of control traffic,

the impact of such disruption magnifies by many folds, as showed in our experiments

in Section 4.4.6.

Hypervisor-based approaches also follow the same architecture as ONOS where

large SDN network is divided into different federations (administrative domains) [36].

Such SDN hypervisor abstracts the underlying physical SDN network into multiple

logically isolated virtual SDN networks (vSDNs), each with its controller. Each vSDN

corresponds to a slice of the overall network. There may be more than one hypervisors

in the network, which may also be controlled by an another central authority. The

significant limitations with this tree-like architecture are, (1) it is not scalable due

to its computational complexity, (2) managing such a complex design comes at a

steep price, (3) synchronization of entire network is still a big challenge just like in

physically distributed control plane.
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4.4.3 Threat Model Description

Our work resides in the realm of the geographically distributed control plane. We

are introducing a novel threat in the emerging SDN deployments and are also propos-

ing a solution using formal methods. In our threat model, an adversary can compro-

mise few switches in the network. Then she uses these malicious MitM switches along

the control path to randomly drop a small fraction of control traffic to cause significant

data throughput reduction and data flooding at the SDN switches. It is because the

control message response time of the controller significantly influences the available

buffer capacity at the switches and network throughput. In SDN, typically the first

data packet of new data flows, or all packets belonging to the elephant flows (existing

large data flows in the network) with expired flow-rules remain in the switch buffer

until the switch receives forwarding instructions from the controller. Timely receipt

of these instructions is crucial for the end-hosts initiating a new data flow waiting to

send subsequent data packets. Similarly, incorrectly categorized elephant flows with

expired flow rules will continue sending large streams of data packets depending upon

the sizes of their respective congestion windows.

Recently, different researchers advised the use of wildcards-based flow rules in the

switches to significantly reduce the amount of control traffic. However, even after

using aggressive wildcards to focus mainly on elephant flows, an average size data

center still generates ≈ 50K control packets per second [38]. But at the cost of,

(1) flow-visibility [38] allowing spoofing, delayed attack and malware propagation

detection, etc., (2) inconsistent policies especially in dynamic traffic environment [67],

and (3) poor flow-manageability [38, 39]. Moreover, the successful categorization of

elephant flows only marginally alleviates this problem with questionable accuracy and

performance overhead [39].
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4.4.4 Threat Model Specifications

Attackers can manage to keep the malicious drop undetectable (below the detec-

tion threshold) to mimic device-level congestion by combining the following strate-

gies:

• Randomly drop within a flow : The attacker can change drop probabilities for dif-

ferent flows and for the same flow over time to introduce randomness in packet

drop behavior.

• Random selective (flow) drop: The attacker can also do device level drop (from all

control flows passing through the switch) and selective drop by dropping from few

and skipping other flows as well as turning on and off different malicious switches.

• Fake reporting : Our adversary can also use control channel hijacking [32] to provide

false statistics and switch-state to the controller to evade any switch state change

based detection. Moreover, the attacker can compromise any core/end-switch in

the network. The attacker uses the malicious core-switches to launch DoS attack by

randomly dropping control traffic and uses the end-switches to evade the detection

by reporting false pieces of evidence.

• Collusion (distributed) drop: The attacker can turn on and off different MitM

switches at different times.

• Data and control drop: We assume that the adversary can also drop from the

data traffic because we use in-band control network model. However, it will not

affect our proposed solution in any way. Instead, if the adversary also targets data

traffic, she needs to drop more packets to be effective (result in Section 4.4.6).

Furthermore, dropping from both data and control traffic makes her more visible

and less stealthy. Reason being, this will generate more alarms by other detection

mechanisms in the network, and more observations lead to easier discovery.

• Benign packet drop: Moreover, sometimes rate-limiting is enforced to mitigate

network saturation which may also result in control packet drops. In this case,
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our technique will immediately identify such benign control packet drop and the

core-switches dropping control packets so that the admin may look into the fact

as for why does the network need to drop control traffic.

• Small percentage of compromised switches : The adversary can compromise only

very few switches (core or end-switches) in the network. It is a very critical as-

sumption that all existing fault localization techniques use [101,113]. It is because,

if the adversary can compromise a majority of the network devices then there exist

no approach that can defend against such an adversary. Moreover, it is impracti-

cal to assume that an adversary has enough resources to compromise a majority

of the network. We assume that both switches and the controller use TLS-based

authentication to communication.

• No address spoofing : We assume that an end-host cannot pose as a legit switch.

Similarly, a MitM switch cannot represent any other switch in the network. Be-

cause, for a MitM core-switch to acquire encryption key of any other switch, the

adversary has to use spoofing to impersonate the identity of the targeted switch,

the same goes for the end-host. There exists many practical solutions [43, 56, 89]

that detect network devices impersonating other switches, therefore, we do not

include this spoofing behavior.

4.4.5 Selection of Control Traffic

In our threat model, the adversary drops a small fraction of Packet_IN and Packet_OUT

messages to cause a devastating effect on the network throughput. Despite the use

of TLS, the adversary can successfully disrupt Packet_IN and Packet_OUT messages.

According to a SDN traffic engineering study [28], Packet_IN and Packet_OUT mes-

sages constitutes almost 70% of the SDN control traffic. So, if the adversary randomly

drops the control messages, then there is a very high probability that she will drop

the right control packet.

Furthermore, the attacker can increase his odds of ensuring the right packet drop
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Figure 31: Impact analysis of MitM threat on the network throughput and switch
queue length.

by exploiting the fact that typically Packet_IN message is configured to have a fixed

size. When an SDN switch receives a data packet, it creates a Key of the packet.
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This Key comprises of different header fields from the data packet, ingress port of the

switch and time, etc. The switch matches this Key against its flow table. If it does

not find any matching flow-rule, it encapsulates this Key into a Packet_IN message

and forwards it to a logical port called the CONTROLLER to reach the controller. At

this logical port, there are two possible configurations of the Packet_IN message that

can be configured by the controller. First, instead of packaging the entire data packet

in the Packet_IN message, the switch sends its buffer information where the data

packet is stored locally. Second, the switch sends the entire data packet, packaged

in the Packet_IN message, to the controller. However, forwarding the entire data

packet requires much more processing both at the switch and the controller side, and

it consumes much more control network bandwidth. Therefore, in practice, usually

switches are configured to send only the Key of the data packet in the Packet_IN

message. This results into a fixed size Packet_IN message.

However, there is still a possibility that the adversary may accidently drop any other

type of control traffic. OpenFlow establishes a TCP connection between the switch

and the controller to support retransmissions of OpenFlow messages. However, the

OpenFlow timeout is configured such that it allows for at least 3 TCP retransmissions

(default value) of the Packet_IN message before the data packet is deleted from the

buffer without forwarding [14]. Due to these three retransmissions, along with the

fact that the adversary only drops a small fraction of control traffic, it is rare that

the same control packet is dropped every time. Therefore, we can argue that such a

controlled drop will not cause any misconfiguration at the switches. Furthermore, in

our mininet-based experiments, we did not observe any misconfiguration.

Please note that our threat model does not require a particular Packet_IN or

Packet_OUT message to be stopped completely from reaching to its destination. In-

stead, randomly dropping any control packet will result into a retransmission thus

delaying the forwarding of data packet residing in the switch buffer. Due to the time
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sensitive nature of the data communication, the adversary still manages to launch

DoS attack without completely stopping a particular control packet.

4.4.6 Impact Analysis of the Proposed Threat

An average size data center can generate up to 2.9M control packets per seconds [38]

and majority of these control packets represent Packet_IN and Packet_OUT. More-

over, for each Packet_IN, if the controller has to establish a data path by sending

control messages to each core-switch along the path then the control messages in-

creases by the many folds (by the average length of the control paths). It clearly

shows that SDN generates a significant amount of control traffic.

Our experiment setup uses a simple topology in mininet consisting of one switch,

three hosts, and a Pox [18] controller. Two hosts act as TCP socket program based

clients and one as a server. Scapy [20] is used to craft and send 100, 000 equally sized

packets from each client to the server. The packet counter based flow-rule expiry

feature is used to force the switch to generate Packet_IN messages. We change this

counter value to simulate different rates of control traffic in the network. For example,

a flow rule that expires after 100 packets, generates 1000 Packet_IN messages consti-

tuting 1% of the total traffic. For simplicity in results, every data packet generating

Packet_IN is considered new traffic. Otherwise, for one host we kept the congestion

window to one to simulate this as a new flow, and for other we let the congestion win-

dow grew to simulate established sessions. A malicious MitM module implemented

in the controller simulates random Packet_IN and Packet_OUT drop probabilities.

Figure 31(a) shows the reduction in network throughput upon increasing the ratio

of control traffic with and without introducing a 5% malicious drop. It is observed

that the throughput gap widens, at higher new traffic rate, dropping to ≈ 40% with

just 5% drop probability at ≈ 33% new traffic ratio. Similarly, in Figure 31(b)

(right axis), the control traffic (new traffic) ratio was fixed at 20% and the impact

on throughput was analyzed by changing the drop probability. The results show that
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the attacker can cause a ≈ 50% throughput reduction using a drop rate of ≈ 9%.

Whereas, if the adversary drops data traffic with this rate then this only results in

a marginal decrease in throughput as showed in Figure 31(c). That is why we only

focus on mitigating the control drop.

Figure 31(b) (left axis) shows the increase in average queue length e.g., 100%

increase means average queue length will be doubled as compared to normal usage

with the same traffic rate. The results demonstrate that the attacker can easily double

the queue length by dropping only ≈ 8% control traffic at only new traffic ratio of

≈ 20%.

4.5 Contributions

This chapter proposes a proactive and reactive SDN control plane placement mech-

anism that intelligently routes control traffic through suspected control network region

such that the analysis of any control packet loss over these control paths instantly

reveals the malicious switches. A suspect switch could be any switch in the net-

work. If sufficient resources are available, our technique proactively develops such

control paths for intelligent control routing otherwise, it actively investigates the con-

trol packet loss over traditional control paths to identify a set of suspect switches.

Then it reconfigures control paths in the suspect region only to find the actual MitM

switches.

In this chapter, we have made following contributions.

• Evidential Reasoning based Detection: Our detection technique does not require

any explicit active probing or passive monitoring through extensive sensor deploy-

ments in the network. Instead, we leverage correlation among control paths caused

by network resource sharing to devise our technique. In SDN, the controller and the

end-switches (directly connected to end-hosts) generate most of the control traffic

that traverse some control paths. We call both of them as end-nodes. End-nodes

send control traffic through these control paths to generate evidences, positive (no
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packet loss) and negative (with packet loss). Our approach leverages the con-

trol packet loss experiences of these end-nodes over these intelligently constructed

shared control paths to single out MitM switches.

• Mathematically Provable Malicious Detection: We use matrix algebraic theory of

mathematics to develop our technique that can provably detect a malicious switch

along the path. We achieve this by intelligently constructing control paths. By in-

telligently constructed control plane, we mean that once end-nodes share their pos-

itive or negative experiences over the control paths, each experience must provide

some useful information to justify the innocence or maliciousness of the switches

forwarding control traffic (core-switches). For example, two completely overlapped

control paths will not provide any useful information. So, instead of randomly

creating such control paths, we leverage the matrix algebraic theory to construct

control network as a matrix. In this matrix, each column represents a core-switch

and each row represents a control path.

Reason being, given any matrix, we can find out that how much information in

the matrix is pertinent (identifiable) and how much is redundant (useless). This

reduced form of matrix is called reduced-row-echelon-form. So, a matrix can be

reduced to its reduced-row-echelon-form where it represents two sets of column-

vectors, identifiable (pivot) and redundant/unidentifiable (null) column-vectors.

Our technique reverse engineer these properties (pivot and null) to construct such

a matrix that contains only identifiable column vectors. This ensures that all

suspected core-switches appear as pivot columns once they are reduced. This way

we ensure that every row (control path) in the matrix contributes some unique

information.

• Arbitrary Combination of Malicious Switches : Practically, an attacker can com-

promise a switch anywhere in the network. Our technique offers a matrix algebraic

theory based formal detection model that can provably detect any arbitrary com-
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bination of malicious switches.

• Quantifiable Network Resources Required : Evidential reasoning based approaches

depend upon the quality and quantity of evidences. More and diverse evidences

lead to more accurate detection. Therefore, given the number of possible suspect

core-switches, we use matrix algebraic theory to quantify, (1) the number of evi-

dences (control paths) needed in the matrix, and (2) the number of end-switches

needed to generate these many evidences.

• Support of Control Path Mutation: End-nodes send control traffic through these

control paths to generate evidences (positive or negative experience). Ideally, each

end-switch should send its control traffic over a unique control path. However,

sometimes due to the limited number of end-switches, we may have to ask some

end-switches to use more than one control paths to get complete set of evidences

and this is called control path mutation. Our technique finds appropriate end-

switches and calculates mutations required for each of these end-switches to collect

full set of evidences.

• Correct-by-construction Formal Modeling : We use a Satisfiability Modulo Theory

(SMT) [83] (Z3 SMT solver [26]) based on matrix algebraic theory to model it

as a constraint satisfaction problem. The use of formal method ensures provably

correct-by-construction control paths even under mutation that; (1) satisfies all

network functional requirements, e.g., reachability, quality of service, etc., and (2)

offers network integrity (e.g., avoids session disconnection) during reconfigurations

of these control paths. We have implemented our technique in mininet [11] to

rigorously evaluate its functional aspects and in simulations to test its scalability.

4.6 Overview of the Resilient Control Defense

4.6.1 System Model

We assume a network of N ∈ {H,S, S ′, C} nodes and L links (reference Figure 32)

where H is a set of end-user machines, S is the set of core-switches, S ′ is the set
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Figure 32: System Model with example network.

of end-switches and C is the set of controllers. An end-switch s′i ∈ S ′ represents

an aggregating node where end-user machine connections are terminating whereas a

core-switch sj ∈ S represents a switch that forwards data traffic towards end-host

machines and control traffic towards the controller. A control path, pi for end-switch

s′i, can be written as a set of core-switches along the path, e.g., pi = {s1, s2, s4} where

end-switch is the source and the controller is the destination. Every control packet

in the network traverses one of such control paths (p ∈ P ) where the number of total

control paths is equal to the number of end-switches in the network |P | = |S ′|. Let

the shortest distance between any switch (core (sj) or end (s′j)) to the controller be

dj. Similarly, Isj is the set of neighboring core-switches of sj and κj is the bandwidth

capacity of a core-switch sj. All thresholds are represented as T (.).

4.6.2 Technique Overview

In SDN, the controller and the end-switches (directly connected to end-hosts) gen-

erate most of the control traffic that traverse some control paths. We call both of

these end-nodes. Our approach leverages the control packet loss experiences of these
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end-nodes over these intelligently constructed shared control paths. By intelligently

constructed, we mean that once end-nodes share their positive or negative experiences

over these paths, each experience must provide some useful information to justify the

innocence or maliciousness of the switches forwarding control traffic (core-switches).

For example, two completely overlapped control paths will not provide any useful

information. So, instead of randomly creating such control paths, we leverage the

algebraic matrix theory to construct control network as a matrix. In this matrix,

each column represents a core-switch and each row accounts for a control path.

Reason being, given any matrix, we can find out that how much information in the

matrix is pertinent (identifiable) and how much is redundant (useless). This reduced

form of the matrix is called reduced-row-echelon-form. So, a matrix can be reduced to

its reduced-row-echelon-form where it represents two set of column vectors, identifiable

(pivot) and redundant/unidentifiable (null) column vectors. Our technique reverses

engineer these properties (pivot and null) to construct such a matrix that contains

only identifiable column vectors. It ensures that once reduced, all suspected core-

switches appear as pivot columns. This way we ensure that every row (control path)

in the matrix contributes some unique information. Moreover, we can also calculate

how many end-switches are needed to generate how many rows (control paths) based

on the set of suspect core-switches.

End-nodes send control traffic through these control paths to generate evidence

(positive or negative experience). Ideally, each end-switch should send its control

traffic over a unique control path. However, sometimes due to the limited number of

end-switches, we may have to ask some end-switches to use more than one control

paths to get a complete set of evidence, and this is called control path mutation. Our

technique finds appropriate end-switches and calculates mutations required for each

of these end-switches to collect a full set of evidence. Moreover, the adversary can

also compromise few of the end-switches to bias these evidence by reporting incorrect
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observations. Therefore, our technique randomly selects multiple end-switches to

traverse the same control path to corroborate the evidence shared by different end-

switches. We use majority rule based system to select the best evidence, and our

evaluation shows that our technique resists if as many as 15% of the end-switches are

compromised.

We use a Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) [83] (Z3 SMT solver [26]) based on

algebraic matrix theory to model it as a constraint satisfaction problem. The use

of formal method ensures provably correct-by-construction control paths even under

mutation that, (1) satisfies all network functional requirements, e.g., reachability,

quality of service, etc., and (2) offers network integrity (e.g., avoids session discon-

nection) during reconfigurations of these control paths. We implement our technique

in mininet [11] to rigorously evaluate its functional aspects and in simulations to test

its scalability.

4.6.3 Example of Our System

This section provides an overview of the technical details of our proposed approach,

illustrated with the help of simple example scenarios. In SDN environments, a major-

ity of Packet_IN messages are generated by end-switches and the controller mostly

respond to these messages by sending Packet_OUT to end-switches and Flow_Mod mes-

sages to core-switches to prepare a network path for new data packets, if required.

These Packet_IN and Packet_OUT messages follow some control path prepared by

the controller in the in-band control plane using TLS-based communication. The

controller uses packet loss observations over these control paths, collected from the

end-nodes, as evidences. Our solution leverages correlation among these evidences

(positive or negative) due to shared paths to single out MitM core switch(es).

For example, in the network illustrated in Figure 33(a), there are two active paths,

p1 = {s1, s3} and p2 = {s1, s2, s3} and switch s2 is dropping packets. Therefore, p2

as opposed to p1 will experience packet loss. Analysis of both evidences will identify
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s2 as being malicious. For simplicity in these examples, we do not assume selective

drop, where the adversary will not drop from few control flows to generate fake

positive evidences. We have presented the solution to this problem in section 4.8.

In the other example in Figure 33(b), again s2 is malicious and we have paths p1 =

{s1, s2, s3} and p2 = {s1, s2, s4}. In this case, analyzing both evidences together will

not reveal s2 as it appears together with s1 in all evidences. Such a co-existence with

benign switches will conceal the presence of the malicious or faulty switch and it will

become unidentifiable. Therefore, our algorithm needs to intelligently compose control

paths such that when they are analyzed together as evidences, they can localize the

malicious switch(es) in the network.

We use matrix algebra to compose such control paths that can intelligently route

control traffic. Using algebraic operations, a matrix can be divided into identifiable

(pivot) and unidentifiable (null) column-vectors. The number of pivot columns rep-

resents the rank of a matrix. For example, in the matrices illustrated in Figure 33(c)

and 33(d), columns represent core-switches and row-vectors represent the composi-

tion of control paths where 1 in a field means the corresponding core-switch is used in

the control path. We can perform row operations using XOR to reduce the matrix to

its reduced-row-echelon-form to extract pivot-columns. We did not use the standard

Gauss-Jordan elimination [5] to reduce the matrix because eventually we use XOR in

SMT to get the same effect and SMT does not support Gauss-Jordan elimination

operation. In this case, the rank of the matrix in Figure 33(c) is 4 which means that

every core-switch is identifiable. Whereas in Figure 33(d), it is 2 which means s3

and s2 are unidentifiable. Therefore, if s2 is malicious (faulty), then it will not be

identified uniquely.

Our technique formalizes pivot and null column properties as constraints of the

model to avoid adding any row-vectors that will eventually result into a null column-

vector. We reverse engineer these features to construct a matrix where all suspected
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Figure 33: Example Illustrating the Methodology for Identifying MiTM using Matrix
Algebra

core-switches reduced to pivot columns. Therefore, our novel contribution is to lever-

age matrix algebraic theory using formal methods to provably identify MitM core-

switches in the network. This matrix represents the control network placement and

we also ensure that this placement satisfies all other functional requirements of the

network along with the ability to localize MitM core-switches.

4.6.3.1 Proactive vs. Reactive ReOPS Architecture

ReOPS offers both proactive and reactive defense against the MitM attack (Fig-

ure 34). In both cases, the core architecture of ReOPS remains the same. The only

difference is in the selection of a suspect set of core-switches and ReOPS triggering

mechanism. ReOPS calculates control network placement based on the location of

the suspect core-switches. In proactive defense (illustrated in Figure 34(a)), we either
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Figure 34: ReOPS architecture

assume that every core-switch can be suspect set meaning the attacker can go after

any core-switch. However, in practice, the attacker only attempts to compromise the

switches that act as critical for the network. This set of critical core-switches can

either be provided by the administrator or ReCON can be used to find the critical

set of core-switches in the network. Proactive ReOPS considers the suspect set, other

functional and agility constraints to calculate the control network placement. It uses

the control evidences generated as a result of this placement to single out the MitM

switches. In reactive ReOPS architecture (illustrated in Figure 34(b)), we do not

start by any control network placement. Instead, we use the existing control network

paths to collect evidence. If any packet loss is detected from this set of evidences

then we input these evidences to ReOPS evidential reasoning that output a set of

suspect switches. Once we have a set of suspect switches, then ReOPS calculates the
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control network placement accordingly. Now we collect evidences based on the new

placement, and if we get the minimum number of accused core-switches after solving

these newly generated evidences, then we stop and flag these as the final set of MitM

switches.

4.7 Formalizing Resilient Control Plane

The objective of this component is to construct a minimum number of intelligently

constructed control paths that can yield useful evidence to identify malicious core-

switches successfully. For this purpose, we build a matrix Q with the desired rank

and reduced null space. In this matrix, a path pi is constructed as a binary row

vector vi ∈ {0, 1}S with each column representing a core-switch. If the core-switch

sj is part of the path vi then the corresponding jth entry of the row-vector is set

(vij = 1). The rank of a matrix determines the amount of useful information by

reducing the redundant rows to zero row-vectors. After the reduction process, the

matrix contains two types of columns, (1) pivot columns, representing columns that

are uniquely identifiable and are not dependent upon other columns (linearly indepen-

dent), and (2) null/zero columns, representing unidentifiable columns in the network

tomography [108]. Intuitively, if a set of malicious core-switches always co-occur with

another set of non-malicious core-switches in any control paths they appear in, then

it is not possible to distinguish them. Such core-switches appear as null/zero columns

in the reduced form of a matrix called reduced row echelon form

The matrix rank is simply the count of these pivot columns in reduced row echelon

form. A matrix will be considered as rank deficient if some of the columns are not

pivot columns indicating that not every core-switch is identifiable. For a network of

N = |S| core-switches, out of which K (where K ≤ N) are suspected and can be

compromised by the attacker, the matrixQ requires a rankK for each of the suspected

core-switch to be identifiable. The objective is to selectively add row vectors in the

matrix that will not reduce to zero row-vectors to achieve the maximum rank K
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with only K row-vectors. This constraint will lead to the K suspected core-switches

standing out as pivot columns after matrix reduction.

Furthermore, if the number of end-switches is less than K, (|S ′| < K), control

paths for few end-switches have to be mutated to generate the required number of

control paths (rows). The minimum bound on the number of mutations required per

end-switch is, therefore, |S|
K

. A minimum limit is needed because all end-switches

may not be the likely candidates for mutation due to network connectivity. Our

model automatically decides the end-switches that can mutate based on network

connectivity. Furthermore, our experiments reveal that real world network topologies

provide enough connectivity that this acts as a minimum bound.

In the following, we formalize two types of constraints. (1) Constraints to ensure

that each newly built control path results in a rank increase and that the desired

columns (representing suspect core-switches) can become pivot columns. In other

words, the resultant matrix representing the control network does not contain any

redundant or useless information. (2) Constraints to ensure that the resultant matrix

representing the control network must also be a valid network satisfying all functional

constraints of the network.

4.7.1 Modeling Evidential Matrix

We formalize two constraints to ensure that each newly built control path results

in rank increase and that the desired columns can become pivot columns.

4.7.1.1 Rank Constraint

Intuitively, rank constraint ensures that each control path exhibit two properties,

(1) Two rows cannot be identical in the matrix which means that there exist no two

contro paths that completely overlapped each other. (2) The combination of existing

rows must not be equal to the new row in the matrix which means that the aggregate

difference of all evidences should not be Null.
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Technically, a XOR matrix operation between rows is used to achieve reduced

row echelon form for binary matrices. We use two properties (deduced from matrix

algebra) to ensure that every new row increases the rank. (1) XOR of the new row

with the XOR of all previously added rows should not result in a zero row vector. (2)

XOR of the new row with the XOR of all already added rows should not lead into

an existing row vector. If Xn represents the XOR of n vectors i.e., xi =
⊕n

i=1B(vi)

then this constraint is defined as:

∨
∀sj∈S

B(Xnj) (29)

∀vi ∈ Q,
∨
∀sj∈S

B({B(Xn)⊕B(vi)}j) (30)

Where B(.) is a function that translates a binary value to boolean, (1 = True and 0 =

False). The first and second part of equation 29 enforce two properties respectively.

In our model, we incrementally solve this for every new control path. Therefore, the

processing overhead does not increase exponentially with the increase in topology

size.

4.7.1.2 Pivot Constraint

Intuitively, pivot constraint ensures that no two columns are identical. It means

there exist not no two suspect core-switches that will have identical evidences in order

to ensure distinguishability among all suspects.

Technically, this constraint ensures that the suspected core-switches is selected as

the pivot columns after matrix reduction and is not required if K = N . A core-switch

sj becomes unidentifiable if it pairs with another switch sk (j 6= k) in every control

path that they appear in. The only way to break such pairing is to construct two row

vectors, vi and vk that differ only in sj. For each core-switch along the control path,

it is it is defined as:

∃vi, vk ∈ Q, vij = 1 ∧ vkj = 0 ∧ (B(vi)⊕B(vk) = cl) (31)
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Where cl is a binary vector such that only clj = 1 and the rest is zero, i.e., (
∑
∀sj∈S clj) =

1.

4.7.2 Formalizing Functional Requirements

Essential functional requirements demand that data generated by an application

must reach the destination and every link along the path must qualify to handle the

bandwidth and QoS requirements. Currently, we formalize following requirements

and more can be added later.

4.7.2.1 Reachability Constraint

This constraint allows the model finder to construct paths. According to this

constraint, a control packet generated by an end-switch must reach the controller.

Therefore, a core-switch must forward the control packets to one of its neighbor that

reduces the hop count to the controller. If the current node is the controller, then

the model finder should stop finding a next suitable neighbor and should finalize the

path. It is defined as:

B(vij)→ (sj ∈ C) ∨
∨

∃sk∈Isj

((B(vij) ∧B(vik)) ∧ (dk < dj)) (32)

This says that either sj ∈ C is the controller or otherwise if Vij = 1 then sj is a core-

switch that is receiving packets for path pi. Therefore, one of its neighbors namely

sk ∈ Isj must also be in the path such that its hop-count dk < dj.

4.7.2.2 Quality of Service Constraint

For simplicity, we assume a relatively homogeneous network where delay increases

proportionally with the increase in hop-count [52, 86]. Therefore, we use hop-count

as a way of enforcing end-to-end delay to ensure QoS. Moreover, our model allows for

more complex constraints to define bounded delays. Its formal definition is:

∀vi ∈ Q, (
∑
sj∈S

vij) ≤ T qosi (33)
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where, (Ti)
qos is the delay bound per end-switch that should not be crossed.

4.7.2.3 Node Stress Constraint

Traffic estimates may fluctuate due to load dynamics or uncertainty. Therefore,

even after accommodating all assigned control flows, each core-switch along the con-

trol path must have some residual capacity to handle fluctuations. For simplicity,

we assume each end-switch will generate an equal amount of control traffic, i.e., λ.

Furthermore, the estimates of aggregated data traffic for a core-switch sj is σj. For a

control path pi (vi), formal core-switch selection is done as:

∀sj ∈ S, (κj − (
∑
∀vi∈Q

vij ∗ λ)− σj) ≥ T rc} (34)

where T rc is the residual capacity threshold set for each core-switch. This can be

provided as a percentage of the capacity of a core-switch.

4.7.3 Detecting Arbitrary Combination of Malicious Switches

Theoretically, an adversary can compromise multiple core-switches from any part

of the network. However, the adversary prefers to compromise malicious switches

in the immediate neighborhood of each other to be able to collude. Similarly, the-

oretically our formalization can be extended to localize any arbitrary combination

of malicious core-switches of any length. However, practically constructing a control

path containing any arbitrary combination of core-switches may not be possible due

to the aforementioned functional constraints. As an example, we extend our model to

localize any combination of length 2 where malicious switches are neighbors to each

other. The difference will be in matrix composition where each column now repre-

sents a combination of two core-switches. Therefore, jth column does not represent

core-switch sj instead a combination cj. For example, if cj =< s1, s3 > represents a

valid combination in jth column then if the jth entry is set this means both s1 and

s3 are part of the control path. This mapping from a column position to a valid
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combination can be hard-coded in the model. We do not need to change any existing

constraint except reachability constraint and will have to add one more constraint to

add this ability into our model.

4.7.3.1 Pairing Constraint

This constraint ensures that each column must have at-least one field set in the

matrix thus ensuring the selection of each combination in some control path. The

intuition is simple, a column cannot become a pivot column if there are all zeros in

the column. This constraint forces the model to find such paths that constitute of

these valid combinations. For a column cj =< sk, sm >, this constraint is formally

defined as: ∨
vi∈Q

(B(vik) ∧B(vim)) (35)

4.7.3.2 Updated Reachability Constraint

There is a possibility that forwarding control traffic to a neighbor in a valid com-

bination may result in a control path that is not shortest anymore. Although, it may

still be satisfying the bounded delay constraint. Therefore, our model should be able

to calculate longer paths as long as they satisfy both bounded delay constraint and

pairing constraint.

We update our reachability constraint 32 to add a flexibility to allow the model

to find slightly longer paths if shortest is not available to satisfy the entire model.

We represent this flexibility as ε and by default its value is set to zero. However, if

the model could not find a satisfiable solution for some combination then we linearly

increment this value by 1 to find valid control paths.

B(vij)→ (sj ∈ C) ∨
∨

∃sk∈Isj

((B(vij) ∧B(vik)) ∧ ((dk − ε) < dj)) (36)

Although, this flexibility allows the model to increase control path length at each

connection by ε hop(s) but the bounded delay constraint will ensure that it does not
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exceed the allowed limit of the control path.

4.8 Evidential Reasoning Engine

We consider the control path and control packet loss on that control path together

as evidences. End-switches and controller share their experiences as evidence. They

consist of the following two types:

Definition 5 A positive evidence (ei) comprises of a path pi and the total number

of control packets sent, on which no packet loss is experienced.

Definition 6 A negative evidence (ei) comprises of a path pi, the total number of

control packets sent and control packets lost, on which at-least > 1% packet loss is

experienced.

All evidences E (positive and negative) are collected at random time intervals from

switches to avoid reporting congestion, but the average reporting interval is ≈ 30

seconds in our experiments. Our assumption is that a congestion event persists for a

long time. Congestion events averaging up to an hour [37,115] have been reported. An

attacker will follow this behavior to mimic congestion to avoid raising any malicious

presence alarm. Therefore, synchronization of these reporting intervals is not needed.

We denote a relevant evidence set Esj ⊆ E of a core-switch sj as the set of evidences

that contain the core-switch sj, i.e., ∀ei, ek ∈ Esj , (sj ∈ ei) ∧ (sj ∈ ek). |Esj | denotes

core-switch visibility which is the number of evidences in which core-switch sj exists.

4.8.1 Formalizing the Evidential Reasoning Constraint

We employ the concept used in boolean tomography [45] to represent the status

of a core-switch. We label the status of a core switch status(sj)={good,bad} based

on the kind of evidences against it. If all evidences in which the core-switch sj

exists are negative ∀ei, ei ∈ Esj , |ei| = 0 and |ei| ≥ 1, then the switch is labeled

as bad (status(sj) = bad) otherwise the core-switch is labeled as good. For each
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negative evidence, we need at-least one bad core-switch justifying the evidence. So,

the objective is to find a minimum set of bad core-switches that can collectively

explain the reported packet loss.

Definition 7 A malicious scenario, M , is a set of core-switches that satisfy all the

reported evidences E.

M represents a logical relationship where there exists at-least one bad switch in

each negative-evidence and all good switches in a positive evidence. This logical

relationship between a negative evidence and its related switches can be represented

as a boolean function: B(ei) =
∨
sj∈ei B(vij) which means the negative evidence ei

will be true if any of the related switch sj ∈ ei is bad. Similarly, for a positive

evidence ei this boolean function will be: B(ei) = ¬(
∨
sj∈ei B(vij)). We can extend

this property to represent the entire evidence set E as a boolean function as follows:

B(E) = {
∧
ei∈E

(
∨
sj∈ei

B(vij))} ∧ {
∧
ek∈E

(¬(
∨
sl∈ek

B(vkl))} (37)

This means B(E) will only be satisfied (true) if all evidences are satisfied. The

problem of finding a minimum set of bad switches that can satisfy all evidences is

an NP-complete problem and can be mapped to SAT or hitting set problem [101].

Sometimes, we may get multiple malicious scenarios and selecting the final malicious

scenario is called plausible reasoning as discussed in the following.

4.8.1.1 Flow-level Drop vs. Device-level Drop

The only difference of low-level drop behavior from device-level is that we have

to ignore the positive evidences where the malicious MitM did not affect the par-

ticipating end-switch. Because, if we consider the evidence as positive then we will

be categorizing the bad core-switch as good. We use a simple intuition that a core-

switch has to drop a little bit from a majority of the control flows passing through

to remain effective and stealthy. So, in case of selective drop, we consider a core-
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switch sj good only if there exists more positive evidences than negative evidences,

i.e., ∀ei, ek ∈ Esj , |ek| > |ei| → status(sj) = good. Except for this distinction both

problems are the same and our accuracy evaluation in Figure 36(b) concurs this ob-

servation.

4.8.1.2 Handling Spurious Evidences

End-switches use the control paths established by the controller. The attacker

would compromise end-switches to report false evidences for these control paths. A

malicious end-switch would report a positive evidence when in fact a MitM core-switch

is dropping control traffic. Similarly, a malicious end-switch would incorrectly blame a

good control path to confuse the controller. Essentially, the purpose of compromising

end-switches is to evade detection by adding false evidences. To diminish the impact

of these false evidences, once we construct a control path, our technique randomly

selects multiple end-switches to traverse this control path to corroborate the evidences

with each other collected for this control path. Currently, we use 3 end-switches to

traverse each path, but this number can be increased depending upon the availability

of resources.

We use majority rule based system which states that simply count the number of

positive and negative evidences for a control path. Then only selects the majority

vote as the final evidence. We show that this simple technique makes our solution

resistant against a significant amount of false evidences. We pick these end-switches

randomly to ensure that the adversary cannot evade by compromising two immediate

neighbors who then collude to win the vote. Furthermore, if the controller observes

too many discrepancies related to an end-switch then the controller quarantine that

switch assuming it is compromised. It does not include this end-switch for further

evidence collection. We have found a threshold of 60% in our experiments to be

sufficient to quarantine the malicious end-switches successfully. Once quarantined,

the admin can perform some integrity check analysis to affirm if the suspected end-
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switch is malicious or not.

4.8.2 Plausible Reasoning for Multiple Malicious Scenarios

If there exist more malicious MitM core-switches in the network, then our MitM de-

tection model may generate multiple malicious scenarios. We use an intuitive heuristic

to dig out the exact malicious scenario, i.e., the real MitM core-switches must be more

prominent in all malicious scenarios because they are causing trouble for many end-

switches [50,96]. Our evaluation in Section 4.9.3 proves this intuition to be true. We

use two parameters to calculate prominence of each core-switch, (1) Visibility, which

is the number of negative evidences that contain the bad core-switch sj, i.e., (|Esj |),

and (2) accusations, (αsj), which is number of malicious scenarios in which the core-

switch sj is accused as malicious. We multiply these two parameters to calculate the

prominence values of all bad core-switches. The prominence value of each malicious

scenario will be the aggregate prominence of all its elements (core-switches). Finally,

we select the malicious scenario with maximum total prominence value. Formally, it

is defined as:

max(∀mi ∈M,
∑
sj∈mi

(αsj ∗ |Esj |)) (38)

It is very unlikely to have more than one malicious scenarios with the same prominence

value. Nonetheless, if it is true, then we take a union of all these malicious scenarios

and conclude this as the final scenario. It may cause few false positives, but it is

better to overcast than ignoring any malicious MitM.

4.8.2.1 Active Investigation of Evidences

In active investigation, we collect the same evidences but these evidences do not

represent intelligently constructed control paths. Therefore, evidential reasoning may

output either multiple malicious scenarios or a bigger malicious scenario accusing

many core-switches. We do not use plausible reasoning in this phase and take a

union of all malicious scenario to localize the suspicion to few core-switches in the
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network. Our technique reconstructs control paths to intelligently route control traffic

through that suspicious region only to collect evidences to single out MitM switches.

4.9 Implementation and Evaluation

In our experiments, we use a powerful machine with Intel Xeon Processor E5-2650L

v3 (1.80 GHz) and 64GB RAM. This machine was running Mininet 2.2.1 on Ubuntu

14.04 LTS with Open vSwitch 2.4.0. We use OpenDayLight Beryllium version as the

controller, Microsoft Z3 [26] as the SMT solver and Scapy to generate traffic in our

experiments.

In our evaluation, we have used both mininet [11] and simulation-based experi-

mentations. We have tested four aspects of our solution. (1) Effectiveness, to verify

the accuracy of MitM detection, (2) efficiency, to test the overhead incurred due to

mutation, (3) resiliency, to ascertain the solution against evidence loss and topology

changes, and (4) scalability, to test the time bounds of our approach.

4.9.1 In-band Control Plane Implementation

We use in-band control network model in our implementation to simulate malicious

switches along the path. These malicious switches have the ability to drop from both

data and control traffic. For in-band control plane to work, it requires two types of

changes, one in the ingress switches and second in the forwarding switches. In an end-

switch, we modify the mapping of the logical CONTROLLER port to the local physical

port. Each logical port in SDN switch represents a tunnel using protocols like gre with

local ip and remote ip representing both ends of the tunnel. For CONTROLLER port on

each end-switch, the local ip accounts for the IP of the controller port and remote ip

represents the IP of the physical port of the end-switch that forwards the control

traffic towards the controller. We only need to change the value of the remote ip of

the tunnel at each end-switch to map it to the desired physical ports when needed.

Similarly, the core-switches should be able to forward the control traffic. The
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fundamental principle of in-band control is that the next-hop switch must recognize

the control traffic without involving the controller. These core-switches handle control

traffic just like the data traffic except all flow rules for control traffic are installed

with a very high priority so that the data flow rules do not shadow them. These bi-

directional flow rules use the remote ip and local ip values of the CONTROLLER tunnel

to route traffic. Therefore, whenever the value of remote ip changes in the end-switch,

the controller must update the flow rules in the core-switches along the control path

to reflect this change. This mapping and re-mapping at both end-switches and core-

switches are instant. Moreover, we calculate the minimum control route mutation for

each end-switch to achieve the desired number of evidences; therefore, this re-mapping

does not incur any considerable overhead as discussed in the evaluation section.

Currently, we assume that spoofing is not a problem as various solutions already

exist in research literature [43, 56]. Therefore, the controller will not be flooded by

spoofed control packets.

4.9.2 Implementation and Evaluation

4.9.2.1 Accuracy Evaluation Metrics

We use two matrices, (1) Detection Rate (DR); and 2) False Positive Rate (FPR).

Let, Mf be the actual malicious scenario and Md be the detected malicious scenario.

Detection rate will be DR =
|Md∩Mf |
|Mf |

, where |Md ∩Mf | gives the number of common

core-switches (successfully detected) in both actual and detected malicious scenarios.

Similarly, FPR =
|Md|−(|Md∩Mf |)

|Md|
, which gives the fraction of the detected malicious

scenario wrongly accused of being malicious.

4.9.2.2 Network Generation

For our experiments, we use both real world intra-ISP topologies from Rocket-

Fuel [19] and synthetic topologies from BRITE [4]. We generate two types of net-

works from BRITE: (1) random networks by using Waxman’s probability to ran-
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domly interconnect nodes within a network, and (2) preferential network by using

BarbarasiAlbert model [4] to generate power-law based networks using incremental

network growth and preferential node connectivity as network growth models. For

smaller networks, we manually assign end-switches, core-switches and the controller

nodes. However, for larger networks, we randomly designate a small fraction of nodes

with the least degree as end-switches and the rest are considered as core-switches. A

node with the highest degree is designated as the controller.

4.9.2.3 Malicious Role Assignment

To generate evidences, we assign the malicious role to different core-switches based

on two loss distribution models [50], (1) uniform distribution, which randomly dis-

tributes the MitM role throughout the critical set of core-switches. To simulate this

behavior, we use probabilities in the range [0.001, 0.01] for all core-switches. (2)

Differential distribution, which distributes MitM role in clusters i.e, MitM nodes are

co-located rather than distributed in the network. To simulate this behavior, we use

the probabilities in range [0.01, 0.1]. Please note that changing these probabilities does

not affect our technique. Then using presence of MitM core-switch along the control

path, we designate it as positive or negative evidence.

4.9.2.4 Evidence Generation and Reporting

In OpenFlow, each logical or physical port can have its counters. One of these

counters is Transmitted Packet counter, which is used to count the number of pack-

ets transmitted through a port. We use the Transmitted Packet counter associated

with the CONTROLLER logical port. This counter does not differentiate between first

transmissions or retransmissions. Therefore, each transmission increases the counter

by one. We also maintain a counter at the controller side that counts the number of

control packets received from different switches. We do not differentiate between the

various control message types. Because our technique only needs positive and neg-
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ative experiences over a control path and does not depend on the actual number of

packets dropped. The controller gets port statistics from different switches after reg-

ular intervals. It matches these transmitted packet statistics with its received packet

statistics. If it finds a significant difference, then it considers this as negative evidence

otherwise, positive evidence. Currently, we use a threshold difference of 5 to ignore

small discrepancies. Please, note that we use this number to tolerate small differences

that may arise due to benign conditions and it does not affect the performance of our

technique in any way. We use the statistics reporting functionality of OpenDayLight

which update its statistics after every 30 seconds.

4.9.2.5 Packet Dropping Behavior

We use the group table feature offered in OpenFlow to simulate the random control

packet drop in the core-switches. A group table consists of multiple group entries,

where each entry contains group Id, group type (defines the group semantics), counters,

and action buckets (include an ordered list of action buckets, where each action bucket

contains a set of actions to be executed and their associated parameters). To achieve

random drop, we use select group type, which chooses one bucket in the action buckets

to be performed. The action of this bucket is to drop the packet and do not forward it

to any port. We use hash function based on the end-switch ID and a random number

to select this drop bucket. This way we simulate the random drop behavior.

4.9.2.6 Mutation Frequency

Configuring the switches takes negligible time due to very few configuration changes

as seen in results in section 4.9.4.3. Therefore, if some end-switches require mutation,

then the controller triggers it once the timer expires. Furthermore, as malicious

behavior persists for a long time [37, 115], we can increase this reporting/mutation

time without worrying about missing any intermittent threats.
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4.9.2.7 Transient Control Traffic

In control path mutation, there is a possibility that when a packet arrives at a

core-switch, it is no longer configured to forward control traffic. These are called in-

flight/transient packets. In our implementation, the core-switch forwards the entire

control packet as Packet_IN to the controller. The controller decides how to send

this packet as Packet_OUT without adding a flow rule. Furthermore, our evaluation

in section 4.9.4.2 shows that, at any given time, only 2− 3% of such traffic exists in

the network.

4.9.3 Effectiveness Evaluation

We used simulation to test the effectiveness. All topology sizes mentioned in the

results include both end-switches and core-switches. We have used all three types

of topologies, i.e., preferential, random and rocket-fuel. The process of assigning

malicious role and evidence generation is described in section 4.9.2. In our evaluation,

both results based on device-level and flow-level drop behaviors were comparable

therefore, we only provide flow-level drop with respect to change in malicious ratio.

4.9.3.1 Impact of Malicious Ratio on Accuracy

In these experiments, we used a network of 100 switches and varied the malicious

ratio (number of malicious switches) from 2 − 22%. First, we have tested the effec-

tiveness under device-level drop behavior where the MitM core-switch will drop from

all end-switches that pass through the core-switch. The DR results in Figure 35(a)

show that our solution can successfully identify all MitM core-switches with ≈ 99%

accuracy as long as less than or equal to 10% of the switches are malicious. Beyond

that the accuracy goes below 98% which may not be acceptable in some operational

systems. Similarly, in Figure 35(b), FPR goes beyond 2% if there are more than 10%

malicious switches which may be considered high false positives.

We have also tested our technique against flow-level drop. In these experiments, a
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malicious core-switch randomly skips some control flows (1−15%) passing through it

to simulate flow-level drop behavior and to confuse the controller. This would result

into a discrepancy where most of the end-switches will be reporting negative evidences

for a core-switch but some benign end-switches will report positive evidence. Using

the heuristic provided in Section 4.8.1.1, we observe similar accuracy even in these

scenarios and these results are showed in Figure 36(b). Our results show that the DR

remains > 98% and FPR remains under < 2% even if ≈ 12% network is compromised.

This clearly shows the effectiveness of our technique for both device and flow level

drop scenarios.

4.9.3.2 Impact of Network Size on Accuracy

Intuitively, larger networks provide more evidences which lead to higher detection

accuracy. To test this theory, in these experiments we kept the malicious ratio at 10%

and changed the size of the network. For smaller topology size, like 40 core-switches,

the accuracy is slightly low i.e., around ≈ 97% but for larger topologies it is easily

more than 98%, as illustrated in Figure 36(a). Similar observations are true for FPR

in Figure 36(a), as for bigger topologies due to the fact that more evidence is available

and FPR is considerably less than 2%.

4.9.4 Efficiency Evaluation

We used mininet-based experiments to test efficiency. We use power-law topology

of 100 nodes generated from BRITE and manually marked in 50, 50 nodes as end-

switches and core-switches respectively. Then we created this topology in mininet

and each end-switch is assigned a single host. We configured each host to send the

same amount of data but in chunks at random intervals so that at any given time

only a few hosts are sending data to mimic real world behavior. Furthermore, the

controller was programmed to insert flow-rules with random flow expiration counters

to generate random control traffic. We changed the role of end-switches to core-
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switches one-by-one to reduce their count that forced the model to suggest more

control path mutation and then mechanism carried out these control path mutations

for suggested end-switches to test the mutation overhead.

4.9.4.1 Impact of Mutation on Network Throughput

These results are showed in Figure 36(c) where X-axis shows the percentage of end-

switches that have to mutate and Y-axis shows the reduction in network throughput.

As you can see the reduction in throughput is very nominal i.e., <= 2% even if 85%

end-switches are mutating. Moreover, this reduction is only due to small increase

in control traffic otherwise there will be no packet loss. Because, even if there are

route-less in-flight packets in the system, they will be sent to the controller using

Packet_IN. The controller is already programmed to handle such packets.

4.9.4.2 Impact of Mutation on Extra Control Traffic

We also tested the control traffic generated due to transient packets and results are

illustrated in Figure 36(c). Even if more than 50% of the end-switches are mutating,

the amount of extra control packets generated do not account for more than 2%

of the total control traffic under normal circumstances. Moreover, all networks are

already designed in a way to handle traffic spikes due to burstiness of the Internet.

Furthermore, it only represents intermittent traffic and does not stay forever.

4.9.4.3 Mutation Time

Higher mutation time results into lower throughput. But, as in Figure 37(a),

with the increase in mutating end-switches, the mutation time increases linearly.

The longest it take to mutate all end-switches does not go beyond 5 seconds even if

almost all end-switches are mutating. This also shows that as mutation time increases

linearly even in bigger networks, linear increase will impact throughput linearly.
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4.9.5 Resiliency Evaluation

We used simulation-based experiment using the same methodology as explained in

Section 4.9.3 to test resiliency.

4.9.5.1 Impact of Spurious Evidences

The purpose of compromised end-switches is to conceal the identities of core-

switches dropping control traffic. In our evaluation, we have used compromised

end-switches to report only the positive evidences when MitM was dropping con-

trol packets. To simulate this behavior, we randomly pick end-switches and configure

these to only report positive evidences regardless of the control packet loss. In this

experiment, we have used a topology of size 200 switches and randomly change the

the percentage of end-switches from 4% to 32% as illustrated in Figure 37(b). These

results show that our technique resist as far as if 15% of end-switches are compromised

and still achieves ≈ 98% detection accuracy with only < 2% FPR.

4.9.5.2 Impact of Link/Switch Failure

In our matrix-based topologies, 2 − 3% link failures affect maximum upto 10% of

end-switches in extreme cases. As we calculate placement model incrementally for

each end-switch, we only had to calculate revised control paths for these effected end-

switches. Based on the placement model time presented in Figure 37(c), we can say

that for a topology size of 100 nodes, we only need < 4 seconds to recalculate these

new control paths. Also, it increases linearly with topology size.

4.9.6 Scalability Evaluation

We used simulation-based experiment to test scalability.

4.9.6.1 Solution Time w.r.t. Topology Size

Matrix calculation for control plane placement is done in advance therefore even if

it takes more time it is bearable. But in case of topology changes, due to incremental
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approach it only takes less than couple of seconds in most cases to reconfigure network.

As showed in Figure 37(c) (left axis), even for a large network of 600 switches it takes

only around < 2 minutes to calculate the entire matrix. Furthermore, this time

increases linearly with network size.

4.9.6.2 Evidential Reasoning Time

The controller has to perform evidential reasoning based MitM detection at real

time therefore it must be instant. Once, evidences are collected it takes only 10

seconds to generate the final malicious scenario even for a large network of size 600

switches as illustrated in Figure 37(c) (right axis). This shows that our approach can

be used in real time in the controller.

4.10 Conclusion

In SDN deployments, where the controller remotely controls the switches, an adver-

sary can exploit the facts that control traffic is traceable due to centralization, dumb

devices are more prone to compromise and direct dependency of data on control traf-

fic to drop only a small fraction of control traffic to severely limit network throughput

and cause data flooding. We have showed that existing fault localization techniques

are not able to comprehensively diffuse this threat. In this paper, we have proposed

a technique that intelligently route control traffic through the suspected network re-

gion, proactively and reactively, such that the analysis of packet loss over these paths

reveals the MitM switches. We developed a provably correct-by-construction formal

technique using matrix algebra that ensures network integrity during network recon-

figurations. Our mininet and simulation based evaluation showed that it has achieved

≈ 99% DR and less than ≈ 1% FPR even if 10% switches are compromised at real

times (< 4 seconds). Similarly, our solution is scalable to large network containing

more than 600 switches.



CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Throughout this dissertation, we discuss some persistent cyber threats, like stealthy

DDoS attacks and MitM attacks, that have emerged as the most devastating and

unsolvable attacks seriously threatening the mission success of the critical services.

Moreover, limitations of the Internet and virtualization infrastructure along with

shortcomings of the existing solutions make it a very challenging task to defend

against such cyber threats. In this dissertation, we have proposed a novel agile secu-

rity architecture called software defined cyber agility (SDA) inspired from software

defined network (SDN) architecture. The SDA enables programmable and on-demand

functionality, reconfigurability and manageability of security and resiliency counter-

measures in the network. The purpose of SDA is to offer Active Cyber Defense,

which is a cyber-resiliency capability that dynamically orchestrates security archi-

tectures while adapting security policies and configurations proactively or reactively

based on the active investigation of threat observables. The objectives of ACD are,

(1) to provide a novel and efficient defense against stealthy DDoS attack leveraging

SDN technology, and (2) to provide agility primitives in SDN to defend it against

SDN-specific attacks.

Next, we present an outline of potential research problems for future work, some

of which are possible extensions of this dissertation, while the rest are new challenges

with a potential for applying the technical approaches similar to ours work.

5.1 Overview of Contributions, Technical Approaches, and Evaluation Results

The employed ACD capability implemented by the SDA offers solutions to three

major problems.
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5.1.1 Agile Virtualized Infrastructure to Defend Against Stealthy DDoS

Attacks (MoveNet)

DDoS attacks are becoming more frequent, devastating and stealthier. In this chap-

ter, we have developed a novel cyber defense framework, called MoveNet, that enabled

new network agility primitives (split, move and merge) using the virtual network (VN)

infrastructure technology to offer real-time collaborative detection and mitigation of

large-scale, aggressive or stealthy, direct or indirect DDoS attacks. MoveNet proac-

tively defied identification and targeting of critical links through dynamic random mu-

tation of the VN physical footprint via enabling VN migration. Moreover, MoveNet

integrated network-level traffic analytics from different VNs to allow real-time VN

migration and reformation to dynamically segregate suspicious flows in independent

VNs for monitoring and control (potential throttling). Our Mininet and PlanetLab

based experiments showed the effectiveness of restoring the (80%) downgraded band-

width by migrating each component which takes less than 1 second. Due to poor

virtualization in PlanetLab, sometimes packet loss due to migration could reach to

5% but in mininet it is always below 1%. Furthermore, the existing provision of re-

dundant paths on the Internet, 4−5 as found in our experiments, is enough to defend

against large-scale DDoS attack.

5.1.2 Developing In-designed Resilient SDN Control Network (ReCON)

In SDN, an attacker can exploit the facts that OFA has limited Packet-IN capacity

and control traffic may share critical links with data traffic in FP to launch DDoS

attacks on SDN control plane. Existing solutions lack because they either require

expensive extra dedicated resources or propose changes in OpenFlow protocol or

assume limited threat model or offer static solutions. In this chapter, we proposed

a correct-by-construction REsilient COntrol Network architecture (ReCON ) that is

40% more resilient against DDoS on FP and increases the OFA capacity by al-teast
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2 times using the same SDN network resources. ReCON essentially minimized the

sharing of critical links among data and control planes offering link level isolation in

in-band FP to achieve out-of-band grade resilience and elastically increased the OFA

capacity when needed using the under-utilized OFAs from within the same network.

5.1.3 Developing Resilient SDN Operations against DoS by Interrupting

Control Traffic (ReOPS)

In SDN deployments, where the controller remotely controls the switches, an adver-

sary can exploit the facts that control traffic is traceable due to centralization, dumb

devices are more prone to compromise and direct dependency of data on control traf-

fic to drop only a small fraction of control traffic to severely limit network throughput

and cause data flooding. We have showed that existing fault localization techniques

are not able to comprehensively diffuse this threat. In this chapter, we have proposed

a technique that intelligently route control traffic through the suspected network re-

gion, proactively and reactively, such that the analysis of packet loss over these paths

reveals the MitM switches. We developed a provably correct-by-construction formal

technique using matrix algebra that ensures network integrity during network recon-

figurations. Our mininet and simulation based evaluation showed that it has achieved

≈ 99% DR and less than ≈ 1% FPR even if 10% switches are compromised at real

times (< 4 seconds). Similarly, our solution is scalable to large network containing

more than 600 switches.

5.2 Future Research

From our deep study and contributions in developing active cyber defense, we

have found various potentially challenging problems for future research, including the

following:

Bring Your Own Controller (BYOC): The needs of customized security services

for different tenants on Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) clouds are emerging. How-
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ever, existing security services in IaaS clouds are very limited, inflexible and hard to

control by tenants. Recently the introduction of SDN technology brings the hope of

flexible control of network flows and creation of diverse, rich network security func-

tions/applications. However, existing cloud infrastructure does not allow tenants to

enjoy the SDN technology because installing SDN applications directly on the cloud

network controller can have serious security and privacy concerns. Bring Your Own

Controller will allow the cloud users to use their own favorite controllers to take part

in the cloud control domain to manage and customize their own security services.

Active Hardening of Access Control Rules for IoT : The high criticality of many

IoT systems such as healthcare and smart energy, requires rigorous access control at

multiple levels. Firewall is a key technology that provides the first line of defense

for IoT. However, manual configuration of access control rules for thousands or mil-

lions of IoT devices is evidently an intractable task. Default policy rules-sets are

often incomplete and not context-aware of devices data models and thus cannot be

automatically deployed. Therefore, the potential semantic complexity and large-scale

of IoT, automating the creation, refinement, and hardening of access control with

provable properties with no intervention is the holy-grail of IoT security. I want to

extend ACD to focus on the use of semantic technologies and logical reasoning for

the automated generation and deployment of firewall rules for IoT entities considering

both end-to-end and service-oriented architectures.

Reactive Policy Synthesis for Information Assurance: Ensuring the resilience of

computer networks against cyber-attacks, to achieve desired information assurance,

requires dynamic attack detection, prevention, disruption, and deception strategies

in addition to fast recovery and remediation techniques. Various network parameters

in a resilient environment are likely to be changed frequently, either by the proactive

resilience mechanisms or by the reactive ones based on the data collected from the

distributed sensors. I want to leverage reactive aspect of ACD to develop a reactive
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resilience mechanism where control programs (i.e., reactive policies) can be adopted

to maintain the accepted level of services delivered by a network even under attack.

These reactive policies will respond to the wide range of network events, and the

operators need to specify them regarding distributed low-level configuration and au-

tomatic response to the dynamic changes. I will have to develop a policy language

where network operators can define their reactive policies to describe how the config-

uration of the state might evolve as a result of temporal or threat-indicators trigger

events.

Software Defined Security as a Service: The SDA enables programmable and on-

demand functionality, reconfigurability and manageability of security and resiliency

countermeasures. In this agile architecture, any application can subscribe for defense

from different threats. This subscription will buy a customized virtual network for

each application where each virtual node represents a collection of virtualized network

functions like forwarding, inspection, blocking, etc. Depending on the subscription,

customized intelligence will be collected from the network to define a network-wide

defense policy for the application. Using VN’s flexible resource allocation architecture,

SDA will implement this customized policy-oriented configurations by dynamically

allocating resources in real-time without any service interruption.

Active Cyber Defense for Network Function Virtualization: With the emergence of

SDN, network function virtualization (NFV) is a transformation that is waiting to

happen. The traditional method of building networks and services with proprietary

appliances has always been expensive, slow and cumbersome. The combination of

ubiquitous Internet access and the wide availability of large-scale cloud services has

enabled software-based dotcom businesses to build IP-based communications services

at huge scale and with very low cost. It is only a matter of time before traditional

network operators realized that they had to embrace a far more software-centric way

of implementing networks and services. Currently, I am investigating the potential of
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using SDN to enhance security, the performance of NFV and to simplify its compat-

ibility with existing deployments.
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